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EXAMINING THE MEDICARE PART B PREMIUM
INCREASE

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1987

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COmMIrrEE ON AGING,

Washington, DC.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:12 a.m., in room
268, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John Melcher (chairman
of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Melcher, Heinz, Shelby, Pressler, Cohen, Do-
menici, and Chiles.

Staff present: Max I. Richtman, staff director; Holly Bode, profes-
sional staff member; Kelli Pronovost, hearing clerk; Larry Atkins,
minority staff director; and Nancy Smith, professional staff
member.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN MELCHER, CHAIRMAN

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
This morning we are going to hear from witnesses who are going

to explain how the increase in Medicare Part B costs will affect
older Americans. The increase will be $6.90 per month as recom-
mended and determined by the Administration, and will be effec-
tive January 1st, 1988, just a few months off. This increase, added
to the $17.90 monthly premium paid in 1987 brings the total cost
each month for older Americans on Medicare Part B to $24.80 per
month.

We have to keep in mind what the effect of this increase will be
on those people who are on fixed incomes, who are struggling to
pay all their bills.

We have had a great deal of mail lately in the Senate Special
Committee on Aging on this issue. Many of these letters reflect the
alarm of people clear across the country. I am going to read you
one or two excerpts as samples of those comments.

"I am writing about the increase in Medicare payments. I have
also already received another increase from Blue Cross. Please see
what you men can do about this. I am writing this for myself and
my other 'oldies.'" That's from Mrs. Antonucci of Warren, Michi-
gan.

Another says, "I am furious that Medicare premiums are going
up a great deal again. My husband is totally disabled and we live
on Social Security. If you haven't tried it you don't know how diffi-
cult it can be."

(1)
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This hearing is scheduled today to look at the increase from two
standpoints: The standpoint of Congress because we're responsi-
ble-we said the administration determined the increase in the
monthly premium, but it's Congress that is responsible. We've had
studies to determine what is happening in Part B and what is hap-
pening to cause the constant increase, most notably a 1986 Office of
Technology Assessment report entitled "Payment for Physician
Services: Strategies for Medicare." That report outlined four differ-
ent options. The first is reform of the present fee-for-service
system.

The second is payment based on fee schedules; which would be
developed using a relative value scale. A relative value scale gives
each service a weight, which would be multiplied by a conversion
factor, stated in dollars.

-The third option is payment for packages of related services,
which is similar to the DRG's in the hospital setting. Reimburse-
ment would be for a "bundle" of services based on the diagnosis.

The fourth option is capitation. That's a plan in which an insur-
ance company or some other entity contracts with a Health Main-
tenance Organization or with a group of physicians, to provide all
services to Medicare beneficiaries for a fixed amount per year.

Well, those are the four primary options that we have to consid-
er. We have asked for studies and we have had those studies. I
think it's time now that Congress does something about it, and se-
lects a plan that is fair and decent. I think that's all older Ameri-
cans are asking of Congress: Do something that is fair, do some-
thing that is reasonable, but do it now. Maybe through the help of
this particular hearing this morning we can arrive at some conclu-
sions that those of us who serve on this committee can recommend
to our colleagues in the Senate. Well, here's something that is fair;
here's something that is decent for people on Medicare, and then
go with it.

Senator Cohen, can we hear from you?
[The prepared statement of Senator Melcher follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN MFWHZB

Good morning. On behalf of my colleagues on the Special Committee on Aging, I'd
like to welcome everyone to this morning's hearing on the reasons for and impact of
next year's scheduled unprecedented increase in the Medicare Part B premium.

On September 30, the Health Care Financing Administration officially advised us
that the Part B premium would have to be increased next January by 38.5 percent,
from its current level of $17.90 to $24.80 per month. Over the last several weeks, I
have heard from hundreds of seniors throughout the nation who are frightened and
angry about the prospect of this increase. These folks include:

Mrs. N. of California writes, "Why can't the elderly have the bare necessities.
We are near destitute."

Mrs. C. of Missouri writes, "I am furious. ***My husband is totally dis-
abled and we live on Social Security. If you haven't tried it, you don't know how
difficult it can be."

Mrs. H. of Texas writes, "We cannot afford the extra premiums- Our Social
Security checks are small and our medicine bills are high. Instead of giving mil-
lions to the Contras, let's put that money into the Medicare program to help
U.S. elderly citizens."

It is easy to understand why these people are concerned. One day, they learn that
their Part B premium is going to shoot up by 38.5 percent, and the next day they
read that they will receive an appreciated but smaller 4.2 percent cost-of-living ad-
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justment. Just recently they heard that they will pay for the entire costs of the cat-
astrophic health care legislation that we passed last Tuesday.

Older Americans are not free-loaders-they want to pay their fair share. They
also want to be able to pay for the vitally needed health care coverage that Medi-
care Part B provides and the type of protection that would be provided under the
catastrophic health care bill. However, these individuals, particularly those who are
living on low and fixed incomes, are starting to feel a bit overwhelmed. They don't
want to be forced into making the decision of choosing between paying for necessi-
ties like utilities or rent or groceries and needed Part B protection. However, they
feel that is the direction we are heading with these premium increases. If this hear-
ing serves no other purpose, I want to make certain that before we adjourn today,
we wil have received a number of realistic recommendations that will help us
assure Medicare beneficiaries that this kind of increase will never occur again.

To that end, today I am releasing a staff report which outlines the many issues
related to the Medicare Part B program and summarizes the options available to
address the problems that have contributed to the burdensome Part B premium in-
crease. Key findings from this report include:

(1) Part B enrollee out-of-pocket costs have increased 211 percent since 1973.
(2) 24 percent of total Medicare outlay in fiscal year 1986 were for physicians'

services and it is projected that this will increase to 27 percent in fiscal year
1988.

(3) The Health Care Financing Administration reports that 60 percent of this
year's $6.90 Part B premium increase is due to growth in reimbursement to
physicians.

I look forward to the testimony of today's witnesses. I am confident that they all
will shed light on the Part B premium-increase issue. This issue is of utmost impor-
tance to our elderly and to the Members of this Committee.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR WILLIAM COHEN

Senator CoHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate having
the opportunity to attend this hearing.

I think that the demographics are of our society marching in a
rather clear direction-that we are aging as a population. We are
living longer, thanks to medicine and science. We require, there-
fore, more treatment and more medication and accordingly, medi-
cal costs are inevitably going to rise. I think that there are several
questions that we have to address today.

Number one, are the increased costs of physician services provid-
ed under Medicare in fact legitimate? Or are they exploitative and
unnecessary?

Number two, who should pay the costs?
And number three, how much should be paid?
Those are the three essential questions that we have to address,

Mr. Chairman, and I look forward to hearing from the witnesses
and to addressing these questions in a responsible and fair-minded
fashion.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Cohen.
Senator Pressler?

STATEMENT BY SENATOR LARRY PRESSLER
Senator PRESSLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think it's very important that we hold this hearing on the 38.5

percent increase in the Medicare Part B premium. First of all, it
should be explained that this has nothing to do with the recently
passed catastrophic illness legislation. This is an increase due to
rising health care costs and greater demands on the Medicare Part
B program.
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Let me say that I think one solution, in terms of the cost of
health care, is finding a way to lessen the number of lawsuits
against doctors and medical institutions. If we could put a cap on
some of the recoveries, particularly for punitive damages-or
indeed, change the nature of punitive damages, perhaps overall
health care costs could be reduced; currently punitive damages are
usually insured, and just add to insurance premiums. Furthermore,
no one is punished for an obvious wrongdoing.

Another area we have to look at is the number of tests that are
required. Recently, I had a public listening meeting in Mitchell,
South Dakota at which a woman in her late 60's stood up and said
very publicly that during a recent spell of illness in which she was
hospitalized, she was given a pregnancy test. Doctors present said
that it was required as part of standard procedures. If doctors don't
do all these tests, they might be sued if something goes wrong, or
be accused of not doing all the tests available.

My point is, there are many costs associated with medical care
that are not necessarily the doctors' fault or the hospitals' fault,
but the fault of some Federal regulations and requirements of our
legal system. I think that when we examine overall health care
costs in this country, not only for senior citizens but for all age
groups of our people, we must find ways to come to grips with
these areas-the number of lawsuits, lack of arbitration, high puni-
tive damages which are seldom ever paid by doctors but by insur-
ance companies, and how these factors affect everyone.

Mr. Chairman, I want to compliment you on holding this hear-
ing. During the next 3 or 4 years, I believe we are going to find
that senior citizens are shocked at how much Medicare is increas-
ing in cost. The 38.5 percent Medicare Part B increase, which is to
be implemented on January 1, 1988, does not reflect expansions in
the program. It does not include coverage for catastrophic illnesses,
which should become law in a few months. Catastrophic coverage
will cost senior citizens even more. This drastic increase comes
from expanded costs, too many required tests, too much bureaucra-
cy, and generally increased costs in the delivery of health care in
our country.

Senior citizens, particularly those who rely on Social Security as
their sole source of income, cannot cope with these rapidly rising
costs of medical care. A 38.5 percent increase is very harsh medi-
cine for the elderly to swallow, and I hope that this hearing identi-
fies many solutions today, in addition to those that I have suggest-
ed.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Pressler.
Senator Shelby?

STATEMENT BY SENATOR RICHARD SHELBY

Senator SHELBY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
With the inception of the Medicare program back in 1966, the

Part B premium-also known as the Medicare Supplementary
Medical Insurance, SMI, program-cost just $3. Well, since that
time the expansion of the program, the growth in the number of
participants, and the consistent increases in the cost of health care
in this country have dictated a substantial rise in the cost of the
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Part B premium to $24.80 per month-21 years later, almost $22
more. It s that simple. Or is it?

Mr. Chairman, our concern and interest in the problems associat-
ed with the high cost of health care for the elderly in this country
have led us to examine, under your guidance, many ways of trying
to make the system work better for the health care providers, for
the Government, and-most importantly-for the beneficiary. Just
last week we witnessed the broadest expansion of the Medicare
system to date, an expansion that will safeguard the elderly
against catastrophic cost of a serious illness.

It is with a great deal of pride that I count myself a member of a
committee that has had such a significant role in the shaping of
the Senate-passed version of the catastrophic protection b11. This
was due largely to the excellent committee leadership of Senator
Melcher and the bipartisan nature that characterizes the working
relationships and interaction among the members of this commit-
tee.

This morning we have gathered here to discuss the Part B premi-
um which helps pay for the costs of physicians' services, physical
therapy, diagnostic and x-ray services, and durable medical equip-
ment and other services. As I mentioned earlier, there are several
components that would necessitate the expected increases in the
Part B premium to date. Interestingly, however, the greatest in-
crease in the premium prior to the most recent announcement was
an increase of $2.40 for calendar years 1984 and 1985, and then
again in 1985 and 1986, which leads us to wonder how this year the
adjustment, a 38.5 percent increase, can be a figure of $6.90.

Of course, there are several factors governing the increase in the
Part B premium. From what I understand, the Part B program is
financed by enrollee premiums, income generated from general
revenues, and the interest earned from the SMI trust fund's assets.
Among other factors figured into the formula for the increased pre-
mium, apparently cost projections for fiscal year 1987 were inaccu-
rate, thereby incurring expenses in excess of the projections. In ad-
dition, according to HCFA, however, the greatest percentage of in-
crease in the premium is due to physician expenditures.

As our discussion today turns toward the reasons for this unprec-
edented increase, I know first and foremost in all of our minds will
be the financial effect that this higher premium will have on the
beneficiaries. Above and beyond the effect to the beneficiary, I am
here to try to discover-with the assistance of our distinguished
and very knowledgeable witnesses-the answer to a seemingly
simple question: How can we prevent an increase of this magnitude
from occurring again? Or can we?

As we have attempted to safeguard the elderly against the high
cost of catastrophic illness, so too we must look into controlling
Part B program costs to ensure that this coverage is not priced out
of reach for a significant number of low-income beneficiaries.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Shelby.
I want to announce that there is a paper that has been prepared

by the committee staff, an overview of the issues concerning Part B
Medicare program.' That's available now, and any of you who care

' See appendix, p. 125 .
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to have it will find it on the press tables. You can pick up a copy
before you leave.

Senator Heinz?

STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN HEINZ
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I too want

to hear from Dr. Roper and our other witnesses. We are all here
because we are deeply concerned about the 40 percent increase in
the monthly Part B premium.

I am inclined to believe that the large Part B premium increase
in this one year is a mistake, and it's a mistake for three reasons.
First, the jump from roughly $18 to $25 will put a dent in the
budget of some very hard-pressed senior citizens at a time when
they will have difficulty affording it. Second, the increase would
not appear to be their fault. I think HCFA has to bear part of the
blame for mismanagement of the trust funds. If they had predicted
program costs better and kept a cushion in trust funds we wouldn't
need this large increase. Third, and I hope we can get into this
even more, the premium increase strikes me as a flag of surrender
to rapidly-rising medical costs that threaten to overwhelm older
Americans.

As I analyze the numbers behind the Part B increase, well over
half of the scheduled increase-$3.90-is totally man-made. By
"man-made," I mean the result of HCFA's errors and misjudg-
ments. And $1.50 of this is a result of HCFA's decisions over the
years about building and depleting contingency reserves that have
led to unnecessary fluctuations in the Part B premium. Certainly,
one of HCFA's objectives should be to manage the trust funds to
avoid a large jump in the premium. The remaining $2.40 of the so-
called "man-made' share is the result of errors HCFA made in pro-
jecting 1987 costs. These man-made errors are of the type that
could be and should be avoided in the future if we are to relate the
premium more directly to the program's costs.

Finally there is the underlying reason for most of the rise in the
premium this year, the rise in physician reimbursements under
Part B. Over 61 percent of the increase in projected 1988 expendi-
tures under Part B can be explained by outlays for physician serv-
ices alone. The fact is that the elderly are being asked to pay more
and more each year for the medical care they receive because there
are no limits on what we are willing to pay physicians.

We will hear a lot of differing opinions today about why the costs
of Part B Medicare are rising so rapidly. Some will argue that
there are more older people in need of care and using care. Others
will argue that the elderly are using more outpatient and physician
services because Medicare has cut back on hospital reimbursement.
Finally, some will argue that physicians are charging us more for
the same services.

We desperately need to get to the bottom of this problem and de-
termine what is causing the increase in Part B costs. We need to
sort out how much of it is paying for better care for more people
and how much of it is simply price increases for the same services.
Finally, we need to make sure that we can control what we spend
for medical care without interfering in the physician's decisions
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about good patient care or reducing the quality of care that our
senior citizens receive.

This last issue in my mind, Mr. Chairman, is the most critical
challenge to all of us as practitioners, policy-makers, or regulators.
We have already put beneficiaries at risk for rising Part B costs;
we must not also put them at risk for poor quality or too little
care. Nor should we put the responsibility for deciding what is and
is not effective and efficient physician practice on the patient's
shoulders.

I look forward to learning from our witnesses today what can be
responsibly done to control the costs of the Part B premium.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statements of Senator Heinz, Glenn, and Bradley

follow:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN HEINZ

In September HCFA startled us all by announcing a one-time increase of almost
40 percent in the monthly premium older Americans must pay for their medical in-
surance under part B of the Medicare Program. This large an increase in the part B
Premium in 1 year is a mistake. It is a mistake for three reasons. First, the jump
from almost $18 to almost $25 a month in premiums will put a dent in the budgets
of many older Americans at a time when they can ill afford it. Second, the increase
is not their fault-HCFA must bear part of the blame for mismanagement of the
trust funds-if they had predicted program costs better and kept a cushion in the
trust funds we wouldn't need this large an increase. Third, the premium increase is
a flag of surrender to rapidly rising medical costs that threaten to overwhelm older
Americans.

As I analyze the numbers behind the part B increase, well over half of the sched-
uled increase-$3.90-is totally "man-made". By "man-made" I mean the result of
HCFA's errors and misjudgments; $1.50 of this a result of HCFA's decisions over the
years about building and depleting contingency reserves that have led to unneces-
sary fluctuations in the part B Premium. Certainly, one of HCFA's objectives should
be to manage the trust funds to avoid a large jump in the premium. The remaining
$2.40 of the "man-made" share is the result of errors HCFA made in projecting 1987
costs. These "man-made" errors are the type that could be and should be avoided in
the future if we are to relate the premium more directly to the program's costs.

Finally, there is the underlying reason for most of the rise in the premium this
year-The rise in Physician Reimbursements under part B. Over 71 percent of the
increase in projected 1988 expenditures under part B can be explained by outlays
for physician services alone. The fact is, the elderly are being asked to pay more and
more each year for the medical care they receive, because there are no limits on
what we are willing to pay physicians.

We will hear a lot of differing opinions today about why the costs of Medicare
part B are rising so rapidly. Some will argue that there are more older people in
need of care and using care. Others will argue that the elderly are using more out-
patient and physician services because medicare has cut back on hospital reimburse-
ment. Finally, some will argue that physicians are charging us more for the same
services.

We need desperately to get to the bottom of this problem and determine what is
causing the increase in part B costs. We need to sort out how much of it is paying
for better care for more people and how much of it is simply price increase for the
same services. And finally, we need to make sure that we can control what we
spend for medical care without interfering in the physician's decisions about good
patient care or reducing the quality of care that our senior citizens receive.

This last issue is, in my mind, the most critical challenge to all of us as practic-
tioners, policymakers and regulators. We have already put beneficiaries at risk for
rising part B costs; we must not also put them at risk for poor quality or too little
care. Nor should we put the responsibility of deciding what is and is not "effective
and efficient" physician practice on the patient's shoulders. I look forward to learn-
ing from our distinguished witnesses today what can responsibly be done to control
the part B Premium.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN GLENN

Mr. Chairman, like you I am very concerned about the administration's an-
nouncement that the Medicare Part B premium will increase from $17.90 per month
to $24.80 per month on January 1, 1988. This unprecedented 38.5 percent increase-
the largest in the program's history-will have a devastating impact on many Medi-
care beneficiaries who are already burdened by high out-of-pocket health care costs.

During the past several years, Congress has made major changes in the Medicare
program. Implementation of the prospective payment system (PPS), based on diag-
nosis-related groups, has shifted some care out of hospitals, thus moving the burden
of payment from Part A to Part B. Physicians' fees were frozen for several years,
but there is concern about the increased volume and intensity of services physicians
are providing. And questions are being asked about the management of the Part B
Trust Fund because of the spend-down of the contingency reserve.

I believe that the information provided by today s witnesses will be very helpful
to all Members of Congress as we consider further changes in the Medicare pro-
gram. We need to know how beneficiaries are faring under the program; we need
accurate information about the causes of rapidly rising Part B expenditures; and we
need to know what options are available to improve the program.

Mr. Chairman, I look forward to hearing from today's witnesses and thank them
for their participation.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR BiLL BRADLEY

Mr. Chairman, I was deeply concerned when the Administration announced last
month that the Medicare Part B Premium will increase on January 1 from $17.90 to
$24.80 a month. This 38 percent increase is by far the largest in the history of the
Medicare program. I applaud the Chairman for holding this hearing so that we can
learn more about this problem. And I hope that Congress can take whatever actions
are necessary to ensure that increases of this magnitude do not happen again.

I understand that there are three main reasons why the increase is as large as it
is: First, about twenty percent of the increase is because Medicare Part B trust fund
reserves have been depleted to the point that they are now almost all gone. All
future spending must be paid for with future revenues, rather than trust fund re-
serves. Secondly, over thirty percent of the increase is needed because we underesti-
mated the money to pay for 1987 Medicare expenses. Physician expenditures in-
creased 12 percent faster than had been projected last year. We have already spent
that money. And finally, the remaining 40 percent of the increase is to cover next
year's projected increase in physician reimbursements. The Health Care Financing
Administration's actuarial estimates show Part B expenses increasing 14 percent
next year-that is three to four times the overall inflation rate.

These are staggering increases. I know that some of the rise in federal health care
costs is due to the increases in the number of elderly Americans. And some is due to
the fact that an increasing proportion of our older Americans are much older-over
85 year of age-and therefore have longer, more severe illnesses. But demographic
trends explain only a very small part of the increase in spending. Much of the in-
crease is due to expensive advancements in medical technology, which allow the el-
derly to lead long lives and to additional money paid to hysicians for treatment.

Mr. Chairman, the increase in the Medicare premium deeply troubles me. If we
were witnessing a one-time aberration in the premium, I would not be so concerned;
but it seems to me that we are witnessing a spiral in costs that-left unattended-
will never get under control. I hope that the witnesses at this hearing-both repre-
sentatives of the elderly and the health care professionals-will give us some sense
of the dimensions of the problem and the possible long-term solutions.

The CHIRmAN. Thank you, Senator Heinz.
Now we will hear from our witnesses. I want to say at the outset

that we have seven witnesses. The first witness is Dr. William
Roper, Administrator, Health Care Financing Administration, and
I think all of us here on this committee are used to hearing this
word "HCFA." But I don't know how many older Americans are
aware that when we say "HCFA" we're not hiccuping, we're refer-
ring to the Health Care Financing Administration. And Dr. Roper,
as its Administrator, is here to tell us how HCFA arrived at this
increase of $6.90.
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Dr. Roper.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L.- ROPER, M.D., ADMINISTRATOR,
HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION

Dr. ROPER. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, members of the com-
mittee. I am pleased to have the chance to speak with you this
morning. I will summarize my statement.

As you said at the outset, we are here to talk about the 38.5 per-
cent increase in the Part B premium and the underlying problem,
which is the all-too-rapid escalation in costs of the Part B program
of Medicare. Come January 1st, the premium will be set at $24.80 a
month, a rise of $6.90 over the current premium of $17.90.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, Medicare has two parts. Part A is
hospital insurance and Part B is the Supplementary Medical Insur-
ance. Today we are talking about Part 13, which is financed by the
premium and by general revenues of the Government. When Medi-
care was first passed, the two parts financing Part B, premium and
general revenue, were set so that each would finance one-half the
cost of the program. But in 1976 Congress made the decision to
limit the increase in the premium from year to year by the Social
Security cost of living adjustment percentage. That had the effect
of holding down the amount of the premium, since the costs of the
program rose at 17 percent per year and the COLA rose only 7 per-
cent per year. So by fiscal year 1983 the premium only accounted
for 25 percent of the cost of the program. That year, the Congress
moved to halt further erosion in the amount of the program fi-
nanced by the premium, and set in law that the premium would
make up 25 percent of program costs for calendar years 1984
through 1988. We have published a notice in the Federal Register
dated September 30, that sets forth the premium that will recoup
25 percent of the cost of the program. In calendar year 1989 and
thereafter, the increase in the premium will again be limited by
the cost of living adjustment. That will have the effect of keeping
down the amount of the premium.

We are proposing-and we believe it's prudent that you consider,
as the Finance Committee has-making permanent the present re-
quirement that premiums finance 25 percent of the cost of the pro-
gram. In addition, we are proposing that the premium be set at a
higher level for new enrollees in the program.

Let me explain to you the reasons for this 38.5 percent increase.
This is a $2 further increase above what we had forecast in the
President's 1988 budget. The increase comes about because of three
factors.

First, our earlier projections for fiscal year 1987 spending under
Part B were too low. The program is growing more rapidly than we
had predicted a year ago. Also, we project that it's going to grow
rapidly in 1988 and beyond.

Finally, we drew down the contingency fund that caused the pre-
mium to be lower than it would otherwise have been-because a
surplus had built up in the Part B trust fund.

Growth in program expenditures accounts for 78 percent of the
increase in the Part B premium. I think it's important to stress
that the underlying cause of this increase in the premium is over-
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whelmingly the growth in program expenditures, and that's where
I hope the Congress will focus its attention for the future. Indeed,
the contingency fund draw-down does account for some of the in-
crease, but I take issue with Senator Heinz' characterization of this
as "mismanagement." What we have done is spent a surplus in the
trust fund, and that has had the effect of causing the premium to
be lower than it would otherwise have been for 1986 and 1987. We
believe that was a prudent step, in the best interest of. benefici-
aries. What we are, now seeing is a catch-up because of two years of
having the premium be lower than it would otherwise have been.
We could have. opted for a more rapid catch-up of -the contingency
fund but we have chosen to do this in a gradual fashion-again, be-
cause we believe that's in the best interest of beneficiaries.

Decisions about whether and how much to draw down or build
up the contingency fund in each year affect only the timing of, the
impact of increases in Part.B costs. Again I stress, though, that the
important focus of attention is on the underlying growth in Part B
spending.

Part B. spending is attributable primarily to spending for physi-
cian and other medical services, and that's where we have devoted
our attention for the last two months in seeking ways to keep this
increase from being so large in the future. We believe that over
half of this growth in physician spending is for increases on a per-
enrollee basis, in the utilization of services, the volume of services,
changes in the mix or intensity of services, changes in technology,
and so on. In sum, my point is it's not so much increases in prices
per units of service but rather in the number and kinds of units of
service.

This increase in utilization of services is much more difficult to
restrain because it requires looking over the shoulder of America's
doctors, so to speak, and making judgments about whether, on a
case-by-case basis, those units of service were indeed in the interest
of beneficiaries and were necessary.

Let me turn finally to what we believe to be the reasonable op-
tions for dealing with this rapid, dramatic increase in Part B
spending and the increase in the Part B premium. Over the long
term we believe that the best solution is moving toward greater re-
liance on private health plans which have a capitation payment
feature. These plans bundle together the services that are offered
to beneficiaries and delegate to these plans substantial authority
over decisions about how much to pay individual doctors and hospi-
tals and how to make sure that their use of services is necessary
and appropriate. We believe that that sort of decentralization in
the health care system is much better than us trying to make cen-
tralized decisions for 31 million beneficiaries, 500,000 doctors, and
6,000 hospitals across the country.

Enrolling Medicare beneficiaries in private health plans is a con-
cept in which Senator Heinz has had a leadership role. It was
through his good efforts in 1982 that the TEFRA legislation al-
lowed us to offer this option to beneficiaries, and we appreciate his
and others' efforts to foster the growth of such plans in the Medi-
care program. We currently have a million of our 31 million benefi-
ciaries enrolled in such private health plans today. We would like
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to expand these plans so that people over 65 have the same range
of choices as people under 65 for their health care benefits.

Unfortunately, we feel somewhat frustrated by recent actions of
the Congress. Last year's Reconciliation Act raised concerns about
certain physician incentive payment arrangements within these
private plans; that has had the effect of raising substantial doubt
in the HMO community about the Federal Government's intention
of moving ahead in this area. We hope that shortly this area will
be clarified through a study that our Department is doing.

Also, the House in their reconciliation language this year would
severely curtail our ability to move ahead with certain demonstra-
tions of private health plan arrangements within the- Medicare pro-
gram. I am pleased that the Senate Finance Committee, on the
other hand, specifically authorizes the Secretary to conduct such
demonstrations. But it is unrealistic-over the near term, at
least-to put all our faith in capitation arrangements for .restrain-
ing the growth in Part B spending. We believe it's important to
apply some pressure on the fee-for-service system. There our op-
tions include limiting the amount we pay per fee; that is, price con-
trols within the Medicare program in Part B. We have in fact rec-
ommended that the amount that fees are allowed to go up be limit-
ed for all except primary care services.

A second option available to us is to provide more intensive
claims review, looking over individual claims to judge whether
services are rendered appropriately, whether they should have
been rendered at all, to eliminate unnecessary services. We are
seeking additional funding for this "utilization review," as it is
called, in our contractor budget.

A third option is to bundle services together and to pay a fixed
price based on average costs-some sort of DRG alternative.

And finally, an alternative that we are working on intensively at
the moment is directing beneficiaries to preferred providers-doc-
tors and others who practice a conservative style of medicine and.
who agree to more intensive review of their practice patterns-
based on financial incentives to beneficiaries. I believe that is a
hopeful alternative that we are working on for possible inclusion in
the President's 1989 budget.

In conclusion, let me say that the growth in Part B spending,
while rapid of late, has been large over the two decades of the pro-
gram. Controlling the rapid growth in the Part B program is a
problem that plagued the Congress and the Administration under
both parties. We seek to work with you and your colleagues in the
Congress to deal with this problem in a way that's best for benefici-
aries and best for all concerned with the Medicare program.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Roper follows:]
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STATEME OF

WILLIAM L. ROPER, K. D.

AIRINISTRATOR

RRALTH CARE VXNANCXN ANIMSTRATION

Mr. Cbairman and Members of the co wittee. I am pleased to be

here today to discuss the Medicare Part B premium for 1988 and

the all too rapid escalation in Part B costs. Qn September 30,

1987, we are publishing a notice announcing the premium in the

Federal Reointer. As you are aware, the notice sets the preslus

for next year at $24.B0, an increase of S6.90 over the current

premium of $17.90.

I would like to begin by placing this year's increase in its

historical context. Since its inception, Medicare has been

composed of two parts; Part A, the Hospital Insurance program,

which principally covers inpatient hospital services, and Part B,

the Supplementary Medical Insurance program, which covers

physician and other outpatient services. Part A is financed

through mandatory payroll deductions, while Part a, a voluntary

program, is financed from two sources: a monthly premium paid by

beneficiaries and general revenues.

For the first nine years of the program, beneficiaries and the

Federal government contributed equally to finance the Part B

program. Beginning in 1976, however, legislation required that

the premium be set at the lower of one-half of projected Part B

costs (for the aged beneficiary) for the next year, or last

year's premium increased by the cost of living adjustment, or

COhA, given to Social Security beneficiaries. Between FY 1975

and FY 1983, Part S outlays grew 255 percent, or 17.2 percent

annually. During the same period, the Socia3 Security COLA

increased benefits by 81 percent in total, or 7.7 percent

annually. Since Part 5 costs grew sore than three tines as fast

as Social Security benefits, and since the Part B premium

increase was restrained by the COLA, the share of Part 5 costs

borne by beneficiaries through premium payments fell from 50

percent to around 24.8 percent for FY 1983.
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In response, Congress moved to halt further erosion of premium

payments by requiring that the premium cover 25 percent of

estimated Part B program outlays for calendar ysars 1984 to 1988.

Over this period, the premium has grown about 14.2 percent

annually (almost 70 percent), from $14.60 for calendar year 1984,

to the current 198s premium of $24.80. Over the same period,

program costs have increased at the sare rate.

In 1989 and thereafter, under current law, premiums will again be

limited by the cost of living increase. Since we expect Part B

outlays to grov at least 66 percent over the next 5 years. or 2.6

times as fast as the COLA, wv estimate that, by 1993, the Part 8

premium will only finance 17 percent of Part B aged outlays. The

Administration has proposed making permanent, for current

enrollees, the pr sent requirement that premiums finance 25

percent of costs. In addition, the premium would be set at a

higher level for all other enrollees. Iaintaining the premium at

25 percent of program costs for all enrollees elone would reduce

the Federal deficit by $1 billion in FY 1989 and by $6 billion

over three years (FY 1989 to FY 1991).

Methodoloov fot settino the Prem~ium

For calendar years 1984 through 1988, the Medicare statute

requires the Secretary to promulgate a premium based on a monthly

actuarial rate equal to one-half of the total benefits and

administrative costs which arc estimated to be payable for Part B

services to enrollees aged 65 and over In calculating the

monthly actuarial rats, the Secretary is required to include an

appropriate amount for a contingency margin for the Part B trust

fund.

£xmlanation of the 1S88 oresius increase

In 1988, the monthly Part R premium will increase to $24.80, an

increase of $6.90 or 38.5 percent over the current premium of

$17.90. In the President's FY 1988 budget, we had projected a

1988 premium of $22.80. Faster program growth, however,

necessitates a higher premium.

Three factors explain the $6.90 increase: adjusting prior years'

spending estimates that proved too low accounts for 35 percent of

thc increase: projected spending increases from 1987 to 1988
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account for 43 percent: and the draw-down on the contingency in

1987 contributes roughly 22 percent. (See Table 1) 1 would like

to elaborate on the" findings presently.

An noted, growth in program expenditures contributes 78 percent

of the increase in the 1988 Part B premium. This translates into

$5.40 of the $6.90 increase, and the $5.40 can be broken down

into two pieces. spending in 1937 that exceeds projections, and

projected spending increases from 1987 to 1988,

Our projections of 1957 expenditures at the time the 1987 premium

was promulgated were nearly 11 percent lower than our current

estimates of spending for 1987. were we to recalculate the 1987

premium based on current estimates, it would be $2.40 higher than

it actually is. This difference accounts for 13.4 percentage

points of the 38.5 percent increase in the premium for 1988.

Increases in physician spending alone account for over 90 percent

of these 13.4 percentage points.

Totally apart from those unanticipated increases in costs in 1987

are expected increases in costs in 1988. Current actuarial

estimates show en increase in Part D spending of 13.9 percent for

1988. This growth accounts for $3.00 of the $6.90 increase in

the 1988 premium, or 16.7 percentage points of the 38.5 percent

increase. Physician spending is responsible for the lion's share

-- 63 percent -- of that 16.7 percentage point increase.

In summary, for both the unanticipated increase in Part B

spending in 1987, and the projected increase in Part B spending

in 1988, growth in expenditures for physicians' services

constitutes the bulk of the increase. Increases in physician

spending explain $4.05, or nearly 60 percent of the $6.90 jump in

the 1988 premium.

Effects arising from the contingency fund constitute the

remaining 22 percent of the increase, or $1.50 of the $6.90

increase. The Part B contingency is essentially equal to the

cash balance of the trust fund net of charges for services that

have already been provided but which have not yet been paid. The

purpose of the contingency is to maintain reserves adequate to

cover unexpected events or circumstances. In addition to the

contingency, there is a built-in cushion in the trust fund due to
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the time lags between both the provision of a service and when a

bill is sent to our contractor, and receipt of a bill and actual

payment. The Part B contingency need not be terribly large, or

even positive, given the built-in cash float and the fact that

the financing of the trust fund is adjusted annually when the

premium is promulgated. In fact, the contingency in this premium

promulgation is negative.

The actuaries believe that a contingency equal to approximately

3.5 percent of the following year's incurred expenditures is the

optimum level. However, given the volatility of the trust fund

expenditures, the optimal level serves only as a target. In some

years the contingency is larger than 3.5 percent, in other years

smaller. In either case, our policy has been to move in the

direction of the optimal level, usually over the course of a

number of years, in order to minimize dramatic swings in the

premium.

At the end of 1984, the contingency reserve for Part a exceeded

the adequate level. Net assets totalled $6.3 billion. (Table 2)

Consistent with our approach of correcting surpluses and deficits

over a period of years, premium rates were set at levels intended

to spread or amortize the 1984 surplus over the years 1985

through 1987. In each of these years, to reduce the reserve to

the appropriate level, the Part 8 premium promulgated by HCFA was

lower than the amount that would have been necessary to f inance

25 percent of incurred expenditures because of the draw down from

the contingency reserve. Had we not spent from the reserve in

these three years., the premiums would have been higher by 50.64

in 1985, $0.83 in 1986, and $1.43 in 1987, before rounding.

Thus, if we had not reduced the 1987 premium by drawing on the

contingency reserve, the increase in the 1988 premium would have

been less dramatic, and we also could have drawn On the higher

reserves to reduce the 1988 premium increase further. However,

we expect that approach to the 1987 premium would have laid us

open to criticism that we were charging an unjustifiably high

premium, given the large contingency reserve at that time. When

the 1987 premium was promulgated a year ago, we were projecting

net trust fund assets of about $ 7.7 billion at the end of 1985,

SS.1 billion at the end of 1986 and $3.2 billion at the end of

1987.
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Based on more recent data, we now know that our spending

projections for last year were too low and that the trust fund

balance was therefore reduced somewhat sore than intended.

Moreover, the contingency reserve will be negative at the end of

1987 and 1988. However, given the cash float, the trust fund

will be able to maintain payments. The actuaries estimate that

the cash balance at the end of 1988 will be sufficient to finance

an additional 1.7 months of trust fund outlays.

Although, the trust fund will be able to continue to make

payments with the negative contingency. this is clearly not the

optimal way to finance the trust fund. We could have opted to

rebuild the contingency to the optimal level in one year. This

would have required, however, that the premium increase be

approximately $2.00 higher. Given the $6.90 increase already

planned, this option was not viable. Therefore, we again decided

to move the contingency back toward the optimal level over a

number of years. The premium we have established for 1988

includes 6.5 cents to prevent further reduction in the

contingency. Including the effect of the $1.43 reduction in the

contingency in the 1987 premium, the total contribution of the

contingency policy to the 1988 premium increase is $1.51, or 8.4

percentage points of the 38.5 percent increase.

While the Part B contingency policy bears on the year-to-year

changes in the premium, it does not affect the total premiums

paid by beneficiaries over a number of years. Decisions about

whether end how much to draw down or build up the contingency

fund in each year affect only the tirming of the impact of

increases in Part a costs.

The important point is that the Part B premium in the years 1984

through 1988 is driven by growth in Part B costs, not by our

policy on the contingency fund. The annual rate of increase in

the premium between 1984 and 1988 is 14.2 percent, consistent

with the 14.4 percent annual rate of growth in incurred Part B

spending per enrollee benefits during that period. To speak

figuratively, then, increases in Part 8 costs are the engine in

the premium machine. To have lower premiums, we need to control

the growth in program expenditures.
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Increaes in Physician andthr - .srending

Part B spending is attributable primarily to spending tor

physician and other medical ""rvices (76 percent) and hospital

outpatient services (20 percent). Group practice prepayment

plane and other services account for the remainder of Part B
spending. Physicians' services comprise about 65 percent of the

physician and other Medical services category. (Other medical

services include durable medical equipment, ambulance services,

laboratory services, etc.). Thus, physicians' services,

representing about 65 percent of total Part B payments,

effectively drive Part B spending.

Historically, Medicare physician spending has increased very

rapidly, particularly relative to growth in the general economy,

as measured by the Gross National Product (GNP). Between FY 1975

and FY 1983, it increased 342 percent or at a compound annual

rate of 19.7 percent. The GNP increased about one-third this

much (113 percent or at a compound annual rate of 9.9 percent)

during this period.

This growth produced commensurate increases in physicians'

incomes. According to the annual Mtedical rLtomc survey of

physicians, median net physician income grew 30.8 percent between

1As and 1986. Tbe CP1 grew by 20.6 percent in the sawe period.

The long-term growth trend in Medicare physician spending slowed

someuwhat between fiscal years 1984 and 1986, when the hospital

prospective payment system was implemented and the 22-month

freeze on physician fees (30 months for non-participating

physicians) was in effect. Medicare physician spending increased

only 24.6 percent during these years, or at a compound annual

rate of 11.6 percent. Notwithstanding the Medicare fee freezes,

this was still double the growth in the GNP. Thus, the

persistent high rats of increase Medicare expenditures for

physician services continues to pose a problem.

The national health expenditures data series offers further

insight into the Medicare physician spending phenomenon. The

data show that Medicare physician spending is increasing faster

than non-Medicare physician spending. Between 1980 and 1986,
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Medicare physician spending increased 60 percent more than non-

Medicare physician spending [141 percent versus 88 percent) and

more than two and a half times as auch as the QNP (54 percent).

As a result, the share of the physician market attributable to

Medicare payments increased 22.5 percent, from 16.5 percent in

1980 to 20.7 percent in 1986. This figure compares to an

increase of only 11.7 percent in the beneficiary population over

this period.

What is causing the overall 11.5 percent per aged enrollee

increase in Medicare physician spending? We believe that over

half is due to what we call the residual category, which includes

increases on a per enrollee basic in the utilization or volume of

services; changes in the mix or intensity of services; and

changes in technology and new services or benefits. Increases in

the utilization of services include increases in the volume of

services such as ambulatory visits, and lab and radiology tests,

as well as fragmentation of services, producing an increase in

the number of bills for a given service or bundle of services.

Changes in the mix or intensity of services include both real and

reported changes in services (e.g., new and more complicated

services as well as upcoded services).

It is not at all clear that these increases in utilization have

improved the quality of medical care. The research of John

Wennberg and Philip Caper on practice patterns indicates that

wide variations in practice patterns exist without producing

clinically meaningful differences in health outcome. HCFA's

research agenda with regard to practice variations is very

active. In particular, the RAND practice pattern study is

gindinq that many procedures are performed for inappropriate

indicators.

It has been suggested that physician and other Part B costs are

increasing because an increasing percentage of Medicare

beneficiaries are using sufficient services to exceed the

deductible. The value of the annual Part B deductible, which has

stayed at $75 since 1982. is eroding due to inflation, with the

result that more beneficiaries meet it. Nevertheless, very

little of the increase in Part B costs can be attributed to this

factor. Between fiscal years 1982 and 1986, the percentage of

aged Medicare enrollees whose spending for Part D services

exceeded the deductible increased by 2.5 percentage points per
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year fro= 67.9 to 77.8. The increase in Part B expenditures
attributable to beneficiaries who cross the deductible threshold

due to its declining real value is minimal because the amount by
which they exceed the deductible is very small.

Another hypothesis holds that increases in Part B spending arc
due, in part, to a shift in the delivery site of services from
Inpatient to outpatient settings, as a consequence of the

hospital prospective payment system or the activity of Peer

Review Organizations. This sovement would cause a shift from
Part A to Part B, resulting in a greater rate of increase in Part
B outlays. This hypothesis, however, contributes little to
explaining the growth in Part R spending. Although spending for
hospital outpatient department facility services is increasing,

this sector is too small a piece of the whole to explain the

increases in either physician or total Part S expenditures that
we are observing. Considering physician payments, the bulk of
physician services does not vary according to the site of service

(i.e., hospital inpatient setting yx. hospital outpatient

department yE. physician office), shifts of services from

inpatient to outpatient settings should not such affect physician

spending. In fact, it has been argued that the shift toward

outpatient settings sight be elowing growth in physician spending
if, for example, physicians perform fewer consultations and lab
tests here, as some speculate they do. The redistribution from
Part A to Part B of costs associated with facility services and
non-physician services such as laboratory tests is also too small
to explain the high growth in Part B spending.

The aging of the Medicare population has also been offered as a
possible explanation for the growth in Part B outlays. However,

this factor will contribute very little to projected increases in
Part B spending in 19a. In fact, it is estimated that it will
account for only 60 cents of the projected $119.17 increase in
part R benefits per aged beneficiary for the year ending June 30,

198. This amounts to $17 million of the projected increase of
$3.9 billion of incurred benefits for the elderly during that

period.

Understanding the specific components of the increases in the

utilization of services is a difficult undertaking for several

reasons. In the past few years we have devoted significant
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resources to developing a new Part B data base, known as the Part

B Medicare Annual Data System, or BMAD. Our goal in developing

this system is, precisely, to be able to understand and describe

characteristics of Medicare payments to physicians and other Part

B providers. Unfortunately, our efforts to develop comparative

historical data have been hampered by the lack of a common

procedure terminology and coding system across carriers, prior to

1984-1985. Time lags between the actual provision of services

and the accumulation of complete data for the time period in

which those services were furnished also complicate analysis.

Additionally, the magnitude of the claims volume processed by

carriers -- projected to be 367 million claims in FY 1988 or 1.4

million per working day -- presents a formidablc task. Finally,

carrier claims processing systes. vary and this leads to

differences in the way information from bills are processed and

stored and to inconsistencies in national comparative data.

To understand what is causing the increase in Medicare physician

spending, HCFA has funded cooperative agreements with the Center

for health Economics involving 10 states free 1983 to 1988, The

researchers will disaggregate the components of the increase,

However, no results are expected before early 1988 and full

results will be available in mid 1990.

Our research and demonstrations grants solicitation, published on

September 10 in the Federal Seoister emphasizes our major

commitment to better understanding characteristics of and trends

in physician payment, and identifying recommendations for changes

in Medicare physician payment policy.

options

The dramatic increase in the premium for 1988 is perhaps most

productively viewed as a symptom of the continuing high rate of

growth in Part B costs. To control these increases effectively

over the long term, it will be necessary to address both price

and utilization.

We believe that capitation approaches offer the greatest promise

for successful long-term reform of the Medicare payment system.

By placing the determination of globally bundled payments,

decisions regarding fee levels, utilization review, use of

preferred provider networks, and adoption of incentive systems

to encourage appropriate care in the hands of plan

administrators. Each plan can approach these issues as it deems
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best. Encouraging a variety of private health plan options also

offers beneficiaries choices and opportunities for expanded

benefit packages.

For these reasons, the Administration is pursuing as a long-term

policy goal greater availability to Medicare beneficiaries of

pre-paid health care options. To further the availability of

private health plan options to Medicare beneficiaries, the

Secretary has proposed legislation that would enable HCFA to

enter into risk contracts with employers and unions, permitting

these entities to combine their supplemental benefits with the

Medicare benefit, for their Medicare-cligible retirees and

annuitant. Such arrangements would pave the way for employers

and unions to rationalize and perhaps enrich the health coverage

they provide, and would allow their retirees and annuitants to

come on to the Medicare rolls without disruption of their

existing relationships and routines with baalth care providers.

The Department has also planned demonstrations of this concept,
generally called the MIG or Medicare Insured Group

demonstrations.

We have been frustrated in our efforts to test and proceed with

these ideas, which we believe have important potential, by

several recent actions in the Congress. The Omnibus Budget

Reconciliation Act of 1986 included a provision prohibiting

physician incentive plans which, when it takes effect January 1,

say seriously impair the ability of totem and COPs to structure

incentive arrangements that encourage physicians to reduce

inappropriate utilization. The prohibition say undermine the

viability of HNO/CKP risk contracts, effectively denying senior

citizens the benefits of this important feature of the Medicare

program.

In addition, House reconciliation language for FY 1988, if

enacted, would severely curtail our ability to move ahead with

MIG demonstrations. These restrictions slow our progress toward

greater control over physician and Part B spending, even as we

struggle together to solve this problem. I am pleased to note

however, the Senate Finance Committee reconciliation package

specifically authorizes the Secretary to conduct such

demonstrations. We hope this position will prevail in

Conference.
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We recognize that it is unrealistic to expect our private health

plan strategy to change the profile of the Medicare program in

the near term, .aking capitation the predominant mode of health

services delivery and reimbursement. Therefore, we believe it is

important to apply some pressure on the fee-for-service system.

While each suffers from limitations. we have identified four

broad conceptual approaches to controlling escalating costs in

this environment:

o limit payment fees;

o provide intensive claimm review to eliminate unnecessary

services;

o bundle services and pay a fixed price based on averages; or

o direct beneficiaries to preferred provider networks that

exclude providers with inappropriate practice patterns.

Limit VaV= nt fees. HCFA strongly supports staps-to remedy.

situations where Medicare reasonable charges are overpriced.

Last year we proposed reductions for cataract surgery which were

Incorporated in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986.

Sea strongly support the actions taken in the FY 1988

reconciliation bills to reduce payment for certain overpriced

procedures. HCFA has a strong program of operational reviews of

selected procedures, research on identification of overpriced,

procedures and research to develop a relative value scale (RVS)

system.

Nevertheless, we are pessimistic that. n RVS system will effect

meaningful large-scale reform of physician payment or

successfully control spending in this area:- Such an approach may

improve perceptions of equity among physicians. However, past

experience tells us that physicians will respond to price.

reductions or payment redistributions that will occur under an

RsVS system by increasing volume, perhaps leaving us in a worse

situation than we are in now.

intensive claims review to validate medical necessity and

appropriateness of the level of care can greatly reduce payment

for unnecessary services and cut program costs. In FY 1988, we

propose to expand our carrier medical review activities by about

40 percent to over $74 million. These activities will save the

Part B program almost 5520 million, a return of better than seven

to one. But clearly there are limits to this approach imposed by
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system capacities and perceptions of arbitrariness by

beneficiaries and providers.

Huddled Wayments and fixed prices based on averages represent

another option to achieving Medicare payment reform. By

establishing a fixed prospective payment, this approach would

increase incentives to provide only medically necessary and

appropriate services, similar to incentives operating in the

successful hospital DRG system.

The President's budget for FY 1988 included a proposal to bundle

payments for radiology, anesthesiology and pathology (RAP)

services into a single payment amount for hospital-based

physicians' services. This approach recognizes the unique

relationships that physicians providing RAP services have with

hospitals and patients. Traditionally, these physicians mairftain

a hospital-based practice and have a contractual arrangement or

other close relationship to the hospital. Their relationships

with individual patients are distinctive from those of attending

physicians in several ways: usually, the patient has no

opportunity to select these physicians, their services are

dependent upon the attending physician's orders or decision for

surgery, and their care for the patient ends with discharge.

These factors make a DRG-based payment for RAP services more

feasible and advisable than one for all inpatient services.

Preferred orovider networks. Increasingly, the private sector is

making use of preferred provider networks, or PPOs, to direct

beneficiaries to selected providers. Plan administrators enroll

providers that offer high quality care at favorable prices.

Provider performance is assessed through intensified utilization

review and poor performers are excluded from the network.

Perhaps the PPO approach could be used effectively to make

changes in Medicare. We could contract with PPO administrators,

possibly existing carriers, to organize and manage Medicare PPOs

in their areas. Through the operation of utilization review and

financial incentives, the program might bring needed pressure to

bear on volume and level of intensity of services, resulting in

more appropriate utilization and patterns of service.

Issues to be considered in developing a Medicare PPO include: how

beneficiaries could be encouraged to use the PPO providers,
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whether expected patient volume and other incentives would be

sufficient to attract providers to join the network, and whether

efficacious utilization profiles could be developed to weed out

providers of inappropriate care.

As the ma.hers of this committee know well, getting a handle on

the rapid growth of the Part B program is a problem that has

plagued the Congress and both Republican and Democratic

administrations since the beginning of the program (except during

the Economic Stabilization Program of 1971-1973). There are no

easy or quick solutions. Although we prefer the reforms we have

proposed, the Administration supports savings provisions that

slow the growth rate in Medicare Part B spending such as freezes

on physician payment for non-primary care services- Such

provisions would help slow future beneficiary premium hikes and

future jumps in the Federal deficit from soaring Medicare Part B

costs.

I want to emphasize today that I recognize the importance of this

problem. I am committed to working with you to find acceptable

and effective ways to control the rapidly escalating Part m costs

that are placing an unacceptable burden on beneficiaries and on

the Federal budget.
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Table 1

COMPONENTS OF INCREASE IN 1988 PART B PREMIUM
FROM $17.90 TO $24.80

Total increase in premium ($6.90; 100%) 38.5%

correction for prior projections ($2.40; 35%) 13.4%

Physicians' reasonable charges 12.1%

Group practice prepayment plans 2.2%

Other categories -0.9%

Program growth, 1987-88 ($3.00; 43%) 16.71

Physicians' reasonable charges 10.6%

Outpatient hospital & other institutions 4.3%

Group practice prepayment plans 1.3%

Independent lab 0.5%

Home health agencies 0.0%

Contingency reserve ($1.50; 22%) 8.4%

Completion of spend-down 8.0%

Build-up for 1988 0.4%
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TABLE 2

Actuarial Status of the SMI Trust Fund

1967-1988
(Dollar Amounts in millions)

CASH (CY) INCURRED

Excess Excess of

Balance in Ratio /1 assets over Incurred

trust fund (in months) liabilities Ratio /2

___________________________________________________________

As of June 30,

1966 122 1.12

1967 412 2.90 77 0.048

1968 421 2.45 (104) -0.053

1969 199 1.08 (238) -0.211

1970 188 0.95 (497) -0.212

1971 450 2.07 (323) -0.127

1972 643 2.71 (161) -0.057

1973 1,111 3.58 (64) -0.019

1974 1,506 3.82 244 0.056

1975 1,444 3.08 270 0.051

1976 1,799 3.32 (3) 0.000

1977 3,099 4.80 627 0.084

1978 4,400 5.70 1,770 0.201

'979 4,902 5.23 2,483 0.235

980 4,530 3.88 1,768 0.139

1981 5,877 4.35 788 0.054

1982 6,230 3.94 2,783 0.158

1983 7,070 4.13 3,988 0.200

As of December, 31

1984 9,698 4.87 6,297 0.265

1985 10,924 4.80 7,624 0.272

1986 8,291 3.10 3,185 0.096

*1987 4,793 1.56 (1,494) -0.039

*1988 6,184 1.75 (1,417) -0.033

…______________________________________________________________________

* Projected.
/1 Number of months of Trust Fund outlays 

that could be financed by

end of year cash balance.

/Z Ratio of assets less liabilities 
at the end of the year to total 

incurred

expenditures for the following year.

SOURCE: 1987 Annual Report of the Board of the 
Trustees of the Federal

Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust 
Fund.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Roper.
You say that your preference is capitation and state that close to

one million of the 32 million older Americans on Medicare are
under capitation under some plan. That's only about 3 percent.

Dr. ROPER. Indeed.
The CHAIRMAN. I can see that it would relieve you and perhaps a

lot of people-Congress, too-from a lot of headache if capitation
costs came in at a figure that was less than would be the case with-
out it. Have you got some indication that that will indeed be the
case if capitation were pursued?

Dr. ROPER. Let me begin, Mr. Chairman, by saying that my em-
bracing the idea of capitation with a private health plan option in
Medicare, as we prefer to call it, is based not on a cost savings but
rather because I believe it's in the best interest of doctors, hospitals
and beneficiaries for us to decentralize decision-making and allow
these private plans to make those judgments instead of us making
them here centrally.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I would certainly agree with that because
I've looked at some of the headaches of paperwork and computer
work that is involved with getting a payment out of Medicare.

Dr. ROPER. But let me get to the point of your question
The CHAIRMAN. It would claim to relieve you of all of that, but

haven't you created a sort of a monster within this computer
framework of how many slots there are, how many different types
of x-rays covering almost the same type of diagnostic procedure,
and how many different tests are available that you're willing to
pay for if the physician is willing to order them?

Dr. ROPER. The current system of traditional Medicare is very
complicated, as you say. That's a basic reason for wanting to move
in this direction to the private health plans.

The CHAIRMAN. But haven't you created that monster yourself?
Dr. ROPER. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Who has created it?
Dr. ROPER. Well, that's the way the health care system has

evolved. And under the traditional Medicare program we pay bills
under the Part B payment system the way private insurers pay
their bills--

The CHAIRMAN. So the insurance companies have done it to us?
Dr. ROPER. Well, I'm not pointing fingers anywhere-
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I want to find out because Congress or the

Administration or somebody has done it to us, and I'd like to know
whether you are partly guilty.

Dr. ROPER. I am sure we're partly guilty.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. We'll start from there.
How much are you guilty?
Dr. ROPER. Let me answer that by-
The CHAIRMAN. You can't be just partially pregnant. How much

are you guilty?
Dr. ROPER. We are equally guilty.
The CHAnuOAN. Equal with whom? Who are you equal with,

Doctor, in this guilt?
Dr. ROPER. I think we have a system that is driven by benefici-

aries' legitimate desires for better health care services-
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The CHAIRMAN. I've never gotten a complaint yet that said that,
"You know, when I went to my physician the other day, he
wouldn't take all those tests that I was hoping he would take.' I've
never had that complaint.

Dr. ROPER. Secondly, it's driven by physicians who are changing
the way they practice medicine--

The CHAIRMAN. Isn't it driven partially by the fact that some-
times we've held down fees for physicians and they made up some
of that by some tests?

Dr. ROPER. Sure. We have had price freezes in the past and that
has led, quite understandably, to physician's changing behavior
what was not frozen, that is, the number of units of service deliv-
ered.

The CHAIRMAN. Can we untangle that?
Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir. And that's the point for bundling services to-

gether under a capitation arrangement. And you asked me--
The CHAIRMAN. Now, wait a minute. You've got two different op-

tions. One of the options we have is bundling similar to DRG's in
hospitals. Is that of much value for us to consider?

Dr. ROPER. It's not my favorite proposal. I'll put it that way.
The CHAIRMAN. The thing that bothers me about capitation, I

don't know how we get a capitation plan in Forsyth, Montana-
that just happens to he my home town-I don't know how that
would work in rural America. I don't know-as a matter of fact, I
don't know how a couple who are retired and on Part B Medicare
who are completely satisfied with their physician services, how
they would get into a capitation program. That's the part that
bothers me. I think capitation is rather a large organization, isn't
it? We can't modify that to make it real small groups, can we?

Dr. ROPER. Well, I think it is easier for these plans to set up in
urban areas. Increased enrollment in private health plans will
come incrementally. While we're awaiting that it's important for
us to do what else I addressed in my testimony, and that is to
apply the oversight that we already are, but to a greater extent, to
look at individual claims and judge whether or not they are for ap-
propriate services, appropriately rendered.

Further, we are looking to move in the direction of selecting con-
servative practitioners of quality medicine and steering a larger
volume of patients to those practitioners.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think it might be confusing, what you
mean by "conservative practitioners." I think a lot of people might
think that's some sort of Republican position. [Laughter.]

Why don't you tell us what you mean by "conservative"?
Dr. ROPER. What I mean by that, sir, is people who do not over-

utilize services inappropriately.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. That means a physician that is only

going to order a test or an x-ray because he thinks it's absolutely
essential to that particular day or for this particular patient. Is
that what you're saying?

Dr. ROPER. A physician who orders the things that are necessary
for quality medicine.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you mean a physician who has
asked for less tests and less x-rays?

Dr. ROPER. Who has not overutilized, yes.
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, I've taken enough of your time, Doctor. I
think we should allow these other Senators some time.

Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, I'd be happy to go next, but are

you going by the early bird rule, or by courtesy? [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. I guess under the early bird rule I should recog-

nize Senator Cohen.
Senator Domenici, do you have an opening statement you want

to make?
Senator DOMENICI. No, I'll do it all at once. [Laughter.]
Senator COHEN. Doctor Roper, I'd like to just follow up on the

last question.
If the Medicare Program directs beneficiaries to the more cost-

conscious physicians, would you have a situation in which physi-
cians who hold down the services that they provide would reduce
the quality of care? Would you run the risk that by directing more
patients to those physicians who are more conservative, you there-
by increase their volume, and thereby run the risk of decreasing
the quality of the medical care they provide?

Dr. ROPER. To be clear, our desire would be not simply to encour-
age patients to go to cheap doctors, but to good practitioners of
quality of medicine but who are careful practitioners.

Senator COHEN. How do you determine that?
Dr. ROPER. In general, the private plans that are now doing this,

and insurance companies all over America, have set up so-called
"preferred provider organizations." They look at the pattern of
practice a given physician has over time and compare that to judg-
ments that peers-other doctors-have rendered about how to
manage specific kinds of illnesses. It's a somewhat complicated task
but one that many private insurance companies are doing right
now.

Senator COHEN. Why haven't we called upon the private sector
before for guidelines as to the "conservative" practice of quality
medicine. In other words, you made a statement earlier that 78
percent of the Medicare Part B premium increase is due to growth
in the program, and that most of that program growth is due, in
fact, to the increased utilization of physician services. Has there
been any analysis done as to whether physicians are providing in-
appropriate or unnecessary services?

Dr. ROPER. Yes. There is a growing body of literature that sug-
gests that some of what is done is not necessary.

Senator COHEN. Well, you didn't say that in your testimony. You
indicated that most of that 78 percent is due to the fact of-

Dr. ROPER. What I said was, 78 percent of the increase is due to
increased program costs, and the largest part of that is due to in-
creased utilization, not price increases.

Senator COHEN. Would you furnish us with the analysis that has
been done by HCFA

Dr. ROPER. Sure. Be glad to.
Senator COHEN [continuing]. Of what the causes are?
Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir.
[Subsequent to the hearing, the following information was re-

ceived for the record:]

83-915 0 - 88 - ?
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DOUN Peeuntag

Correction for prior projections:
Pbsicianns . ... . . ...... . 12.1
Group practice prepaymet pl ans............................................................................................... ................................ 2.2

Total crrections ......... $240 35 134

Program growth:
Physicians........................................................................................................................1.0....................................... 10.6
Outpatient hospital and other institutions. ......................................................................... ........................................ 4.3
Group practice prepayment plans................................................................................................................................ .1.3
Independent labs ............................................................... .

Total program grow th ...................................... ................... ........................ 3 .00 43 16.7

Contingency reserve
Comptetion of sped-down ................................................................... 8.0
1988 funding.....................................................................................4...................................................... .4

Total contingency........................................................................................................... 150 22 8.4

Total increase in premium.............................................................................................. .90 100 38.5

The CHAiRmAN. Senator Shelby.
Senator SHELBY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Doctor Roper, let's go back and see if I understand the figures

that you were talking about earlier. Did the Part B premium in-
crease 38.5 percent?

Dr. ROPER. It will increase that much on January 1.
Senator SHELBY. It will increase 38.5 percent over the previous

amount?
Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir.
Senator SHELBY. Now, as I understand it, 13.4 percentage points

of the 38.5 percent increase in the premium was what part of phy-
sicians' reimbursement?

Dr. ROPER. Do you mean, how much of that was-
Senator SHELBY. Right, how much of the 38.5 percent increase

could you attribute to the increase in the physicians' expenses?
Dr. ROPER. In general-do you want precise numbers or round

figures?
Senator SHELBY. Well, as tight as you can get them.
Dr. RoPER. OK. Making up for our having forecasted too low for

1987, 12.1 percent out of 13.4 percent was for physicians' services.
And then our projection of growth for 1988, 10.6 percent of 16.7
percent is physicians' services. So in ball park figures, about 70
percent of the increase is due to increased physician expenditures.

Senator SHELBY. Seventy percent of the increase. Now, let's go
back to the 38.5 percent. Let's break that down slowly, step by step.
Would you please break that percentage down. What accounts for
the increase of 38.5 percent?

Dr. RoPER. Let me try to do it as simply as I can.
Senator SHELBY. Thank you.
Dr. ROPER. What I'm talking about is what fraction of the in-

crease each of these represent-
Senator SHELBY. Right.
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Dr. ROPER [continuing]. And 35 percent is for a correction of our
prior projections having been too low; 43 percent is for our expecta-
tion of program growth through 1988; and 22 percent is for build-
ing up the contingency reserve to a prudent level.

Senator SHELBY. Let's go back to this 35 percent. Is the 35 per-
cent the result of a surplus that was used up?

Dr. ROPER. Well, the surplus is the third item-the contingency
reserve.

Senator SHELBY. The 22 percent?
Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir.
Senator SHELBY. Because we have a lack of funds in the contin-

gency fund, you have got to build it up. Is that correct?
Dr. ROPER. Yes.
Senator SHELBY. Why did you use it? Was that based on a move-

ment of political choices, for expediency?
Dr. ROPER. No.
Senator SHELBY. To make you look good?
Dr. ROPER. No. It was a desire to keep the premium as low as

possible for beneficiaries--
Senator SHELBY. Well, that's what I'm getting at. And who made

those decisions? OMB? Or did you make them?
Dr. ROPER. My predecessors did it.
Senator SHELBY. Who was your predecessor?
Dr. ROPER. Carolyne Davis.
Senator SHELBY. Was this decision with the acquiescence or rec-

ommendation of OMB?
Dr. ROPER. No. They weren't involved in that decision at all.
Senator SHELBY. Was this done for the years 1985 and 1986, or

1986 and 1987?
Dr. ROPER. It was for 1986 and 1987.
Senator SHELBY. The fiscal years?
Dr. ROPER. The calendar years. The premium is set on a calendar

year basis.
Senator SHELBY. The calendar years.
So those funds were depleted, or basically depleted?
Dr. ROPER. We spent down a savings that had built up. The con-

tingency was higher than it needed to be, and we-or my predeces-
sors-chose to spend down that amount.

Senator SHELBY. And then when it was spent down, you needed
to come up with a 38.5 percent overall increase?

Dr. ROPER. Because also during that same period, spending in-
creased more rapidly than we had projected.

Senator SHELBY. Doctor Roper, is there enough competition in
the health care delivery system in this country?

Dr. ROPER. No, there is not. And that's one of the things we're
anxious to change.

Senator SHELBY. Is that one of the problems-why the physi-
cians' costs are going up and up?

Dr. ROPER. In general, the health care system doesn't have
market forces restraining costs like other parts of our economy do.

Senator SHELBY. You also mentioned earlier in your testimony,
and I've heard this from the Administration off and on, in the area
of self-reliance, the movement should be toward greater reliance on
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private health plans in this country. But private health plans
aren't going to take care of everybody in this country, are they?

Dr. ROPER. They already care for, as Senator Melcher was saying,
a million of our 31 million Medicare beneficiaries, and that number
is growing.

Senator SHELBY. And how many do they not take care of?
Dr. ROPER. Well, 29 million have chosen not to enroll so far.
Senator SHELBY. Well, how are people going to take care of them-

selves with private health initiatives if you do not have the tax in-
centives to do this? If we are going to make economic. policy in this
country

Dr. ROPER. The private health plan under Medicare really
doesn't touch on tax policy. What it does is-

Senator SHELBY. But shouldn't it touch on tax policy?
Dr. ROPER. No.
Senator SHELBY. Why?
Dr. ROPER. It simply is a different way of paying for the bills that

the elderly face.
Senator SHELBY. And how does it work?
Dr. ROPER. Currently, in traditional Medicare, we pay doctors

and hospitals directly. Under a private health plan, we pay instead
a fixed amount per month to private plans and they, in turn, pay
doctors and hospitals. So it's a different payment arrangement.

Senator SHELBY. Is it working?
Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir. Again, my hat is off to Senator Heinz and his

leadership in bringing this about. It is working. We've had some
bumps on the road, but with your good help we've solved them.

Senator SHELBY. Well, it would be nice if it worked everywhere.
But what I'm getting at, is it going to work for everyone? It looks
to me like it's going to be a mix out there. There are a lot of people
who can take care of themselves, which we applaud, and I'm sure
we should make policy to help them do this. But it seems to me
there are a lot of people who are going to need some assistance and
we should take care of these people.

Dr. RoPER. Oh, clearly we should. If I'm understanding you,
though, in these private health plans-that's where the elderly get
the most assistance, the most help, the least paperwork, the least
hassle. But nonetheless, while we have only a portion of Medicare
beneficiaries in private plans, we have an obligation to manage
prudently the traditional Medicare program. And that is, as I said
in my testimony, the direction we're headed.

Senator SHELBY. Doctor, your predecessors at HCFA made the de-
cision to spend down the surplus, a decision you were not involved
in-

Dr. ROPER. I probably would have made the same decision.
Senator SHELBY [continuing]. Is that good management or mis-

management?
Dr. ROPER. I think that's good management.
Senator SHELBY. It's good management?
Dr. RoPER. Yes, sir.
Senator SHELBY. And where do you determine it's good manage-

ment to spend the surplus down and then raise the price of the
premium by 38.5 percent?
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Dr. ROPFR. Clearly, the wide swing in the premium is not a good
thing for beneficiaries. But I make the point--

Senator SHELBY. And this contributed to it, didn't it?
Dr. ROPER. I make the point-
Senator SHELBY. The spending-down contributed to the wide

swing in the premium, did it not?
Dr. ROPER. The spending allowed the elderly not to have as high

a premium in 1986 and 1987--
Senator SHELBY. For just a short time?
Dr. ROPER [continuing]. As they otherwise would.
Senator SHELBY. Wouldn't it have been better to spread the

spending down of the surplus out and not have such a substantial
increase in the premium for this upcoming calendar year?

Dr. ROPER. I think the elderly appreciated not having to pay such
a high premium in 1986 and 1987.

Senator SHELBY. And do you think the elderly are going to appre-
ciate a 38.5 percent increase?

Dr. ROPER. No.
Senator SHELBY. So it was basically political expedience?
Dr. ROPER. Of course not.
Senator SHELBY. Sure, it was.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Heinz?
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, we talked about how $1.50 of the

$6.90 increase is due to trust fund depletion and $2.40 of it is due to
projection error. That's $3.90 of the $6.90, a majority. I did call that
bad management in my opening statement. I fail to see how it's
good management. I'd like now to focus on the remaining portion
of the equation, namely, the $3.00 in increases that are due to phy-
sician utilization and added hospital outpatient costs.

I understand, Doctor Roper, that of that $3.00, roughly $1.95 is
due to increases in physician costs, and about $0.60 of that is due to
increases in hospital outpatient services. Is that correct?

Dr. ROPER. That's right. Yes, sir.
Senator DOMENICI. Would you state that one again, please, Sena-

tor?
Senator HEINZ. Yes. Of the $3.00 in increased costs due to utiliza-

tion, $1.95 is due to physicians' utilization and $0.60 is due to hospi-
tal outpatient costs; paid by Part B, but paid separate from billings
for doctors' services.

Now, you have proposed in the short term-and I thank you for
all your kind words about HMO's and their long-term role in cost
containment-but in the short term you've proposed more price
controls, more intensive claims or utilization review, more bun-
dling of services, moving to a physician DRG, and encouragements
to beneficiaries to use PPO's.

Before any of us could really begin to ask any intelligent ques-
tions about these options, we need to analyze what's going on with
physicians. My first question to you in terms of physician utiliza-
tion is how much is due to what's called "up-coding,' that is to say,
billing for a more expensive diagnosis rather than a less expensive
one?

Dr. ROPER. I don't have precise figures, Senator.
Senator HEINZ. Do you have any sense?
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Dr. ROPER. Some of it is.
Senator HEINZ. Is there a substantial amount of it, or a minimal

amount of it?
Dr. RoPER. I would say "some" to "just a little." Aside from up-

codig, the more important contributor is what we call "un-bun-
dlilg" ---

Senator HEINZ. I'm getting to that.
Dr. ROPER. All right.
Senator HEINZ. The second question is, how much of it is due to

un-bundling?
Dr. RoPER. I think a fairly substantial part of it. For your col-

leagues who may not understand what un-bundling is, it occurs
where we formerly paid for a collection of services with one pay-
ment, and people now choose to bill separately for the various
things that go together to make up that service. The sum of the
parts is always more than the original bill was.

Senator HEINZ. And how much of this is due to beneficiaries just
going to the doctor more?

Dr. RoPER. It represents some of it, but there is still a per-benefi-
ciary increase that is very substantial.

Senator HEINZ. Is it relatively minor compared to un-bundling?
Dr. ROPER. I'd just have to look at the figures carefully, but it

has contributed some.
Senator HEINZ. My information is that it's very small; not only

smaller than un-bundling, but smaller than up-coding. Please
check that out.

Dr. RoPER. Okay.
Senator HEINZ. As to hospital outpatient, we have seen increases

because people who previously had procedures done in the hospital
are having them done on an outpatient basis as I did on Friday. I
had a knee procedure performed where I was in and out in one
day; never spent the night in the hospital. As a result of this trend,
services that would normally be provided by the hospital are pro-
vided in the doctor's office and they are billed for separately. Is
that right?

Dr. RoPER. That's right.
Senator HEINZ. So that's how it comes about. And, it's due in

part to DRG's, isn't it? As we squeeze down on hospital payments it
becomes less profitable for hospitals to do procedures on an inpa-
tient basis so more are done on an outpatient basis if they can be.

Dr. ROPER. And I would just add the point to be clear, many of
the things that are happening are good for patients and are to be
applauded.

Senator HEINZ. Senator Melcher made an interesting observation
to you about how if we freeze physician payments, physicians will
look for other ways to get the same amount of revenue. There are a
lot of reasons that could happen. One would be that they've got
heavy cost structures they must maintain. Another is that they
have got Ferraris that they want to continue to run. A third is that
there may be other factors; one that's been mentioned is malprac-
tice. To what extent is fear of malpractice and therefore the imper-
ative of providing a minimum set of services a factor in un-bun-
dling?
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Dr. ROPER. I'm not sure it's a factor in un-bundling. It is surely a
factor in the amount of services--

Senator HEINZ. What I mean is, the maintenance of a certain
amount of effort.

Dr. ROPER. Certainly. It's a real factor. Secretary Bowen issued a
report in August discussing in great detail the problem of malprac-
tice and its cost. It's a major problem. Doctors across America are
practicing what they call 'defensive medicine" because of the fear
of malpractice.

Senator HEINZ. If that's true, how will either your approach to
bundling under a DRG system or, for that matter, more intensive
utilization review help? If doctors are practicing medicine because
they are afraid of being put out of business by a suit, how could
either of those options have a meaningful effect?

Dr. RoPER. Well, if you assumed that all of the increase was due
to a fear of malpractice, it would have no effect. I don't assume
that. I assume that malpractice is a contributor and we'll have to
have other solutions to that problem. Secretary Bowen recommend-
ed that States reform their tort laws, as did Indiana when he was
Governor. My home State of Alabama recently did that, and I'm
hopeful other States will also do that.

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, I think I've probably taken
enough time. I have some other questions I may submit for the
record. 2

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Domenici.
Senator DOMENICI. I would yield to Senator Chiles at the

moment.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Chiles.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR LAWTON CHILES
Senator CHmIuS. Doctor Roper, we were just talking about this

bundling. My understanding is-and I've heard this from some of
our carriers down there-where doctors before, if they were going
to have to bill you for an office visit, for that office visit they did
some work on you. They did a workup or they examined you or
they did random tests or something. And now, they're seeing a lot
of bills come in where there's "office visit" but then there's each
one of the procedures. Is that what you're talking about?

Dr. ROPER. That's un-bundling, yes, sir.
Senator CHILES. And you refer to that as un-bundling?
Dr. ROPER. Right. The term arises because there used to be a bill

for a "bundle" of services. And when you take apart that bundle,
you bill separately for each of the items.

Senator CHILES. Well, when I look and see that about 60 percent
of the premium increase is due to growth in physicians' expendi-
tures, can you tell how much of that is for un-bundling and how
much of that is malpractice premiums?

Dr. ROPER. Just a guesstimate. I'd say some is due to each of
those. But we don't have precise figures as to the contributor

Senator CHILES. Can I just ask you what might be a very obvious
question? What are you doing about it?

'See appendix, p. 142.
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Dr. ROPER. What we're doing about the issue of un-bundling is
urging our carriers to aggregate services together and pay for the
aggregate; to "re-bundle" and pay on that basis. That's time-con-
suming and labor-intensive but it can be done. It requires the use
of computers and codes.

As far as the issue of malpractice in solving that problem, as I
said, the Secretary has called on the States. Your State of Florida
has struggled with this issue for several years running and I think
is still struggling with it, frankly.

Senator CHILES. Well, it seems like to me, Doctor, before we can
really try to do something about it, one, we've got to know how
much of this 60 percent increase is coming from where, or where is
it coming from? If it's un-bundling and if it's malpractice, what is
the percentage that comes from that?

Dr. RoPER. Well, a large chunk of our research budget-our
modest research budget, I might add, Senator-is devoted towards
answering those kinds of questions. But my urging to you and your
colleagues is that while we're getting those answers, we've got a
major problem of 20 percent per year growth in Part B expendi-
tures. There are some things we know we can do in the meanwhile,
and we urge you to help us do them.

Senator CHILES. Well, when you are urging the carriers to un-
bundle or re-bundle, are you urging them to make sure that these
additional charges are not passed on to beneficiaries?

Dr. ROPER. Yes. There is a limit now placed by the Congress in
last year's reconciliation bill on how much doctors can bill addi-
tionally to beneficiaries. It's well-intentioned, but let me just com-
ment for a moment, on the so-called "maximum allowable actual
charge." It has been an administrative nightmare but it seeks to do
what you are asking for in your question.

Senator CHILES. How long has the un-bundling been going on?
Dr. ROPER. Oh, I think for a number of years, maybe the last

decade, but it's grown more intense in the last two or three years.
Senator COiLms. In the last 2 or 3 years?
Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir.
Senator CHuLES. But in spite of that we still don't have an answer

as to what the extent of it is?
Dr. RoPER. No. I'm sure we have a more precise answer than I've

given you this morning, and I'd be glad to supply it for the record
based on our research. I just don't have it on the tip of my tongue.

Senator CHILms. Well, I would like to see that because it seems
like we've got to find out.

Dr. ROPER. We'll be glad to supply that for the record.
[Subsequent to the hearing, the following information was re-

ceived for the record:]
Part of the increase in physician expenditures is due to increases in the volume

and intensity of services, of which unbundling of services is one component. Howev-
er, at this point in time, we do not know how much of the increase is due to unbun-
dling and how much is due to other factors, such as new technology.

To better understand how unbundling of services has contributed to increased
physician expenditures, we have funded a research study with Dr. Janet Mitchell of
the Center for Health Economic Research. Her analysis will look at specific compo-
nents of increased physicians services in 4 States between 1983 and 1986. We hope
to have findings from this study available later this year.
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Senator CHILEs. Are there other items that make up this 60 per-
cent increase in physicians' premiums?

Dr. ROPER. There are a variety of explanations, as I said in my
testimony, including increased utilization of services in general;
that is, doing more for each beneficiary, some of which is worth-
while; changes in technology; new services that formerly were not
available; those kinds of things that go together to make up this 20
percent growth in program expenditures over the last 12 months.

Senator CHILES. I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Chiles.
Senator Domenici.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR PETE DOMENICI

Senator DOMENICI. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
If my numbers are right, the program costs in Part B have gone

from 1980 costs of $11 billion to 1988, where we expect it to cost
$35 billion. From 1980 to 1988, if I've done my arithmetic right,
that is a 225 percent program increase.

Now, could I ask first, everyone expects a program with changing
demographics-because the caseload changes-to go up. Could you
tell us first how much of that increase is attributable to added
caseload?

Dr. ROPER. The growth in the elderly population we serve is
about 2 percent per year. So over the period of eight years com-
pounded, that would probably be an increase of 16 to 20 percent,
something like that.

Senator DOMENICI. All right. So of the 225 percent program in-
crease, for purposes of starting here, we might take the 25 percent
and say that's attributable to increased numbers of people

Dr. ROPER. Population served.
Senator DOMENICI. Population served?
Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir.
Senator DOMENICI. And that leaves 200 percent increase from

1980 to 1988-1981 to 1988.
Do you know-I don't have it; if I did, I wouldn't be asking, I

would state it-do you know how that has-if you had a graph for
us on the 200 percent increase, what would it look like? In 1981,
1982, 1983, would it be a shallow graph up and then go spurting
up?

Dr. ROPER. I don't have exactly the graph you're asking for but I
think this one is instructive.

What this shows, Senator, is the percent change in Part B bene-
fits per enrollee. That's what this red line is, percent increase per
year. And the green line is the medical component of the consumer
price index, so it's a rather generous estimation of inflation in each
of those years. Remember that this is a "per enrollee" figure so the
population we were talking about a minute ago is adjusted for.

So the amount of the red line above the green line in each of
those years is the amount of increased services over and above an
adjustment for inflation. This represents the point I was making
earlier, that we as a medical community are doing more per benefi-
ciary.
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Senator DOMENICI. It looks like at the end of that graph-I can't
read the years-that it spikes up and begins down. What does that
mean?

Dr. ROPER. Well, that's 1988, the downward spike. And that's our
hope, that it comes down because of the series of things that we are
proposing.

Senator DOMENICI. But if that doesn't happen, then obviously
that trend line doesn't come down that much. It stays on that.

How much in excess of the market basket inflation, on average,
is that going up there in that last two years before it comes down?

Dr. ROPER. The top of my graph is 20 percent, so tbW spike is
about 19 percent. And in that same year, 1987, the -medical care
component of the CPI was about 7 percent.

Senator DOMEmCI. So it's roughly 13 percent higher than an
automatic increase-it's higher than inflation because it has its
special index?

Dr. RoPER. Yes, sir.
Senator DOMENICI. Now, let me ask you, while we don't have

vast numbers of Americans, comparatively speaking, covered by
private carriers, we do have two systems out there that are pretty
broad: private carriers, and we have the Federal Employees Health
Benefit plan. Might I ask you-and if you answered this, I apolo-
gize-is the private system suffering this same problem?

Dr. RoPER. Yes, sir. They are. Employers, unions and others that
fund insurance programs are facing dramatic increases in their
premiums this year, and the Federal Employees Health Benefit
plan is as well for all their plans except for those generally that
are HMO's or other managed care plans.

Senator DomENici. Do you know what the private sector is at-
tempting to do in an effort to lower that dramatic increase that
has occurred for all the reasons the Senators have indicated here,
and perhaps some others? What are they doing?

Dr. RoPER. Well, they are doing the same things we're trying to
do; or more precisely, we are trying to do the same things they are
trying to do-that is, fully utilize managed care plans like HMO's
and competitive medical plans; establishing preferred provider ar-
rangements that you steer patients toward; more intensive utiliza-
tion review, which is on a claim-by-claim basis, evaluating the ap-
propriateness of those kinds of claims.

If I could just make a point for a minute, Senator, that I hope I
can leave with you all. Those things that I just ticked off, and espe-
cially the third one, the utilization review on a claim-by-claim
basis, are the sorts of things that we very much feel need to be
done. But let me make sure you are understanding that this will
lead to our denying payment for claims that the doctor or other
provider thinks are necessary services, and that will lead to their
raising their complaints to you and your writing letters to me. And
so on the one hand, the thing that you might ask of us-and I hope
that you give us the money to do it-will on the other hand gener-
ate yet another hearing where I'm up here talking about all of the
constituent mail that you're receiving. This is a problem that we're
going to have to solve together.

Senator Dolmaci. Well, I tend to agree that to the extent that
you can, for purposes of us understanding what you can do admin-
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istratively and what we ought to do by way of law changes-it
seems to me that to the best of your ability, and I understand it's
difficult, you ought to try to break down these increases into the
categories that have been discussed here. To some extent we know
most of them, between malpractice, un-bundling, movement away
from hospitals to outpatient treatment, which is becoming a na-
tional policy. It puts more of a burden on this. We aren't seeing the
hospital costs go down very much, but that ought to show up some
time or another, I guess.

Dr. ROPER. Surely, I'll supply those for the record, sir.3

The movement out of hospitals is one explanation for this phe-
nomenon of increased Part B growth, but it by no means is the full
explanation. I think what we are seeing is a more than decade-long
phenomenon that is growing more rapidly; that is, doctors are
doing more for patients. And in my view the only way to get a
handle on that is to start questioning those decisions. As a physi-
cian, I would rather not do that. I'd rather delegate that to private
plans than have the Government do it directly.

Senator DOMENICI. Well, let me just ask two last questions.
Could you give the committee-perhaps the Secretary has al-

ready done it-a summary of the malpractice, so-called "malprac-
tice reform status" in the United States and how effective it has
been? I understand in some States the legislatures have tried it,
and even there have been challenged judicially. Could we have a
summary of where that stands?

Dr. ROPER. I'd be glad to do that. His report of August is primari-
ly current, but we'll update that where needed.

[Subsequent to the hearing, the following information was re-
ceived for the record:]

"MALPRAcicE REFoRM STATUS"

In response to problems of malpractice insurance availability and affordability of
the 1970's, virtually every State enacted some modification of its tort system. An-
other round of tort reform began in the 1980's. Description of popular tort reform
provisions are contained in the Report of the Task Force on Medical Liability and
Malpractice issued last August, a copy of which is attached. The report also de-
scribes in general terms the degree to which States have adopted individual re-
forms, some of the judicial challenges they have faced, and the results of research
on their efficacy.

As part of our implementation of the report's recommendation, the Department,
in conjunction with the Department of Justice, drafted model State tort reform leg-
islation. Principal components of our model include:

Limits on noneconomic damage awards: The model law would cap noneconom-
ic damage awards at $200,000, the level advocated by the Department of Justice.

Joint and several liability: The model legislation would eliminate the doctrine
of joint and several liability except where it can be proven that the defendants
actually acted in concert to cause the same injury.

Sliding scale for attorney fees: The legislation sets out a sliding scale limiting
the percentage of award which can be used for attorneys' fees: 25 percent of the
first $100,000, plus 20 percent of the next $100,000, plus 15 percent of the next
$100,000, plus 10 percent of any amount in excess of $300,000.

Periodic payments: Damages for future economic loss which exceed $100,000
would be paid in periodic installments instead of a lump sum under the model
law.

Statute of limitations: The model legislation proposes a statute of limitation
requiring that legal action begin within two years after a relationship between

3 See information provided on page 30.
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a medical event and an injury was discovered or reasonably should have been
discovered.

Required arbitration: The legislation authorizes the use of mandatory non-
binding arbitration. Litigants would be required to arbitrate a dispute before a
single arbitrator. Traditional tort remedies could be pursued if either or both
parties were not satisfied with the arbitrator's decision.

We have distributed the model to the Governors and legislative leaders of the
States for their consideration during 1988 legislative sessions. Many States are con-
sidering tort reform this year and we have taken an active role in assisting several
States in their deliberations.

Tort reform, however, is just one component of a balanced program addressing
medical liability. The Department's August report also contained recommendations
addressing health care, alternatives to litigation and insurance. Through a range of
Departmental activities we hope, among other things, to encourage public and pro-
fessional education, quality assurance and risk management activities, and better
monitoring of Federally employed ph icians. We also hope to encourage the
strengthening of State licensing boards and better communication between the
boards and Peer Review Organizations.

The National Center for Health Services Research and the Assistant Secretary for
Planning and Evaluation are both sponsoring research on the effectiveness of vari-
ous malpractice reforms. The Department is also sponsoring a research conference
on medical liability and related health care quality issues in April.

Senator DOMENICI. My last question is, Congress and the Admin-
istration have tried to help solve this problem. Principally we've
done that by holding down annual price increases on physicians to
less than inflation. That's been our principal tool around here,
either in one, two or three reconciliation bills-I can't remember,
but that's what we've done. We've said, "We're holding down the
increase in physicians' automatic increases," and we have touted
that as having no impact on the beneficiary because it was all
going to be against the provider.

If I read you right, that has not quite, worked. Is that right?
Dr. RoPER. Well, price controls have an effect in the short term.

But as price controls do in any other part of the economy, they
begin to unravel as people under those controls change their be-
havior. So I don't hold out price controls as a long-term solution.

Senator DOMENICI. I thank you.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Domenici.
Doctor Roper, we've gotten into quite a discussion here about

malpractice. Have you got some indication that malpractice suits
are high among older Americans that are on Medicare?

Dr. RoPER. From the evidence I've seen, they are not higher than
the general population.

The CHAIRMAN. Are they the same, or lower?
Dr. RoPER. The last study I saw, they were somewhat lower than

the general population.
The CHAIRMAN. They were somewhat lower among older Ameri-

cans, and therefore lower among Medicare recipients?
Dr. RoPER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, would there be any difference between

Medicare patients who are on Part A and in a hospital, and Medi-
care patients who are on Part B and going to the doctor's office for
their examinations?

Dr. ROPER. You mean the likelihood of a lawsuit arising under
Part A or Part B?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, any evidence that malpractice suits are
greater among Part B.
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Dr. ROPER. I've never seen that studied, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Why are we talking so much then about mal-

practice being a part of the cost of this? I understand physicians
when they tell me that their malpractice insurance fees are ex-
tremely high, and that they'd like to see something done about it
so that it doesn't have to add to their overhead. But we're talking
about older Americans here under Part B of Medicare. I'm wonder-
ing whether it's even very relevant to indicate that malpractice in-
surance cost increases are part of the reasons that this Part B fee
is going up for Medicare recipients. I just wonder if we aren't sort
of chasing after a rabbit that we're not going to catch.

Dr. ROPER. I think it would explain some of the increase but I
wouldn't say it's a major contributor.

The CHAIRMAN. I have grave concerns about what's happening in
malpractice fee charges for physicians because I think it sometimes
almost forces some physicians out of practice, particularly in ob-
stetrics, surgery, a number of different specialties. But I don't
really believe that's going to explain very much of why this cost is
going up. I know that physicians can't break down their charges
and say, well, since it doesn't cost so much malpractice, on my fees
for older Americans I'll charge them less. They generally don't do
that. But nevertheless, I think if we continually talk about how
malpractice contributes to this cost we may be getting ourselves
just mixed up in a lot of gobbledegook and not get to the real root
of why these fees are going up for Part B.

You earlier stated that competition is lacking. Could you expand
on that?

Dr. ROPER. I think there are a variety of ways of making that
point. Generally put, health care has not had the sort of competi-
tion that is in place in other parts of our economy. Evidence of that
is that we have an increasing population of medical practitioners
and a large volume of unused hospital beds, but we are only begin-
ning to see falling prices as a result. So the laws of supply and
demand haven't worked to the same extent in the health care com-
munity as they have elsewhere in our economy.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, there are more physicians out
there practicing but you don't believe there has been enough time
to where that brings down the situation, the competition? Is that
what you're telling me?

Dr. ROPER. We're just beginning to see real incomes falling
among physicians despite the fact that the number of physicians
has grown dramatically in the last couple of decades.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, Doctor Roper, you've been very forthright
in your testimony and in your response to questions today and I
very much thank you for that. But I'll end where I started, I think
we have a joint responsibility, and maybe the major responsibility
is in Congress itself, to do something to hold down the rapid in-
crease in Part B costs for Medicare beneficiaries. So I think you
ought to select one or two of those options that are available and
start making some solid recommendations.

Dr. ROPER. We have done that, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You recommend capitation. And while I can't

disagree with you-capitation is fine-we know that it's going to
restrict itself, probably, to urban areas and probably won t reach
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out into the larger part of America. And when I say "urban," I
mean real urban. I don't even think we're talking about suburbia
in lots of cases with capitation.

But at any rate, that's only a partial solution. I think that group-
ing these fees for services under one-what you call "bundling"-I
think that must have some real merit, too.

Dr. ROPER. Surely.
The CHAIRMAN. And if you can be more specific on how we would

utilize those, I know I would welcome-I think the whole commit-
tee and the whole Congress would

Dr. ROPER. I'd be glad to submit that for the record.4
The point I was going to make, Mr. Chairman, is the range of

things that we have recommended for this year's legislative pack-
age. For example, we've proposed a further cut in the amount we
pay per cataract surgery for the Medicare population. We proposed
a reduction last year, and the Congress chose to go along with a
lesser reduction. This year we are proposing a further reduction.

The CHAIRMAN. For cataracts?
Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir.
We seek to reduce payments for other overpriced procedures, and

I believe that the Ways and Means Committee in the House and
the Finance Committee in the Senate will give us that authority.

And finally, we have proposed limiting the amount of increase
on a per-fee basis for all except primary care services, and I believe
the relevant committees will go along with that, as well.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I'm under the impression that we adopted
your recommendations on cataract surgery. Is that correct?

Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. But you have other recommendations that you

don't think we properly responded to?
Dr. ROPER. Thus far in the reconciliation process I'm pleased

with the action that the House and the Senate have taken.
The CHAIRMAN. So you think there's some progress-
Dr. RoPER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN [continuing]. In following up on your recommen-

dations. But isn't bundling a much bigger problem than just a few
procedures?

Dr. ROPER. Surely. It's a widespread problem.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Then we woutd like to have more rec-

ommendations.
Dr. RoPER. Okay.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, I have-
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, following up from where Senator

Domenici left off, you indicated in the chart that per-beneficiary
costs are increasing at a much faster rate, maybe two or three
times that of the medical CPI-

Dr. RoPER. Yes.
Senator HEINZ [continuing]. I would assume that you have done

a variety of analyses to find out what the correlants of that in-

See information provided on page 36.
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crease are, whether they correlate to the age of the patient, to the
introduction of new procedures, or to types of illnesses. I don't
want you to give all of that now, but I would appreciate-and
maybe other members of the committee would appreciate-.your
sharing with the committee your analysis of why the per-benefici-
ary or per-enrollee cost has been going up, or at least those things
that it correlates to-

Dr. RopxR. Surely.
Senator HEINZ [continuing]. Which are not the same -as causes;

they are simply correlants.
My next question to you is this. Earlier you proposed a number

of ways to limit what you might call "inappropriate" or "unneces-
sary" physician services. How will we track and ensure that pa-
tients, within our definition of what is appropriate,!won't be out of.
the test or the visit or the time with their doctor that they need?
More specifically, what role will either PRO's or beneficiaries have
in giving us feedback -on either of your principal approaches -to con-
trolling costs by either evaluating or ensuring the quality of care
as we cut back on costs of care.

Dr. ROPER. You have asked a very important question. It is:-Once-,
we have done all these things, how can we make sure that we've
improved the quality of care in the program and not let it slide?

What I would say in response is that we need to press ahead
quickly, as we are now, with the help of researchers and the pro-
vider community and come up with better measures of quality in
the system. We've got some crude measures-based largely on mor-
tality rates, but I'm hopeful that within a -year or two we'll have-
much better measures of quality. It will be important that.we mon-
itor individual doctors and individual hospitals to see what the.
impact of their care is, to make sure what they do really has a
good outcome for the person treated.

To answer your specific questions, the role for PRO's is expand-:
ing under the new authorities that you gave us last year in recoin-
ciliation. More and more we are reviewing outpatient care under
the PRO program, and I think that's important.

The role for beneficiaries in general is one of raising concerns.
and having us continue to be vigilant in overseeing the program,
and I welcome those kinds of messages from AARP and others.

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Doctor Roper.
Our next witness will be Robert Maxwell, Vice President, Ameri-

can Association of Retired Persons.
Mr. Maxwell, we are glad to have you here today and we are in-

terested in what AARP has to say on this problem of the gigantic
increase in Part B Medicare costs.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT MAXWELL, VICE PRESIDENT, AMERI-
CAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS, ACCOMPANIED BY
STEPHANIE KENNAN, LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE, AARP

Mr. MAXwELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Vice President of
AARP and as of about a month ago, I feel that I am here repre-
senting about 27 million members, many of whom are under Medi-
care.
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I brought Stephanie Kennan with me, who is on our national
staff and who works on Federal affairs, a portion of our work.

Frankly, we think that the 38.5 percent increase in Part B is
both frustrating and alarming to our beneficiaries because it is a
sign that the health care system is simply out of control.

I am submitting for the record a fact sheet showing the benefici-
ary liability for physician services as Part of my written testimony.
Nearly all of the beneficiaries of Medicare paid the Part B premi-
um. Since 1977, the premium has increased almost 150 percent.
Not only are Medicare premiums increasing but premiums for
other health care insurances are also increasing at a rapid rate.
For example, Federal employees' health plans will be increasing
approximately 30 percent; the HMO's, however, are increasing
much more slowly.

We think that the cause of the latest crisis cannot be blamed on
beneficiary behavior. Statistics show that over the past decade the
number of physician office visits per enrollee have remained rela-
tively stable. What has changed is the number and the price of
services that are being billed per visit. These are two factors over
which the beneficiary has no control; the doctor sets them.

What I want to stress on behalf of our membership is that bene-
ficiaries are willing to pay their fair share of the costs of Medicare,
but we simply can t accept an open-ended liability. If the projected
increase does occur, the number of beneficiaries who will in effect
see no cost of living adjustment will go from 600,000 this year to
742,000 next year. These beneficiaries Social Security checks will
not decrease' because the current law holds them harmless, but the
growing number of beneficiaries in this category could'jump dra-
matically if the same conditions exist for 1988 and again in 1989.

In addition, approximately 750,000 beneficiaries will have their
COLAs reduced to $1 or less because of this large premium in-
crease.

Now, what can be done to protect both beneficiaries and the
Treasury from runaway costs and steep increases in Part B premi-
ums? Hopefully, in the long run we'll be able to bring increases in
Part B in line with the increases in general inflation.

This current controversy makes physician payment reform even
more urgent. Payment reform must create fair and objective pay-
ments, but should also protect beneficiaries from large, unpredict-
able out-of-pocket costs without creating barriers to care.

We continue to support a resource-based relative value scale to
achieve this goal. I would also like to add that AARP supports the
inclusion of mandatory assignment when and if fair payments are
created. But this alone will not address the issue of intensity of
services. Utilization controls based on patient outcomes must be de-
veloped and implemented. We have no scientific data that shows
that an increase in intensity of services has resulted in appreciably
greater health status of beneficiaries.

Congress and beneficiaries must question what value we are re-
ceiving for our money.

While considering payment reform, we urge Congress to keep in
mind the size of the cost of living adjustment beneficiaries receive
and devise, perhaps, a rule of thumb by which the premium will be
permitted to rise. While the premium should not necessarily be
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pegged to the cost of living adjustment, the premium increase
should not be far in excess of this amount, as we have in the cur-
rent situation.

In the interim, we urge Congress to take the following steps.
First, determine what the appropriate level of the reserve should

be, and then determine the rate at which the reserve should be
built. Program managers have a responsibility to determine this
accurately. When decisions are made causing the reserve level to
drop dangerously low, the reserve should be replaced, but not so
quickly as to impose a hardship on beneficiaries. Beneficiaries are
appreciative that there was no premium increase in 1986, but now
we're paying catch-up for that decision made two years ago. We're
trying to catch up in one huge leap.

Second, we urge Congress to pass pending budget reconciliation
legislation that achieves short-term savings in Medicare while pro-
tecting beneficiaries from further cost shifting.

Third, we encourage Congress to strengthen those ways in which
beneficiaries can limit their liability for physician services until
these reforms can be achieved. The participating physician pro-
gram is one way in which beneficiaries can limit their out-of-pocket
costs, but there is still great variation among specialty and geo-
graphic locations.

AARP continues to support giving participating physicians a
larger update next year.

Last, we urge this Congress to focus on physician payment
reform as soon as possible, and we look forward to working with
you on this challenging issue. We thank you, Mr. Chairman, for al-
lowing us to make our points today.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Maxwell follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, my name ls Rob Maxwell. I am Vice President

of the American Retired Persons (AARP) which represents over 27

million members. I am pleased to testify before you on

the impact on beneficiaries of the Medicare Part B premium

increase.

The projected 38.5 t increase in the Part B premium is

alarming and frustrating to beneficiaries because it is a sympton

of an out of control health care delivery system. I would like

to submit for the record a fact sheet on 'Medicare Reneficiary

Liability for Physician Services prepared by AARPPs Public

Policy Institute which demonstrates the effect of our current

payment policies on beneficiaries.

Beneficiary Liability lor Part B

Nearly all beneficiaries pay the Part B prcmium which has

been rising steadily. The 1987 annual premium was an increase of

15% over 1986. Part S outlays jumped 20% in the past year- If

the projected 38.5 premium increase does occur then the
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cumulative increases in the premium will equal 150t since 1977.

In contrast next year's Social Security cost-of-living-adjustment

(COLA) will be only 4.2%.

In addition to the premium, beneficiaries have other

liabilities under to Part B. The Part 8 deductible of $75

actually represents about $100 in out-of-pocket costs because

only Medicare's allowed charges count toward the deductible and

the average reduction on Part B claims is about 26.5 percent.

Beneficiary liability for the 20% Part B co-insurance more than

doubled between 1980 and 1984 and rose from 20% of overall

liability to 32% between 1975 and 1985. Despite Increased

acceptance of assignment, charges associated with non-assigned

clais totaled $2.6 billion in 1985 - an increase of 100% since

1980. In addition there is enormaus variation in assignment rates

by state and physIcian speciality - factors over which patients

have no control.

Health Care Costs

Skyrocketing costs afflict all aspects of fee-for service

medicine. Unprecedented increases in program costs are not

limited to Medicare; federal employees' health Insurance premiums

are also going up about 30%. tKO's with medicare risk contracts

whose increases are based on fee-for-service costs in their

specific areas are receiving an average increase in payment of

13.5%. In contrast, 1M premiums not based on the fee-for-service

sector are expected to rise mauch more slowly next year.

The cause of this latest crisis in Medicare cannot be

attributed to beneficiary behavior. Government statistics show

that the average annual number of phyelcian office visits per

enrollee has been virtually the same for the past decade. This

figure in approximately 5 office visits per enrollee. What has

changed is the price and intensity of services provided during

these visits. These two factors - the intensity and price of

services - jointly account for most of the historic increases in

Part B outlays. Beneficiaries do not control either of these

factors.

Let me stress that beneficiaries are willing to pay their

fair share of the cost of Medicare, but cannot accept an open-

enodd liability over which they have no control.
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If the projected increase of over 38% in the premium occurs,

approximately 742,000 beneficiaries receiving Social Security

checks will fall under the current 'hold harmless" provision.

This provision prevents the Social Security check from dropping

in instances where the cost-of-living adjustment is less than the

premium increase. These beneficiaries, in effect will not sea a

COLA. In 1986 approximately 600,000 beneficiaries were held

harmless. If the Part B premium were to rise the same amount

again in 1989, and beneficIaries received the same 4.2% COLA, the

number of beneficiaries held harmless would be over 3

million.(see charts 1 E 2).1

In 1988 an additional 750,000 beneficiaries will have their

COLAs reduced to $1 or less in effect because the premium

increase will take the majority of their COLA.

Program Management

Run away costs and cost-shifting are signs of a poorly

managed program. An issue which must be addressed is the role of

the SMl reserve and the way in which the reserve interacts with

the calculation of the Part 3 premium. In 1986 there was no

increase in the premium and now we are told that part of the

projected increase for 1988 is partially due to a miscalculation

and the need to rebuild the reserves.

Medicare's program managers have a responsibility to

determine the proper level of the reserve fund to cover expected

expenses. The amount of reserves has fluctuated historically.

While management has an obligation to restore the reserve to an

acceptable level, this should be done gradually so a hardship is

not imposed on beneficiaries. For example, the 1983 Social

Security Amendments permitted the OASDI trust fund reserve to be

built up at a gradual rate. This approach should be adopted in

order to build the reserve without burdening beneficiaries for

management mistakes.

In addition, our current health care system fails to control

utilization effectively. Physicians in the fee-for-service

sector have a blank check. The physician determines the clinical

1 Sume, of these small check beneficiaries may be Nedicaid
dual-eligibles, for whom the premium is paid, though the precise
number is Is not apparent to us.
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management of the patient's case - what tests and procedures are

to be done. We need to determine how much the unbundling of

services - charging for each step in a service rather than the

whole package hab also contributed to the increase in volune end

therefore program costs. In neither instance does the beneficiary

have control over those decisions. Beneficiarles end Congress

need to ask what value we are receiving for our money.

Physicien Payment Reform

Congress identified the need for physician payment reform

under Medicare when it created the Physician Payment Review

Coassion to create a blueprint for reform. This current crisis

makes that reform all the more necessary and urgent.

The Association firmly believes that Part B of Nedlcare msUt

be reformed as quickly as possible to achieve the following long-

term goalst

1. Protect beneficiaries froe large and unpredictable out-

of pocket costs;

2. Control pregram outlays so increases are more In line

with general inflation1

3. Reform physician payment so that fees are based on a

resource based relative value scale with increased

payinents for undervalued services such as nuraing home

visits and primary car- of those with miltple chronic

conditions;

4. Deliver medically necessary and appropriate care by

developing utilization controls based on quality of

patient outcemes.

Our recsndations for payment reform are based on several

important principles. First, reduced Medicare payments for

physician services, such as those adopted under the rubric of

"inherent reasonableness", should not result in cost-shifting to

beneficiaries. unles thes reductions are acnianied by

statutory Limits on balance billing, this inevitably will occur.

We favor the approach to limits on payments like those Congress

adopted for cataract surgery In the FP 1557 Budget Reconciliation
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Act. Beneficiaries already directly pay about $3 billion for

physician fees in excess of Medicare's allowed amount.

Beneficiary liability will surely skyrocket if Congress and the

Physician Payment Review c-ission pursue program savings

without including protections from balance billing on unassigned

claims.

Second, revision of Medicare's physician payment system

should not just satisfy physician perceptions of fairness and

rationality. A truly meaningful payment reform must also limit

beneficiary liability to predictable and manageable amounts. In

our view, there is no reason why physicians ought not to accept

Medicare's allowed fee as payment in full if that amount is based

on a system that is objectively fair and reasonable. That is,

mandatory assignment should be a component of a reformed Part B

payment method.

The Association approaches the issue of mandatory assignment

absent fee reform with caution because of the risk of creating

access problems for beneficiaries residing in areas with low

assignment rates and low physician/population ratios.

Third, efforts to control Part B expenditures must be

designed to ensure that Medicare payments are not set so low that

access to care is jeopardized.

Fourth, since a large component of increased outlays for

physician services is an increased number and intensity of

services per physician contact, utilization review must accompany

cost control lest physicians off-set lower fees by higher volume

of services. There is little evidence that increased intensity of

physician services has appreciably improved the health status of

beneficiaires.

Organized medicine for many years has stated that it can

police itself. We suggest that beneficiaries, physicians and

Congress cooperate to address these needs - protection from an

increasing beneficiary liability, fair fees and reduced program

costs. An individual physician cannot change the net negative

effects of the current program. Organized medicine must begin to

play a more cooperative role in developing utilization controls
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for the delivery of services which will increase the quality of

care &S well as holding the line on program costs.

Interim Measures

As physicians, beneficiaries and Congress begin to address

the issues of physician payment reform, AARP recognizes that

much of what is needed to improve the systen cannot be done

instantly. Interim steps are needed.

We encourage Congress to consider the following:

1. Determine an adequate and desirable Ma reserve level

and mdate a gradual rate of increase to build the

reserve that would not impose an undue burden on

beneficiaries.

2. Passage of pending budget reconciliation legislation to

achieve short-term savings in Part B. This should have

soe impact on the premium since it will reduce program

outlays

3. Strengthening of the participating physician program.

WIile this does not address the Increase directly, it

would provide beneficiaries an opportunity to control

the out-of-pocket costs they incur for physician

service. Efforts should be targeted at States and

specialties with low asignment rates. we oppose

penalties on beneficiaries for failure to use

participating physicians. Beneficiaries have no power

over the physician's decision whether or not to

participate and changing physicians solely on the basis

of price could seriously disrupt the continuity of our

care end be a hardship on patients.

Finally while the Idea of directories of participating

physicians is laudable, they must be monitored for accuracy-

otherwise they will be of little use in selecting a physician on

the basis of his or her assigniuent practices. T have found my

directory to be inaccurate end think my experience may not be

unusual.
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Conclusion

Congress cannot permit Yedicare program costs to continue

unchecked. We hope that this latest controversy will force

action on physician payment reform earlier than otherwise might

have occured.

A& Congreea looks at overall reform of the mart s program, we

belie" that you mat also take Into account how fast preelums

will rise, congress must weave into its reforms. a rule of thumb

of how much the Part S premium will be permitted to increase even

after reform taktes place. In developing this guideline, Congress

should also take into account the amount of the cost-of-living-

adjustment beneficiaries receive.

Premium increases should not necessarily be pegged to the COLA,

but they should not rise at a rate far In excess of the COLA as

will be the case this year.

The issue of volume and the unbundling of services must becone

the top priority of Congress in addressing this crisis on a long

term basis. A resource based relative value scale alone will not

address the volume issue.

The Association looks forward to working with congress in

determining how to deliver coat-effective quality care to

Medicare beneficiaries. This challenge will not only affect

current beneficiaries, but many generations to come.
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COST OF INCREASED MEDICARE PART B PREMIUM, 19EE
NUMBER OF BENEFICIARIES NOT RECEIVING COLA

AVERAGE
SM11 MONTHLY

ENROLLEES SOC SEC

2.9)0
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S1.69
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#3.61
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$4.45
f4.27
#5.29
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#6.13
$6.59

£7.01
$7.43
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$10. 42
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$6.90
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$6.90
$6. 90
$6.90
t6.90
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IS~1-llEM4RPI~,U

MEDICARE atNEFICIARY LIABILITY FOR PHYSICIA# SERvICES

I. Liability for Medicare-Covered Physician ServicesS

Medicare beneficiary liability for physician services
consists of four componentsa Part a premium payments,
an annual deductible, coinsurance, and charge
reductions on unassigned claims. The relative
contribution of these four categories to total
beneficiary liability for physician services has
shifted over time. In 1975, premium and deductible
expenditures represented 67% of total beneficiary
liability for physician services. By 1985,
coinsurance and charge reductions. two categories of
expenditure which are esentially unpredictable.
played as significant a role in total physician
service liability as premiums and deductibles.
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Beneficiary payments for the four categories of
liability for Medicare-covered physician services
have risen steadily. The following charts track
increases in liability components since 1980.
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MEDrMCK PART B
MONTHLY PUBM
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While there have been significant increases in all
four categories of liability stemming froe the use of
physician services, there has also been considerable
variability in the rate of increase aaong the four
liatility components.

Moreover, increases in Social security benefits have
been unable to keep pace with increases in
physician-related beneficiary liability.
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I1. Who is Affected?

o Part a Premium. 97% of elderly Medicar-
beneficiaries purchase Medicare
Part 0 coverage.

o Deductible. 801 of elderly Medicare
baneficiaries make payments
toward the deductible for
physician services.

o Coinsurance: 60% of elderly Medicare
beneficiaries use
Medicare-reimbursed services.
thereby triggering coinsurance
libility .

o Cherge Reductions 80% of elderly Medicare
on Unessigned beneficiaries with reimbursement
Claims: for physician services had some

liability from unassigned claims
in 1982, up from 70% in 1975.

.here is considerable disparity
across states in the percent of
elderly beneficiaries with
unassigned claims, from a low of
51% in Rhode Island to a high of
9O5 in Oregon. (HCFA is
curreotly unable to provide
these figures beyond 1982).

Note: While 80% of elderly Medicare beneficiaries
incur liability from the use of physician
services, only about 21% incur liability from
the use of hospital services.

It. the Impact of Assignment

o Given the magnitude and unpredictability of
beneficiary liability steeming from unassigned
claims, the physician's decision to accept or
reject Medicare assignment can be critical to the
patient.
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o Inder Hedicares ;r ipig ianarrangement. 284 o pyscans treattog Hedxcare
patiants in 1986 agreed to accept assignmentfor all Medicare claims, drop of two percentagepoin, over 1985. There is, soreover, greatdisparity from state to state in the percentegeofparticipating physicians fro, a low of St in SouthDakota to a high of 541 in Alabama (1986).

A similar disparity in participation rates existsacross specialties, with a lo, of 22t foranesthesiologists to a high of 46t fornephrologists.

o The 1985 q rate was 68.5t, up dramaticallyfrom the -84 r o 5. This improvement inassig nent rates is attributable in large part tothe implementation of the participating physicianprogr in 1984. Yoreover, gains seen inassignment rates in 1985 seen to have held in 1986,when assigned claim. made up 681 of the total.
(it should be noted that the current assignmentrats for non-participating physicians is about
44%).

Medicare Part 8 Assigneent Rates

Year Percent of Claims
Assigned

1968 59.0
1970 60.81972 54.9
1974 51.9L976 50.5
1978 50.61980 51.5
1982 53.0
1984 59.01985 68.5198 68.0

Sourcet HCPA

o Still, there remaine significant variabilityin assignment rates acrss states. In 1986, 92%of claims submitted In Masachusextt wore assigned,while only 351 were assigned in South Dakota.
Assignment rates for specialties vary, as well, butHCPA has not updated these since 1982.

o0Most physician charges subeitted to Medicare arereduced prior to reiebursesent. Between 1971 and1985, the percent reduction on hysician charges
increased from 11.4% to 26.9. the benficiarybears the full financial burden of such reductionson all unassigned claims.

o The recent increase in unassigned claim liabilitduring a period charecterix e by high assignment
rates suggests possible increases in volume, theuse of sore expensive physician services, theinfluence of the two percentage-point decline inthephysician participation rate, or acombination of these three.

tV. The Role of Medigep

o Most Medicare supplemental (Medigap) policiesmarketed since the enactment of the BaucusAmendment in 1980 are required to cover MedlcarePart a coinsurance subject to a maximum plandeductible of $200 per year: they must Also carry amaximum Part B benefit of not lees than $5000.Relatively few Nedigap plans cover even a portionof unassigned claim liability, and the cost of suchcoverage is usually prohibitive.
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o About 701 of elderly Medicare beneficiaries

purchase Medigap insurance plans. About 90% of

these individuals are covered for inpatient
physician care, and about 62% are covered for

physician office visits.

o The cost of Medigap insurance ranges from about

$200 to 51,200 per year, depending on the breadth

and depth of coverage.

V. Elderly Out-of-Pocket Expenditures for Physician Services

Elderly out-of-pocket expenditures for physician
services (including payments for non-m4edicare covered

services) are large and rising. Between 1977 and

1984, such expenditures increased by 195%.

1977 1984 Percent Increase

Billions

Out-of-Pocket: $2.2 $6.5 195%

Private Insurance: $1.2 $3.4 183%

Revised February, 1987.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Maxwell, the deductible, this $75, was set
many years ago. What does the American Association of Retired
Persons think about that? Should it be changed or not?

Mr. MAXWELL. I don't think that we seek a change on that. I
think that this is a substantial contribution to the expense under
Medicare, and a contribution that our folk are willing to make. I
don't think, though, it should be jumped to 150 percent, which
would be indicated by the 38.5 percent jump that's being proposed
by Medicare.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, what do you mean, 150 percent? You're
saying you don't think it should be jumped to $187.50, if my mathe-
matics is correct. What about $100? I'm not suggesting anything;
I'm just asking. When I say it hasn't been increased for a long
period of time, I'm reflecting on the fact that most deductibles,
whether it's health insurance or car insurance, have certainly been
increased over the past few years.

Mr. MAXWELL. Actually, the individual contribution of $75 really
represents, in terms of the additional charges that a physician as-
sesses over and above what Medicare allows, still actually means
that the deductible is about $100 to $125.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand exactly what you mean now.
One thing I don't understand, but I want to be sure to, is that

you said "a contribution"-what do you mean, a contribution? You
go to the doctor and pay the first $75 that would be subject to Med-
icare Part B, and you get services rendered for that. Is that
what-

Mr. MAXWELL. Well, if he's a participating physician you get
services rendered for that less your deductible..

The CHAIRMAN. Less your deductible.
Mr. MAXWELL. But many physicians-I lived in a community in

the hills of Tennessee, a fair-sized county, where only one physi-
cian on the schedule was a participating doctor. As a consequence,
many of our office calls ended up with us paying $10, $15, $20 in
addition-

The CHAIRMAN. In addition to what Medicare covered?
Mr. MAXWELL. Plus the deductible.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Now, do you think-Dr. Roper says he's got great hope in capita-

tion. I don't quarrel with that but I think it's very slow and I think
it only fits certain areas. I also don't really think it's the solution.

Mr. MAXWELL. We don't look on it as a solution at all.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. How about this so-called "bundling"?

That is, Medicare says, "Well, here is what you would probably do
on this type of office call, and we're just going to say that we'll pay
you so much for all the tests that you might take for that particu-
lar office call, and we're going to pay you on that basis. You bill us
and we'll pay you." Is that good sense?

Mr. MAXWELL. We think that is workable but the problem is-
let's talk about the participating physician establishment, a doctor
who is a participating physician. We're not certain that there are
going to be enough participating physicians who will accept this
bundling process, which really is part of the participating physi-
cian plan.

8J-91) o - 88 -
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I think the other thing is that one of the results of bundling
under a participating physician plan might be a partial solution to
the malpractice question, because if we establish the procedures
that the doctor should do and he does them, then I would think
that a court would hold that he had performed his required respon-
sibilities toward the patient.

Stephanie, did you want to comment?
Ms. KENNAN. Senator, the question of bundling-one of the rea-

sons we're seeing physicians unbundle is because they feel that the
payments are not fair. We would like to look at bundling as a solu-
tion to that, but I think you still need to address the causes of why
they are currently unbundling charges.

In our written statement we have also supported utilization of
volume controls, which Mr. Maxwell was referring to, and we think
that in addition would be something that we could work on togeth-
er.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. I want to thank you both very much
for your testimony. All your prepared testimony will be made part
of the record, by the way, and it's very good. Over the weekend I've
had a chance to read through it and I've been well instructed on
what AARP has been fighting for for a long period of time. I thank
you for that.

Mr. MAXWELL. We appreciate your hearing.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Cohen.
Senator COHEN. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
Mr. Maxwell, you indicated in some of your statements that-

you used the phrase, "if the projected increase occurs." Are you
suggesting that there's another alternative that should be pursued?

Mr. MAXWELL. Well, I would hope that it isn't going to end up as
a 38.5 percent increase. Now, is that set in cement right now?

Senator COHEN. Well, if it goes forward, it is.
Mr. MAXWELL. Well, I hope that we can go forward at a little less

rapid pace.
Senator COHEN. I also was intrigued with your notion that we

shouldn't allow increased reimbursements until we see an increase
in health care services. I was wondering, how would you measure
that?

Ms. KENNAN. I think our point there, Senator, is that we are
seemingly paying ad infinitum and we don't know what the value
of the services is. We need to do more studies on patient outcomes.
Any volume controls or utilization review you would want to put
into place we think needs to be based on this patient outcome, not
just cost. You could conceivably have a doctor who has just drawn
a more complex set of cases and his utilization may be higher be-
cause those cases warrant it. But you need to look at the actual
quality of the outcome of the patients receiving it.

Senator COHEN. Well, I think it's a broad statement. In the ab-
stract it's very desireable but as a practical matter-let's suppose
you had, as you've indicated, a stable utilization on the part of our
older community, but we're all living longer. We have the same
number of visits but we just live longer. How would you establish
the causal connection, if any, between the type of care you're get-
ting and the fact that you're living 1 or 2 or 3 years longer?
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Ms. KENNAN. Well, let me give you a little bit of a more solid,
concrete example. Congress recently prohibited the payment of as-
sistant surgeons for cataract surgery, which has been very contro-
versial. There has been no scientific study that showed that pa-
tients with an assistant surgeon in cataract surgery fared better or
not. It was just a difference or variation in practice. In some places
there are more assistant surgeons available to do that kind of work
and in other areas there are more highly trained technologists or
nurses in the operating room who could do that kind of work.

But in addition to outlawing that, Congress also prohibited the
beneficiary from purchasing those services. The reasoning behind
that was that the beneficiaries themselves did not understand or
have the basis of knowledge to know whether they really, genuine-
ly needed an assistant surgeon in that room.

Ideally, we would like to see some studies on that. I realize we're
getting to the point where we're coming down to the wire and we
need to actually make some hard decisions. We would like to see
those decisions, as many as possible, made on the outcome of what
patients are getting for their money and whether that test is really
necessary or not. In many cases that's a hard call to make because
practicing medicine is not a hard science.

Senator COHEN. Well, I surely know from my past experience. I
remember when I introduced a bill to try to establish tax incen-
tives for people to have annual physical checkups. I thought it was
really a good idea to get people to become more conscious about
getting at diseases before they really take hold, and somehow to
encourage people to be more health-conscious. I don't think I ever
received more negative mail in my life. Number one, I got it from
my constituents who felt my proposal was a bail-out for doctors-
giving taxpayers more incentive to go to hospitals and doctors on a
more regular basis. And the physicians were outraged because as
they said, "there is no standard number of tests that we can per-
form on anyone at any given time in their lives; there is no stand-
ard to measure this by." So I beat a hasty retreat in trying to
impose certain standards for doctors to measure up to.

But also, Mr. Maxwell, I was interested in your comment that if
we were to set standards under which we were to reimburse cer-
tain participating physicians, then the courts might take that into
account. Again, that has a sort of surface appeal. On the other
hand, if we had a cost-conscious Congress that said "We're only
going to reimburse for the following services," I doubt very much
whether the courts would be impressed with that in terms of
whether you or anyone else were to bring a suit on the basis of a
failure of the participating physician to take precautions over and
above what he or she would be reimbursed for. I think that that
would really not deter the courts in any respect from judging inad-
equate care harshly.

One final comment, on malpractice-we've heard a lot about
malpractice. The Chairman has indicated that there is a serious
problem in terms of physicians not segregating out their costs. I
think that physicians are doing precisely what insurance compa-
nies are doing. They're building a rate structure or fee structure
which has no relationship to the groups or the individuals coming
in to see them. I point to my own State of Maine, for example. I
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can't think of a major medical malpractice case that has succeeded
in my recent experience, and yet we pay the same high, outrageous
rates that many other parts of the country do. Yet it has no rela-
tionship whatsoever to the litigation experience of my State. Insur-
ance companies get into the concept of "pooling," and therefore
Maine has to pay for other States. I suspect that what physicians
are doing is protecting themselves-but not against the senior citi-
zens who may have a lower claims rate than a younger population;
they are simply doing what insurance companies are doing.

So we talk about tort reform. I don't think we can separate tort
reform from insurance industry reform as well, but we ought to
start taking a look at how those rate structures are arrived at.

Mr. MAXWELL. I agree with you, sir.
Senator COHEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Cohen.
Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, I'm going to reserve any questions

at this point because we have a number of other witnesses and the
hour is growing late.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for your testimony. It's
been helpful to the committee.

Mr. MAXWELL. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness will be Mr. Eric Shulman, Leg-

islative Director for the National Council of Senior Citizens.
Mr. Shulman.

STATEMENT OF ERIC SHULMAN, DIRECTOR OF LEGISLATIVE LI-
AISON AND RESEARCH DEPARTMENT, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF
SENIOR CITIZENS, ACCOMPANIED BY LUCIA DiVENERE,
DEPUTY DIRECTOR, LEGISLATION AND POLICY
Mr. SHULMAN. Thank you, Senator Melcher.
I am accompanied today by Lucia DiVenere, Deputy Director of

the Legislative Department at NCSC.
I would just say at the outset that we join Mr. Maxwell and

AARP in hoping that something can be done about the 38.5 percent
increase in the Part B premium before it goes into effect on Janu-
ary 1st. We recognize that there isn't much time, but we do feel-
certainly on the basis of the mail and concerns that have been
voiced by our own members to us-that something really must be
done. I wish I could say that we could try and roll it back all the
way, or even roll it back to the 4.2 percent increase in the COLA. I
would like to think that that's possible. But at a minimum I would
hope that we could at least roll it back somewhat to alleviate some
of the financial burdens on the elderly.

Unless Congress acts, older Americans will be required to shoul-
der an unprecedented 38.5 percent increase in the Medicare Part B
premium. This additional cost will prove extremely difficult for
millions of older Americans, particularly the 15 million older
Americans whose incomes fall below $10,000 a year.

A number of possible explanations have been offered for why the
Part B premium is so high, including that services have been shift-
ed to outpatient settings; the population is aging; and that benefici-
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aries induce demand. HCFA has found that none of these explana-
tions provide a significant rationale for the increase.

According to HCFA, 78 percent of the increase in the Medicare
Part B premium is due to growth in program expenditures, most of
which is the result of increased prescribing of physician services
and tests. CBO agrees with the conclusion, pointing out that higher
volume was the primary reason for growth in costs during the fee
freeze that ended this year. CBO determined that the growth in
costs for physicians' services that exceeds general inflation has re-
sulted almost entirely from increases in the volume of services pro-
vided. This may be partly why net physician income rose 31 per-
cent from 1981 to 1986, even through times of Medicare fee freezes.

NCSC rejects outright the contention that physician services are
overutilized by senior citizens who get a CAT scan for every head-
ache. Physicians control demand in the health care marketplace
and determine the quantity and type of services they will provide.
They determine the level of care that each patient needs. Evidence
shows that even under fee freezes physicians increased their return
under Medicare by performing more-and at least sometimes un-
necessary-procedures.

The current Medicare physician payment system encourages doc-
tors to raise their fees on a regular basis and to provide more serv-
ices than they might otherwise. In essence, the more they charge
the higher the accumulated profile on which future fees are based,
and the more services they prescribe the more they will be paid.

We believe the problem can be laid directly at the physicians'
doorstep, but it is the patient who will pay.

According to HCFA, about 22 percent of the premium increase is
due to the replenishment of the contingency fund. The Part B con-
tingency fund is basically the difference between Part B income
and expenses. In 1984, when the contingency fund had a healthy
surplus, it was allowed to be depleted, partly in order to keep the
Part B premium increases low in 1985, 1986, and 1987. Now the
contingency fund needs to be replenished. Under the new, current
HCFA plan this replenishment would occur over the next few
years but still accounts for $1.50 of the $6.90 premium increase. We
feel that such a rapid replenishment is inappropriate and unneces-
sary. Congress should consider phasing this in more slowly, an
option that could save seniors as much as $437 million in 1988.

Congress must act to prevent this unprecedented and unfair
price increase from going into effect. We hope Congress will meas-
ure all attempts to solve the problem of runaway Medicare Part B
costs by three standards: access, quality, and affordability of care.

Briefly, our recommendations are as follows.
One, tie the Part B premium increase to the COLA. NCSC sup-

ports Congressman Pepper's legislation, H.R. 3291, which would tie
Part B premium increases to the cost of living adjustment received
by Social Security beneficiaries. The cost of this legislation is $1.7
billion and could be partially offset by requiring remaining State
and local employees to pay into the Medicare program and by
phasing in the replenishment of the contingency fund over the
next 5 years.

Recommendation number two-although this doesn't directly
affect the Federal budget, we believe that mandatory Medicare as-
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signment is going to happen and it's going to happen, hopefully, in
the near future. NCSC supports efforts underway around the coun-
try to prohibit physicians from charging Medicare beneficiaries
more than a reasonable price for their services. Beneficiaries pay
$3 billion a year for charges above what Medicare considers a fair

price. Physicians should not be allowed to charge some patients
more than others for the same services just because they think
those patients may be able to afford a little more. After all, the av-

erage physician makes about $113,000 a year after all expenses, in-
cluding malpractice, while the average senior citizen lives on only
about $8,100 a year.

While mandatory Medicare assignment won't address the basic

issue of unchecked growth of services under the Part B program, it
would certainly relieve seniors of a very difficult and related
burden, that of excess billing.

Other long range solutions-many of the long range solutions
were discussed during today's hearings-include pricing physicians'
services based on a relative value scale and bundling services in a

DRG-type system. All sorts of payment reforms are currently
under study and we are delighted by the determination with which
these studies are being conducted. It is our strong hope, however,
that Congress will not put off efforts to slow or prevent this imme-
diate increase while waiting for long range comprehensive reforms
to be put in place.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Shulman follows:]
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Kr. Chairman, thank you for giving Ma the opportunity to

present the views of the National Council of Senior Citizens on the

scheduled Medicare Part B premium increase. The message behind

this increase is simply that physician health care costs are out of

control.

Unless Congress acts, older Americans will be required to

shoulder an unprecedented 38.5 percent increase in the Medicare

Part B premium as of January 1, 1988. This additional cost will

prove extremely difficult for millions of older Americans,

especially the 15 million older Americans whose incomes are below

$10,000 a year. Under this increase, seniors will essentially be

paying significantly more and getting nothing new in return--the

benefit and their entitlement to it are no different than before

the price increase was imposed.

The only net differences resulting from this increase are

these: seniors will have fewer dollars in their pcckets,

physicians will have more dollars in theirs, and Part B will have

to dig down deeper into general revenuer.

The Major Problem, Increase Volme of Services, Caused by Whom?

A number of possible explanations have been offered for why

the Part B prcmium increase is so high, including that services

have been shifted to out-patient settings, the population is aging,

beneficiaries induce demand, and formerly unmet health care needs

are being met. HCFA has found that none of these possible

explanations provide a significant rationale for the increase.
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According to ECFA, 78 percent of the increase in the Medicare

Part I preium is doe to growth in prorIs eaxpeditures, Dat of

*Lid Is the result of increased prescribimg .f phVyician servies

and tests. C0 agrees with this conclusion, pointing out that

higher volume was the primary reason for growth in costs during the

fee freeze that ended this year. CBO determined that the growth in

costs for physicians' services that exceeds general inflation has

resulted almost entirely from increases in the volume of services

provided. (Further. CBO is able to show that the volume of services

increases at times when real fees are falling as physicians attempt

to keep their incomes rising.) This may be partly why net

physician income rose 31 percent from 1981 to 1986, even though

times of Medicare fee freezes.

In order to understand the cause of the premium increase, it's

necessary to understand the cause of the Increase in services.

NCSC rejects outright the contention that physician services are

'overutilized' by senior citizens who get a CAT scan for every

headache. Physicians control demand in the health care marketplace

and determine the quality and type of services they will provide.

Physicians are the gatekeepers of our health care system and sort

out the level of care that each patient needs. Evidence exists to

show that, even under fee freezes, physicians have been finding

ways to increase their return under Medicare by performing more and

sometimes unnecessary procedures.

To most patients, it would seem like more health care is good

health care. But this is not always the case. If you look at the

situation in another setting, it's easy to see that more is not

always better. If you bring your car to the repair shop, for

example, the repairman can add to his income easily, even if he

doesn't raise his rates, by simply doing sore aod more to your

car-som of which may be necessary, soam my not, but all of which

you'll end up paying for in the end.

With Part B, it's the same situation in a different setting.

The current Medicare physician payment system encourages doctors 1)

to raise their fees on a regular basis and 2) to provide more

services than they might otherwise. In essence, the more they

charge, the higher the accumulated profile on which future fees are

based, and the more services they prescribe, the more they will be

paid.

The problem can be laid directly at the physicians' doorstep,

but it is the patient who will pay for it.
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The Second Problem:. Replenishment of the Continen-cy Funds

According to HCPA, about 22 percent of the premium increase is

due to replenishment of the contingency fund. The Part B

contingency fund is basically the difference between Part B income

and expenses. In 1984, when the contingency fund had a healthy

surplus, it was allowed to be depleted, partly in order to keep

Part B premium increases low in 1985, 1986, and 1987.

Now, the contingency fund needs to be replenished. under the

current HCFA plan, this replenishment would occur in one year,

accounting for $1.50 of the $6.90 total premium increase. We feel

that such a rapid replenishment is inappropriate and unnecessary.

Congress should consider phasing in this replenishment over live

years, which would save seniors 8437.3 million in 199R.

Cost of Physician Services to Beneficiaries

According to the Census Bureau, thc median income of people 65

years old and over was $8,154 last year, 511,544 for men and $6,425

for women.

Already, seniors' costs for physician services are very high.

Beneficiaries pay more than $5 billion a year in Part B

coinsurance, approximately $3 billion a year in excess charges, and

about $1.7 billion in the Part B deductible.

As a result of this increase, enrollees will pay nearly $298

in 1988 for Part B premiums, $83 more than in 1987. This 38.5

percent premium increase will use up almost one-third of the 4.2

percent COLA that the average senior citizen will receive in 1988.

About 3.4 million of the lowest-income elderly have some protection

against Medicare premium increases--either through Medicaid or the

hold harmless rule under which the dollar increase in a bene-

ficiary's premium can never exceed the increase in his Social

Security benefits. But, according to CBO, another 2.9 million

elderly with incomes of less than $5,000 and 4.8 million elderly

with incomes of less than 97,400 a year will not be protected by

either Medicaid or the hold harmless provision.

Possible Solutions

Congress must act to prevent this unprecedented and unfair

price increase from going into effect. The Increase is simply much

too severe to allow it to go through without making a,, attempt to

bring it to reasonable levels. We hope Congress will measure all

attempts to solve the problem of runaway Medicare Part B costs by

three standards: access to care, quality of cate, and

affordability of care.
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Recommendation $1

Tie the Part B increase to the COLA. NC5C supports

Congressman Pepper's legislation, H.R. 3291, which would tie Part e

premium increases to the cost-of-living adjustments received by

Social Security recipients. It's basically unfair, we believe, to

require older Americans to pay more than they are able. From 1975

to 1983, while the COLA increased by seven percent a year, Part B

costs increased by 17 percent a year. As the Part B increases

continue to take larger chunks out of the COLA, beneficiaries will

have fewer resources available for other necessities of life that

also increase in costs each year. This legislation would ensure

equity and ensure that cost-of-living increases are available to

beneficiaries to meet the increased costs of living and not just

shtfted over to ever-higher physician payments.

The cost of this legislation, $1.7 billion, could be partially

offset by requiring remaining state and local employees to pay into

the Medicare program and by phasing in replenishment of the

contingency fund over five years. These two payment sources would

pay for all but just under $500 million of the cost of Congressman

Pepper's bill.

Recommendation *2

Mandatory Medicare assignment. NCSC supports efforts

underway around the country to prohibit physicians from charging

Medicare beneficiaries more than a reasonable price for their

services. Beneficiaries pay $3 billion a year for charges above

what Medicare considers a fair price.

It isn't fair that physicians should be able to charge more

than a reasonable price. Neither is it fair that physicians should

charge some patients more than others for the same services, just

because they think those patients may be able to afford a little

more. Aftorall, the average physician makes $113,000 a year

after all expenses. including malpractice, while the average senior

citizen lives on only about $8,100 a year.

While mandatory Medicare assignment won't address the basic

issue of unchecked growth of services under the Part B program, it

would relieve seniors of the very difficult and related burden of

excess billing. Under the current system, physicians pad their

incomes and pass along the bill to seniors in many ways. Mandatory

Medicare assignment would remove one of the most obvious and unfair

methods of doing this.

Recommendation $3

Capitation. The Administration has proposed Medicare
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PPOs as a way to control for unnecessary prescribing of physician

services. In our meetings with Dr. Roper, we urged him to go

slowly with this approach and we would hope the Congress would

similarly proceed with great caution. We have two major concerns

with this concept.

First, we are concerned that senior citizens should not be

penalized if they choose to remain with a lifelong physician who

may not choose to join, or may not be eligible to join, a Medicare

PPO. HCFA has proposed that beneficiaries who go to PPO

physicians should pay lower coinsurance levels (10%) and

beneficiaries who go to non-PPO physicians would pay higher

coinsurance charges (30%) than the current 20 percent

coinsurance rate. Under this scheme, while beneficiaries would

still theorctically have the freedom to choose their physicians,

the financial penalties would be so greet on many beneficiaries as

to leave them with no choice at a1l.

Second, under the PPO arrangement, physicians would have

incentives to provide less care than under the current system. To

some extent, 'this is just what the doctor ordered, so to speak.

But our concern lies with the fact that it is extremely difficult

today to determine where to draw the line between necessary and

unnecessary procedures and tests. Under any cost-containment

arrangement, quality of care must be protected and patients must

not be denied needed health care services.

Other long-range solutions include pricing physician services

based on a relative value scale and bundling services in DRG-type

payments. All sorts of possible payment reforms are currently

under study by OTA, PPRC, and DRIS and we are delighted by

the progress that is being made and the determination with which

these studies are being conducted.

It is our strong hope, however, that Congress will not put off

efforts to slow or prevent this immediate increase while waiting

for long-range, comprehensive reforms to be put in place.

Conclusion

The 38.5 percent increase in the Part B premium will cause

significant financial harm to millions of older Americans.

Something should and must be done before the end of this session to

prevent the full effect of this increase from going through. We

urge the Members to consider legislation along the lines of

Congressman Pepper's bill and to keep in mind the basic issues of

fairness, access to care. quality of care, and affordability of

care .
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Shulman.
First of all, let's start with that $8,100 figure that you cited. Are

you stating that that is the average per capita income for senior
citizens?

Mr. SHULMAN. That's the average income of senior citizens in the
country.

The CHAIRMAN. How many of those people would not pay any in-
crease? How many senior citizens-

Mr. SHULMAN. Would not pay any increase as a result of the
stricture against Social Security benefits being lowered? I think
that it was AARP that estimated approximately 400,000 to 500,000,
but I'm not sure. We don't have a figure on that, but my under-
standing is

The CHAIRMAN. Less than a million out of the 31 million?
Mr. SHULMAN. About 400,000, I believe, is the figure of the

number of people whose Social Security checks would drop as a
result of the premium increase, but will not because of the law
which says that Social Security checks cannot drop.

The CHAIRMAN. Among your membership do you find this to be a
very worrisome problem, this $7 per month increase?

Mr. SHULMAN. There's no question that it's a serious problem
among our membership. I mean, it unavoidably gets mixed up with
past Part B premium increases, with past restrictions on tax bene-
fits for the elderly, on the catastrophic supplemental premiums-
all of these things taken together, I think, reflect a real effort to
diminish the incomes of-not, perhaps, the poorest of the poor who
may be covered by Medicaid, but people of low and moderate in-
comes are being hurt by these various proposals. No doubt about it.

The CHAIRMAN. Older Americans are becoming very frustrated
with what is happening to them. Health care costs are rapidly in-
creasing, faster than the cost of living adjustments they might
have, on their pensions or Social Security checks.

Mr. SHULMAN. Yes, sir. There's no doubt about it. We are hear-
ing from our people loud and clear that a 38.5 percent increase in
the Part B premium is outrageous. They are urging us to try to do
something about it, and we hope that even if it's a temporary
measure or even if it's not the perfect long-term solution, we ought
to try to find some revenues to roll back. We're not suggesting that
we want to fight a deficit battle here, but it would certainly be im-
portant for us to look at short-term, immediate ways to at least roll
that 38.5 percent increase back by some amount.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I tend to agree that it would make sense to
not accept the entire $6.90 increase and to try to reduce it. We'd
have to change the law to do that. I think it should be reduced not
only because, number one, it is a staggering increase percent-
agewise but number two, because we ought to be doing something
here in Congress to control health care costs for older Americans.
Both the House and the Senate passed catastrophic legislation that
will be budget neutral and financed entirely by beneficiaries.

We have discussed four different ways of holding down Part B
costs; some are prioritized by HCFA and some are recommended by
your group or AARP or others. I think Congress ought to react and
do something now. If we accept only a part of that increase for
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Part B, I think there is a stronger possibility that Congress will act
to hold down these costs for everybody.

I don't believe capitation is much of a solution. I think it's time
that we move, and that means Congress does something. I think
not permitting the entire increase to go into effect would put pres-
sure on Congress to do something about growing Part B expendi-
tures. I think you will see, Mr. Shulman, that we in Congress will
take some steps to reject part of that increase, and will begin to
address how we are going to control costs. I don't think it need be
one of antagonism between the medical profession and the physi-
cians and their patients. I think it can be worked out in a very
practical manner and that the physicians would be delighted if we
got rid of some of this paperwork.

Mr. SHULMAN. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. I believe costs could be reduced if we simplified

the paperwork involved in processing Part B claims. What rel-
evance has complicated and confusing paperwork to good medicine?
If it's relevant to the good practice of medicine and a physician's
care of a patient, then it may be necessary. However, I don't be-
lieve it does and I haven't found any number of physicians that be-
lieve it does. I asked Doctor Roper earlier, who created this mon-
ster? He did claim part on behalf of HCFA. He also seemed to indi-
cate that carriers and insurance companies were guilty. I am sure
that as long as Congress allows that to exist, we are also guilty. I
feel some responsibility and I think this committee feels some re-
sponsibility. I believe you may see some action out of Congress
before the first of the year.

Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, I have no questions.
Well, I do have one. I listened carefully, Mr. Shulman, to your

ideas about how we can avoid the increase or at least mitigate it
somewhat this year. I listened also to your proposal about mandat-
ing assignment. But it strikes me that neither of those proposals,
meritorious as they may be, have anything to do with the underly-
ing problem, which is the vast increase in utilization of Part B ben-
efits. Do you have anything to say about that?

Mr. SHULMAN. Well, as far as mandatory assignment is con-
cerned, I certainly am not proposing that as action that should be
taken in this session.

Senator HEINZ. I understand that. I'm concerned about what any
of us-the administration or Congress-should do about the vastly
increasing utilization of Part B benefits. We've had several lengthy
discussions as to why those benefits are being utilized. Sometimes
it's due to the physicians. Sometimes it's due a shift from to Part
A. There are a variety of reasons. The fact is that the underlying
increase in Part B appears to be almost inevitable.

Mr. SHULMAN. Yes.
Senator HEINZ. We can hold it back a little. We can complain

about HCFA management, which I have done. But it's like com-
plaining about the tide. All we're complaining about really, is that
the waves are a little too big today. The true problem is that we
have this tide rising on us and we need to do something to get the
moon to move; otherwise I think the tide is going to swamp us.
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Mr. SHULMAN. I agree with you, Senator, and I think it is going
to be important to look at many of the solutions that have been
discussed today, whether it's a relative value scale or capitated
payments or a variety of other types of approaches. But that's
simply not going to happen in the next 2 months. I think we basi-
cally have to January 1 to try to address this problem even in just
a short-term, limited sort of way. I know it won't necessarily con-
tribute to the underlying problems of the Part B premium increase
but at the very least it will relieve the burdens that elderly people,
particularly low-income elderly people, will face as a result of it. I
think we need to do both.

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, I might just add that Mr. Shul-
man is accompanied by a former member of the Committee on
Aging's mapority staff, Lucia DiVenere.

Lucia, it s nice to see you. Thank you for being here. We wish
you were still on our staff. [Laughter.]

Mr. SHULMAN. You're not going to get her back, anyway.
The CHAIRMAN. We trust, Lucia, you are contributing to the

cause in your present position.
Mr. SHULMAN. Definitely.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Cohen.
Senator COHEN. Just one question, Mr. Shulman. What portion of

the Part B premium should be borne by the beneficiary? Right now
it's about 25 percent.

Mr. SHULMAN. Well, of course, a few years ago it sort of dropped
back to 20 percent or 21 percent and it was only through the recon-
ciliation legislation that the requirement was placed at 25 percent.

I guess it's hard for me to put a specific percentage to it. I think
we are probably more or less in the ball park in general terms, but
I would certainly like to see it reduced somewhat, if only to com-
pensate for the current Part B premium increase.

Senator COHEN. What's your reaction to the proposal by Doctor
Roper about trying to direct beneficiaries to those physicians who
are more conservative in their treatment?

Mr. SHULMAN. Well, I suppose it depends on how exactly they
are directed to those physicians. I am disinclined to support any
kind of proposals that would effectively force people to go to physi-
cians that they don't want to go to by way of reduced co-payments
for going to certain physicians as opposed to others.

I have those concerns in terms of specific proposals like reducing
co-payments to HMO's or PPO's because I think people do have a
right, and elderly people do want to be able to go to the physicians
that they want to go to. That freedom is important.

Senator COHEN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Shulman and Ms. Di-

Venere.
All right, our next witness will be Doctor Risa Lavizzo-Mourey

from the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine and the
Wharton School.

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for three
things. First, you pronounced her name correctly; second, I thank
you for adding her to the witness list; and third, I thank you for
accommodating her schedule. Doctor Lavizzo-Mourey has to attend
to her rounds at 3 o'clock this afternoon in Philadelphia and she
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has to catch a 1 o'clock flight, so I'm much indebted to you, Mr.
Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. Thank you.
Please proceed, Doctor..

STATEMENT OF RISA LAVIZZO-MOUREY, M.D., FACULTY, UNIVER-
SITY OF PENNSYLVANIA SCHOOL OF MEDICINE AND THE
WHARTON SCHOOL
Dr. LAVIZZO-MOUREY. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee,

I am Doctor Risa Lavizzo-Mourey of the University of Pennsylvania
where I am an Assistant Professor of Medicine and also an Assist-
ant Professor of Health Care Systems at the Wharton School. I am
also a Fellow of the Center for the Study of Aging and a Senior
Fellow at the Leonard Davis Institute of Health Economics.

My practice in medicine as a board-certified internist is devoted
exclusively to the care of the elderly. Therefore, I come to you
today as a clinician who is concerned about rising health care costs
but who is also concerned that any solutions that we choose now
should not limit our ability to have high-quality care for all of our
elderly into the 21st century.

What precipitates these hearings is the rise in the Part B premi-
ums and our desire to limit these increases in the future. But as we
look at some of these specific proposals we have to keep in mind
that there's an underlying issue. I'd like to just address that under-
lying issue, as others have today.

The increase in cost for physician payments is multifactorial. It
is due to the increased number of practicing physicians; the
changes in physician billing practices-that is, un-bundling; the
shift of medical care from the hospital to the outpatient setting,
and it's also due to the increase in technology. The demographic
trends indicate that there are more beneficiaries, and these people
are aging.

So when we look candidly at the deficiencies we can see that
there is more than enough responsibility to share among all of us.
To quote the philosopher Possum Pogo, "We have seen the enemy
and he is us." So I urge you not to put undue burden on the benefi-
ciary-in this case, the elderly, who I can assure to you as one of
their physicians and advocates already carry a large portion of the
burden for the deficiencies in our health care system. The very old
require more services than the young and younger elderly. As a
geriatrician I can tell you they require more time because they
have more chronic illnesses and functional disabilities and they
have to face these with limited family and financial resources. Yet
studies indicate that elderly tend to underreport their problems
and to delay seeking medical attention for such serious problems as
cancer, dementia and congestive heart failure.

Fortunately, the medical community has begun to respond with a
change in the standard of care. We know that some of these
changes in assessment procedures are cost-effective. Let me give
you an example from my practice that will illustrate the point.

Ten years ago when I participated in my first evaluation of a pa-
tient with Alzheimer's disease, it was done in a hospital over a 4-
day period. The only cost to Part B of Medicare for that evaluation
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would have been those four physician visits. The evaluation that I
began last Friday on a patient who probably has Alzheimer's dis-
ease will require that patient come back to the practice four or five
times to see physicians, nurses, social workers, and will also in-
volve a well-chosen, individualized battery of tests. Clearly, the cost
to Part B Medicare for the evaluation in 1987 is going to be higher
than that 10 years ago, yet we do know that these kinds of assess-
ments are cost-effective and reduce overall health care costs, prin-
cipally by reducing nursing home placements. So my patient, I
hope, will have not only a diagnosis but a plan of care that will
improve her quality of life and will help reduce the probability
that she enters a nursing home.

In this instance we are fortunate in knowing that this is a cost-
effective practice. However, that is often not the case with services
from which physicians must decide. It is a difficult balance for us
all-physicians, legislators, payors-to compromise between cost
and quality, especially when we do not always know how to meas-
ure quality. And if it's a difficult balance for us, it is a nearly im-
possible one for the elderly who must make these sorts of decisions
which will affect their quality of life and their quality of care with-
out medical skills and without adequate information.

We don't really know what the effect will be on our elders of a
proposal that forces elderly patients who tend to underreport and
who have chronic illnesses, to make health decisions based on fi-
nancial constraints, but we do know that the poor do forego neces-
sary services when financial barriers are placed in their paths.

So let me conclude by saying that the reasons for rising health
care costs are complex. The problem is related to volume of serv-
ices in part, but we need to better understand cost-effective medi-
cine. We need to develop consensus on what is cost-effective and we
need to better educate physicians on cost-effective practices and, fi-
nally, to better educate beneficiaries before we can ethically place
more burden on the elderly.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Lavizzo-Mourey follows:]
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Kr. Choirman and mbers of the Comeittee. I am Dr. Rsa Lavizzo-eturey

of the University of Pennsylvania where I am an Asslstant Professor of

Medicone in the School of Medicine, an Assistant Professor of Health Care

Systems in the Wharton School. a fellow of the Center for the Study of Aging,

and a Senior Fellow of the Leonard Davis Institute of Health Economics, a

university-wide health services research and health policy organization made

up of physicians, econoeists, decision scientists, lawyers and management

scientists. My nedical practice es a Board-Certified internist is exclusively

with the elderly as outpatients and as inpatients of the Hospital of the

University of Pennsylvania. I as also Medical Director of Elmira Jeffries

Memorial Hoe, a 180-bed teaching nursing home in Philadelphia.

I come before you today not as an official of the Federal Government, nor

as a representative of a national provider organization such as the American

Medical Association or a national consumer group but as a physician beginning

a career In academic medicine who concurrently pursues teaching and research

in both schools of medicine and business. I am here because of my concern for

rising health care costs. I seek short-ter- solutions. However, I am equally

concerned that any short-term solutions to the cost problem permit long-term

strategies to maintain quality care through cost-effective health services of

all our elderly citizens in the 21st century.

As a constituent of Senator Heinz, I no doubt share mny of his concerns.

Therefore, I am pleased to be able to comment on some of the methods proposed

to limit Medicare Part B cost.

OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLE

These hearings have been precipitated by the need to to increase premiums

for Part 8 of Medicare and a desire to limit future increases. Although the

dollar amounts may sew small to some, the percentage rise is very dramatic.

While there are specific proposals being considered, I will begin by

discussing the underlying issue. The underlying issue Is one of volume end

price of services In the quasi-market, partially regulated economy of health

care, in which conflicting incentives and their response account for rising

utilization and cost inflation. Market theory argues that both will be

controlled through supply and demand. Health care, os we all know, does not

follow the principles of a market econory. Therefore the Physician Payment

Review Cmission, the Health Care Financing Administration, the CongressIonal
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Office of Technology Assessment, among others are looking for ways to manage

volume and price of services in the best Interest of the patient, physician,

and the society.

A colleague at the University of Pennsylvania and Coissioner on the

Physician Payment Review Commission, Dr. John Eisenberg provided a detailed

review of physician's fees in his testimony before Congress. The increased

number of practicing physicians; changes in physician billing practices

(unbundling); the shift of medical care from the hospital to the outpatient

setting; and the availability of new technology are all factors in the

increased services used by Part 8 beneficiaries. Further, demographic shifts

mean that there are more beneficiaries and that the elderly as a group are

aging. Thus, the reasons for this two decade long steady rise in costs are

multifactorial

When one looks candidly at the deficiencies in health care in

contemporary America and examines the roles of all involved, there is more

than ample responssibilty to share among all of us -- patient, provider,

pyor, and public. To quote the philosopher possun. Pago. We have met the

enemy and they is us. Therefore, let us be careful not to put the burden for

correcting cost escalation on the victims of disease, in this instance the Ill

elderly, who I can attest as one of their physicians and advocates, experience

emre than their share of the deficiencies in the American health care

enterprise.

AKALYSIS OF ISSUES

We are attempting to control medical costs under the fee-for-service

mechanism for reimbursing physicians. Historical precedent argues for the

continued use of fee for service as the primary instrument for allocating

medical resources. Although this is the dominant method for paying physicians

in our society, there is also considerable experimnce with salary (fee for

time) and capitation (fee per patient) As one of my colleagues. Dr. William

Kissick, of the Leonard Davis Institute of Health Economics often points Out.

there are disadvantages as well as advantages for each of these mechanisms for

the three principle -- patient, physician, and the society or its constituent

institution. I concur, and feel very strongly that we sust address these

issues in our conceptualization of the long-term future while searching for

incremental gains

If I an fortunate enough to achieve my predicted life span. my

professional career will extend to the year 2025 after which I can look

forward to 15 years of retirement. I Oust confess I think more about the

years and accomplishments of my professional activities than I do anticioating

15 years in retirement nurturing at least a half-dozen chronic diseases. I

mentIon this because I would like my testimony to be responsive to the
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concerns of Senator Heinz and his constituents who are senior citizens in

1987. 1988. 1989, and 1990 as well as my fellow senior citizens bbnaeen the

years 2025 to ZOt. A glimpse at dewographic projections should be sobering

as we consider solutions for today's cost problm. The proportion of our

society needing services will get larger in comparison to those in the work

force paying for the services.

The very old receive more medical services than younger elderly. 8.4

visits pVr year for those over 75 as crapared to 7.4 for those betwen 65 and

74. As a geriatrician, I can tell you that these eldelry require more time

because they hvwe chronic diseases (averaging betwn five and eight chronic

diseases), end have more functional disabilities (30 percent requiring

assistance with personal care) in the face of limited financial and family

resources. YTt studies have indicated that these elderly typically under-

report their syrptons and delay seeking medical attention for such serious

problems as cancer. congestive heart failure, and dementia.

Fortunately, the medical corunnity is recognizing these special needs and

the standard of care is changing as a result, Interdisciplinary assessments

of these frail patients are labor intensive and increase utilization.

However, these assessments irprove outcomes and reduce later health care costs

principally related to nursing home Placement. These assessments are eaimples

of how sone changes tonards increased utilization have led to increased

quality of care us well as how shifts fron the inpatient setting to the

outpatient setting can affect utilization. Moreover, those services erphasize

cognitive skills of physicians, more than technical procedures. The current

disparities in reimbursement between cognitive skills and technical procedures

provides a disincentive for physicians to provide the services the elderly

often need eost, In addition, cognitive services are difficult to evaluate

with retrospective utilization review.

Let me use a patient history from my own practice to illustrate the

point. Ten years ago when I participated in the evaluation of my first

patient with Alzheimer's disease, it was done in the hopsital over a four-day

period, and the thrust of the evaluation was aimed at uncovering reversible

causes of dementia. That evaluation, with the exception of the four

physician visits, would not be included In Medicare Part B. The evaluation of

a patient who probably has Alzheimer's disease that I begin last Friday -ill

require that the patient make four or five visits to physicians, nurses.

social workers and psychologists and will also require a carefully chosen and

Individualized battery of tests. In the and, the patient and her family will

have not only a diagnosis but also a plan of care to prote better quality of

life and reduced probability of entering a nursing howe Yet, the 1987

evaluation consuieS more Part 8 resources.
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In this instance, we are fortunate in knowing that these kinds of

assessments are, in fact, cost-effective. However, we do not have tne

clinical cost-effective information on nany kinds of services delivered.

Therefore, as we view these solutions. we rst be ever mindful of their

effects on cost and quality, especially where there Is insufficient

information on where long-term benefit may be thwarted It is easy to reduce

costs at the expense of quality: conversely increased utilization can mean

improved quality

if this is a difficult balance for physicians, legislators, third-party

payors, and the Health Care Financing Administration, it is a nearly

iopossible one for the elderly who must MaKe the cost quality trade-off with

only a lay person's knowledge Solutions which provide financial incentives

to elderly for choosing cost-efficient providers force then to treat health

care as they would any other product and rake decisions which have

implications for the quality of their care and the quality of their iife

without having the medical information and skills necessary to make those

decisions. Indeed, it has seen shown that financial incentives cn inflvence

the type of plan chosen, and the utIlization of medlcal services. While we do

not know what the impact would be on old people with multiple chronic

illnesses and the tendency to under-report those illnesses, financial barriers

have been shown to decrease the use of necessary medical services by the poor

In short, it is premature to increase turther the elderly s risk through

financial incentives.

Rising health care costs and the increased voilun of physician servires

being provided are complex probmems. Solutions require better understandig

cost-effective medical practices; consensus development among health care

Providers regarding cost-effective medical practices, better education of

physicians and finally. education of heveficiaries. Only then can we

ethically ask our elderly to take on a greater financial burden for the rsing

health care costs in this country

COMMENET 0ON PROPOSALS

Health Care Financing Administration has outlined four inntatintes to

address the control of volume and cost of services provided dy physicians

under Part d of Medicare. I shall coment on each of these.

(1 Freeze fees far non-primary care ser-ices. This addresses only one

side of the cost/volume equation. Therefore, one would expect volue to

increase. If the size of the fee remains constant. but the volume

increases, there is still a rise in overall expenditures.

(2) Expand utilization review by insurance companies that contract to

administar adicare. I recognize the value of utilization review.

particularly prospective review based on physician consensus which is

possible in organized settings. Retrospective reviews often disallow
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payments and the cost falls as a burden on the patient who consumes the

services rather than the provider wno orders or provides the service.

Furthermore. prospective utilization review based oM group consensus has

the advantage of being able to consider appropriately cognitive services.

(3) Establish a cap On ledicare expenditures by particular geographic areas.

Intuitively, this would appear viable for certaei services based on

procedure but extraordinarily complex for the cognitive services that

constitute prioary care. More importantly. however, it forces the

rationing of medical care.

(4) Use financial incentives to encourage Medicare beneifcleries to select

preferred providers Ohm practice efficient medicine. Preferred Provider

Organizations offers a mechanism for influencing volume and cost of

services by contracting for referral of patients In exchange for a

discount on price. It is suggested by sAm observers that if successful.

be influenced in their selection through variable co-payments or co-

insurance. For many, it would mean disrupting longstanding doctor-

patient relationships. Moreover, at present, beneficiaries seldom have

the information necessary to choose providers One wonders what criteria

patients would use for selecting preferred providers in a conplex market

which even sophisticated researchers have difficulty describing and

analyzing.

In the short term, freezing of fees and expanded utilization review will

probably sweet the priority of cost control. Having said this. I would

reaffi rm my conviction that tinkering with the fee system will have problems

with equity and quality of care. Financial incentives for preferred providers

offer short-term gains and if linked to a long-term W0 strategy look to the

21st century, which is upon us. Experlmentation with caps in payments for

technology-based services with geographic areas developing high preferred

provider organization penetration could be consistent with that strategy.

Each of the HCFA s proposals can provide a short-term solution but run the

risk of sacrificing cost to equity and quality of care and may increase the

elderly's financial burden.

In closing, I would emphasize the complexity of the interrelationships

between fees. volume, quality, patient needs, and cost-effectiveness.

Further, all of the stakeholders in the health care enterprise share

responsibility for the problem. It is imperative not to place the burden of

such a complex societal issue on the backs of patients who have the least

expertise with which to respond.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Doctor.
I would like to refer to the part of your testimony that addresses

the evaluation and treatment recommendation of the Alzheimer's
patients and compares a patient of 10 years ago with a patient
today.

Can you just tell me how you view the change over the 10 years
in treating Alzheimer's patients? How has it improved? Is it better
coordinated between you, as an internist, and other specialties?

Dr. LAVIZZO-MOUREY. I think that's one of the ways it's changed.
Ten years ago most of our evaluation and our practice was aimed
at understanding whether or not the person in fact had Alzhei-
mer's disease or some other disease that we thought was more
treatable. Today, much of the evaluation and much of the plan we
develop is aimed at helping the patients and their families cope
with this devastating disease. And that's true of many of the chron-
ic diseases that the elderly face. It's this management plan that
takes a large amount of time and the large number of visits in
order to develop.

The CHAIRMAN. How many does it take?
Dr. LAVIZZO-MOUREY. Well, at least four or five.
The CHAIRMAN. And 10 years ago it wasn't organized that way?
Dr. LAVIZZO-MOUREY. Ten years ago the norm or the standard of

practice was not to have an interdisciplinary assessment where the
different aspects of care could be approached by professionals in
their respective areas, so that you wouldn't necessarily have a
nurse advising families and patients on areas that fall within the
expertise of nursing as a part of that evaluation.

The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, your specialty is internal medicine?
Dr. LAVIZZO-MOUREY. Yes, that's correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it your experience that you are the first physi-

cian to diagnose Alzheimer's in the average patient?
Dr. LAVIZZO-MOUREY. Yes, I am the person who has the long-

term relationship with that patient and I see the early changes.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you indicating that what we can do to help

somebody with Alzheimer's disease when it is initially diagnosed
may well save Medicare a huge amount of money but, more impor-
tantly, save the patient a huge amount of confusion and suffering
by laying out a program that may keep the patient out of a nurs-
ing home or some other type of institutionalization? Is that cor-
rect?

Dr. LAVIZZO-MOUREY. That's the point I'm making and I think
there are several randomized, controlled trials that support that
point.

The CHAIRMAN. Does Alzheimer's disease per se lend itself to
what we have been calling "bundling," of services for purposes of
reimbursement? Perhaps it doesn't lend itself to that sort of plan.

Dr. LAVIZZO-MOUREY. The diagnosis and development of care for
a patient is necessarily individualized so if there are things in one's
history that would lead you toward a different group of tests, it
would be folly to have the same "bundle"-or same group of
tests-for all the patients.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand perfectly. It doesn't lend itself to
the so-called "bundling." Thank you very much, Doctor.

Senator Heinz.
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Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Doctor Lavizzo-Mourey, I noted on page 3 of your testimony

where you said, "the medical community is recognizing these spe-
cial needs and the standard of care is changing as a result." Your
emphasis on the change in standard of care, I gather, has special
relevance to those of us who are concerned about cost increases in
the Part B program, which is only a segment of all of the costs
borne either by the Federal Government or by the beneficiary or
by others in providing health care to beneficiaries.

Is it your concern that a cost control approach that would lock in
standards of practice would lock out better treatment?

Dr. LAVIZZO-MOUREY. That is precisely my concern, Senator. We
are just beginning to understand some of the specific problems of
the elderly and how, as a medical community, we have to respond
to those problems. If there are policies in place that either through
review process or through prior mandates don't allow this type of
development and change in care for the elderly, I think we've done
them a tremendous disservice.

Senator HEINZ. Are you also suggesting-and I don't know that
you've said this-that the inability of enough people or practition-
ers in the medical profession to change, to stay up to date, to apply
the latest and most cost-effective techniques, may also be a prob-
lem in the kind of cost increases we're having?

Dr. LAVIZZO-MOUREY. The way things are currently set up there
may be disincentives for some people to make those changes and
many practitioners do not know how to increase the cost-effective-
ness of a practice. So, yes.

Senator HEINZ. What's the best example of that? One that comes
to my mind is a procedure called "angioplasty" where, as opposed
to coronary bypass surgery, you can do everything that coronary
bypass surgery will do with the exception of one particular artery
that is involved. Is that a good example?

Dr. LAVIZZO-MOUREY. Well, with coronary angioplasty there are
certain types of lesions that one can't treat that way. But in gener-
al I think that we have to view technology as being able to substi-
tute for other kinds of technology or being able to compliment it.
You have a very good example of a technology that has the poten-
tial for substituting another one, and I think that is analogous to
the development in the care for the elderly. Some of the things
that we are doing now will, down the line, substitute for other
kinds of tests and hopefully lead to better outcomes.

Senator HEINZ. If we were to say,"My goodness, you've got a tre-
mendous resume. You're an M.B.A., you're a doctor, you're a geria-
trician, you're the best qualified person to come before this commit-
tee-or serve on it, perhaps" "We want to toss you the ball." If we
said, "We'd like you to design a system of paying for patient care
that will permit the necessary changes and improvements and the
substitution of visits for days in the hospital," what would you pro-
pose?

Dr. LAVIZZO-MOUREY- I think managed care settings where
groups of physicians and managers can develop a consensus regard-
ing what the appropriate kind of care is for a particular age group
or a particular group of people with a certain severity of illness is
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the best method we have available to us now for approaching that
problem.

Senator HEINZ. Managed care settings might be a very broad
way of doing it, but how would we reimburse for it? Should we do
it the way we're doing it now which is basically fee-for-service
under Part B? Should we do it on some kind of a DRG basis, as the
administration is proposing? Should we do it on some modified
basis of fee-for-service with some kind of cost controls? Or should
we have incentives for preferred providers?

Dr. LAVIZZO-MOUREY. I think-let me--
Senator HEINZ. Or something else?
Dr. LAVIZZO-MOUREY. I think that DRG's and an overall capitat-

ed mechanism within the context of being able to allocate those re-
sources among the patients according to need is very attractive.
I'm concerned about a preferred provider arrangement because it
really does put the burden on the elderly person to make decisions
that one needs to understand quality of care in order to make. I
don't think we as researchers and as physicians and legislators
really understand quality, so therefore I'm very concerned that the
elderly probably don't as well.

Senator HEINZ. Administrator Roper indicated, when I asked him
about quality of care that our current standards or ability to evalu-
ate care are very rough, and that it would take at least 2 more
years to develop what he termed to be an appropriate quality as-
surance system.

If we were to hold you, as a clinician, accountable to a particular
standard of practice, what factors would you give us as the most
accurate and fair view of your care practices? Would it be number
of visits, treatment choices, patient outcomes? What would those
factors be?

Dr. LAVIZZO-MOUREY. I think all of those are important, but pa-
tient outcome for me is really the bottom line. We have to choose
outcomes that are sensitive to the particular patient. Mortality or
the number of hospitalizations are relatively insensitive measures.
For many elderly, failure to further decline in their functional
status is an appropriate outcome to measure, but we need to be
able to define the outcomes relative to the population groups about
which we are speaking.

Senator HEINZ. Doctor, thank you very much. It's really a pleas-
ure to have someone not only from my home State but someone
who is very knowledgeable and who can marry a variety of cost
control concerns with the practical knowledge of a person who is
on the firing line, having to make clinical and medical decisions
every day of the week. Your testimony has been very valuable and
I thank you for sharing your expertise with us.

Dr. LAVIZZO-MOUREY. Thank you for giving me the opportunity.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Cohen.
Senator COHEN. Thank you very much.
I'll try to cut my comments short so you can make your plane or

train and get back to Philadelphia.
Doctor, as I understand your testimony, you said that basically

we've got more patients today; those patients generally are older;
older patients have more chronic complaints; they tend to wait
longer for treatment; their condition requires more complex treat-
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ment; and finally, they need more sophisticated and costly technol-
ogy to carry out the treatment that is necessary. Right?

Dr. Lavizzo-Mourey. I would agree with all but the last. I don't
think we always need more sophisticated and costly technology. We
may need to apply that technology differently.

Senator COHEN. I think you indicated that the technology is be-
coming more sophisticated and that technology is more costly? It
costs more to buy that equipment today than it did 10 years ago?

Dr. LAVIZZO-MOUREY. Yes.
Senator COHEN. Okay.
I guess the question I have is-the Chairman has indicated that

perhaps the way to force Congress to take action is to delay the
proposed 38-plus percent increase in the cost of the premium. From
what I hear you saying, maybe Congress shouldn't take any action
until we understand what such an action is going to produce. In
other words, we might be taking a legislative action without know-
ing whether it will produce the kind of desirable.results that we're
all seeking.

Dr. LAvizzo-MouREY. Well, I think that we do have to take some
actions to try and hold down health care costs. What I'm trying to
say, Senator, is that I think that the actions that we take today
have to have a potential to be built into more long-term strategies
that will not limit us. And I think that if we begin to choose par-
ticular kinds of packages or bundling and particular kinds of pre-
ferred provider groups now without a view of how those might
grow into something that emphasizes quality, we may be doing a
disservice. That's the thrust of what I wanted to convey.

Senator COHEN. Well, I agree with you. But the question that we
have is-if we take legislative action before understanding where
that will lead us, how do we in the meantime hold down the costs
without jeopardizing the program itself?

Dr. LAvlzzo-MouREY. If we combine some of the proposals that
were mentioned, I think that we can begin to control costs without
further having a detrimental effect. For example, if we merely
have a price freeze on physicians' payments, volume is likely to go
up; however, if we use the opportunity to also have increased peer
review and to make that peer review more of a prospective process,
more of a group consensus process that takes into account some of
the factors that I've discussed today, I think that we are moving in
the direction that will both limit costs and develop a long-term
strategy.

Senator COHEN. You also indicated that, as far as education is
concerned, we either have the choice of paying more now and-you
hope-paying less later. In your experience, is there any consensus
within the medical community as to what types of treatment are
generally satisfactory for particular age groups?

Dr. LAVIZZO-MOUREY. Unfortunately, there is currently a lot of
disagreement on that. We have not looked at many of the preven-
tive practices, both primary and secondary preventive practices,
among the elderly. That is a major research area within the medi-
cal community now. But I think the short answer is that we don't
know how to plan for some of those things at this point.

Senator HEINZ. Doctor, thank you very much for your testimony.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Doctor, for being with us
today.

Dr. LAvizzo-MouREY. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ed Howard, Coordinator of Public Policy for

Villers Advocacy Associates.
Welcome, Mr. Howard.

STATEMENT OF ED HOWARD, COORDINATOR OF PUBLIC POLICY,
VILLERS ADVOCACY ASSOCIATES

Mr. HOWARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will try to be as brief
as humanly possible, Mr. Chairman, given-the time situation.

I thank you for this chance to testify on what can only be called
the startling increases in Part B premiums. We are a nonprofit or-.
ganization concerned about low- and moderate-income older-people,
so naturally we're deeply concerned about the implications for both
poor and economically vulnerable older people of this Part B pre-
mium increase which takes effect next.January.

So in my statement I'm going to focus less.on the-causes of this
increase, about which you've heard a great deal today, and focus a
little more on the impact that it's going to have on the people that
we're concerned about.

Measured either by percentage or dollars, this is by far the larg-
est increase in the Part B premium that beneficiaries have ever ex-
perienced or will experience. It certainly isn't the only one; during
the first half of 1981 the premium was $9.60 a month. When it goes
to $24.80 in January, beneficiaries will have experienced a-jump of
158 percent in 7 years, four times as fast as the consumer price
index. And because those increases are paid-by everyone in exactly
the same amount regardless of income, it has . disproportionate
impact on people with low and moderate incomes. .

There is very little talk these days about poverty among the el-
derly. Some people have tried to declare it "abolished." We have
come a great distance; we've reduced.it from a third of the elderly
population to just about one in eight, but I've laid out in my testi-
mony some of the factors that are masked by those aggregate-fig-
ures, including the fact that the number of older people below the
official poverty line has actually increased in each of the last
couple of years.

But perhaps most striking, and it's something that you picked up
in your conversation with Mr. Shulman, is that there are millions
more additional older people above the official poverty line but still
economically vulnerable. Using a measurement of 200 percent of
poverty, which amounted to the grand sum of $202 a week last
year, 41 percent of older people-11.5 million of them-fall below
that line. We hear an awful lot, as we properly should, about how
disgraceful the poverty rate is among children under 18. When you
use the 200 percent of poverty measure, it is exactly the same for
that group and for people over 65, 41 percent.

Now, some may think that as heavy burden as these out-of-
pocket expenses for health care are for low- and moderate-income
older people, that Medicaid is somehow going to cover those ex-
penses and make it less burdensome. Well, it will for a few, but,
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unfortunately, it's more false than true, even for people classed as
poor.

First, for a variety of reasons, only about 36 percent of the poor
elderly actually participate in Medicaid, just over one in three.
More than 2 million people are represented by that statistic

Second, even among people who are fortunate enough to be on
Medicaid, Part B premiums may or may not be picked up, depend-
ing on the practice of the particular State in which they reside. I've
included a chart that shows how State practices differ. Only about
18 States actually pay the premium and the deductible and co-pay-
ments for all of their Medicaid dual-eligibles. In fact, about a mil-
lion elderly Medicaid recipients still pay the Part B premium
themselves. I should say that figure includes some people who
aren't technically poor; they have to spend down into poverty in
order to qualify for Medicaid.

Now, according to news reports, negotiators on the budget have
been talking about holding Social Security COLA's to 2 Percent
below inflation but rejected it as politically untenable. As AARP's
statement pointed out, almost three-quarters of a million people
with low Social Security benefits would, if this increase goes into
effect, have their entire COLA wiped out-minus 100 percent. And
figures from that same testimony show that if you add to that in-
crease the $4.00 a month flat premium increase included in the cat-
astrophic health bill just passed by the Senate last week, 4 million
more Social Security Medicare beneficiaries would have their
entire COLA wiped out by this increase.

Now, over the long run there appears to be general consensus
that the most effective way to control Part B premiums is to con-
trol Part B costs. That's going to involve substantial overhaul of
our physician payment system. The question is, what do we do
now? For 11.4 million economically vulnerable who are poor senior
citizens, these aren't symptoms of some larger ailment. This is the
ailment. Senior groups across the country with whom we are in
touch are alarmed about this threatened increase and are asking
what can be done. It touches nerves that the catastrophic bill and
long-term care and some of the other issues that a lot of us have
been spending a lot of time on don't really touch.

I've laid out a few basic possibilities under the category of "what
to do because the doctor is coming," and the first one is the most
compelling. That is to lower the increase. Let's not accept that the
38.5 percent increase needs to go into effect. It's going to be expen-
sive to fix, but it's going to be expensive for the beneficiaries to
pay, almost by definition. Build-up of reserves can be slowed. New
revenue can be raised with some nexus to the Medicare program.

Second, whatever we do about that 38 percent increase, we need
to protect low-income beneficiaries. Two specific things: First, let's
work to hold on to the buy-in that's in the House version of the
catastrophic bill. It would allow coverage for Medicare cost-sharing,
including the Part B premium, for all Medicare beneficiaries below
the poverty line. Second, to come closer-at least on the flat premi-
um side-to the House rather than the Senate version of financing
the catastrophic bill.

Third, we need to encourage greater acceptance of assignment.
On the average $105 will be paid by each Medicare beneficiary in
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1987 because doctors don't accept Medicare's judgment of what's
fair as full payment. And while any mandate along these lines
should reasonably be accompanied by a more general reform in
physician payment, the question is, who bears the burden until we
can figure out the rational way to restructure the system?

Last year, when the Part A deductible was scheduled to go up by
17 percent, Senator Heinz and other members of the committee
moved very aggressively and swiftly to moderate that increase.
That quite properly-even though only a fourth of Medicare benefi-
ciaries actually incurred that deductible cost, and most of them
have Medigap coverage that prevents them from having to pay it
out-of-pocket. Here you have an increase that every Medicare SMI
beneficiary is going to pay. We believe that it deserves the same
kind of swift and vigorous action to deal with it.

Some Medicare beneficiaries, unless some action is taken-a sub-
stantial number, perhaps-are going to let their Part B coverage
lapse because they won't be able to afford the $7 or $11-or some-
where in between-more a month that is going to result from the
combination of these factors. We think that's moving in the wrong
direction and we urge your immediate attention to try to find a fis-
cally sound and humane solution to that problem.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Howard follows:]
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Kr. Chairman and members of the Coomittee, thank you for

inviting me to testify at this important hearing on the coming

increases in the monthly premium for supplemental medical

insurance (SMI), or Part B, of Medicare.

Villers Advocacy Associates is a non-profit organization

concerned about the impact of public policy decisions on low and

moderate-income older people. It follows, therefore, that we are

deeply disturbed about the implications for poor and economically

vulnerable elders of the recently announced $83 jump -- $6.90 a

month -- in the Part B premium, to take effect in January.

Measured by either percentage or dollars, the size of this

increase is unprecedented in the 22 years of Medicare's

operation. Moreover, this increase comes on top of a number of

significant increases in the past several years. During the

first half of 1981, the premium .a0 $9.60 a noathl in January

1988, whAn thU $24.80 premium takes affect, Aedicar

beneficiaries will have experienced a jump in premiums of 158I in

iuvt seven years -- more than four times as fast as the consumer

price index. see Chart :.

And because these premium increases are uniform for all

beneficiaries, regardless of income, they have fallen especially

hard on those with low inces.

There is little discussion these days about poverty among

the elderly. Medicare and social security are widely described

as sacred cows' that benefit primarily middle- and upper-incomo

people. Poor elders? It's a stereotype from a generation ago,

and, so tho now thinking goes, an outmoded one.

It is true that, in general, the incomes of older people

have improved substantially since 1960, when more than a third of
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those over 65 had incomes below the poverty line. Now the

proportion is just 12.4% in poverty, a lower rate than for the

non-elderly population (13.8%), and far below the rate for

children (19.8%). But consider these facts

OPoverty among elders remains the highest among any

adult age group.

.The no of elders in poverty, virtually unchanged

over the past decade, actually increased in 1985

and 1986 -- the only age group, including

children, for which that is true.

Older Americans make up only one-eighth of the

population, but account for onc-third of those

labeled 'persistently" poor

Perhaps most striking, millions of elders are 'economically

vulnerable,' that is, have incomes higher than the poverty line,

but under twice that figure. An older individual last year was

classed as economically vulnlerable" if he or she had income of

S202 a week or less. There were almost eight million

-economically vulnerable" older Americans lastyear. That means

11.4 million elders -- 414 of the total older population -- had

incomes below 200% of the poverty line. It is sadly ironic that

the economic vulnerability" rate among children last year was

exactly the same -- 41%.

For these "economically vulnerable" and poor Medicare

beneficiaries, the increase in the premium will hit hard. That

$83 will come on top of the $215 premium already due; the $75

Part B deductible that almost 80% of Medicare beneficiaries will

pay, and the $540, hospital deductible that about one fourth will

incur.

These high and growing out-of-pocket expenses for health

care are widely understood to be a burden for low- and moderate

income elders. What is less well understood is that very few of

them are actually protected from these costs by Medicaid.

Because of restrictive income limits and even more restrictive

resource limits, limited outreach and, to some extent, reluctance

to participate in a mean-tested program, participation in

Medicaid by the elderly poor is only about 36%. Even the

relatively old data available show that more than two million

poor elders are not participating in Medicaid.

Not even all those on Medicaid are protected against this
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Part B increase. Although States mav pick up the nedicare out-

of-pocket cost-sharing, including the premium, for those

enrolled, only 18 states -buy in. to Medicare for all *ligible

Medicaid enrollees. See Table A. In all, almost a million

elderly Medicaid recipients must still pay the Part B premium

themselves, or not be enrolled thesnmelves. See Table B. In all,

more than three million poor elders will have no protection at

all against the upcoming increase.

The increase, of course, is a general one, which will cost

seniors and disabled persons some $2.6 billion next year. In

every state, the personal impact will be felt, as will be the

general economic impact. A breakdown of how much the increase

will cost beneficiaries in each state is shown in Table C. Also

included In the table is the additional cost to beneficiaries of

yet another increase in the flat premium approved last week by

the Senate. As the Committee well knows, the Senate Catastrophic

Protetion bill includes an increase of $4 in the flat premium

beginning in April 1988. That would mean a 50% increase -- from

517.90 to 928.80 -- within three months.

Testimony by AARP shows that almost three-quarters of a

million persons with low social security benefits will have their

January 1988 cost-of-living adjustments wiped out by the Part B

premium increase. Data from the same testimony show that an

additional four million Persons would lose their entire COLAs if

the increase in S. 1127 is allowed to take effect along with the

already-scheduled January increase. Additional millions would

have their COLAs reduced substantially.

The Comsittee has heard a great deal of testimony, including

several witnesses today, about the underlying causes of these

increases. There appears to be a general consensus that, over

the long run, the most effective way to control Part 8 premiums

is to control Part B costs. that will involve substantial

overhaul of our physician payment system. But for the 11.4

million poor and economically vulnerable elders in America, the

premium increases looming in January (and April, under the Sen te

version of Catastrophic) are not a symptom of some larger

ailment; they are, rather, life-threatening ailments in their wn

right. we urge you, Mr. Chairman, and the other members of the

Committee, to take the leadership in attempting to deal with the

impact of these increases -- not eventually, as part of some

larger, more rational reform effort, but immediately and
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decisively, to protect those who will otherwise be at risk.

Here are a few possible actions.

1. Legislate lover increase. We understand that canceling

this 38% increase, or even restraining it substantially, will be

expensive. That is true whether the expense is borne by the

Federal Government or, as current law would have it, by the

beneficiaries. Revenue can be raised from sources with a logical

connection to the Medicare program.

2. Protect low-income beneficiaries. Two specific steps

could be taken that would ease the burden on the most vulnerable

elders. Both involve the catastrophic health bill now awaiting

conference. First, the so-called *buy-in- in the House bill,

under which the Medicaid program would cover Medicare cost-

sharing (including the Part l premium) tor poor beneficiaries,

should be retained. Second, the flat premium increase contained

in the Senate version should be mini.mized or eliminated. That

would protect those who would not qualify for the buy-in, but for

whom the additional flat premium increase would be a real

hardship.

3. E Lsamizz asujaimmet. On average, each Medicare

beneficiary will pay $105 this year in *balance billing- --

usually, bills from physicians for amounts in excess of what

Medicare has determined to be fair. Movement twoard restoring

Medicare's promise that it would pay 80% of medical bills would

ease the burden on many beneficiaries. Again, while any mandate

along these lines would, more reasonably, be accompanied by a

general payment reform scheme, why should beneficiaries bear the

interim burden alone?

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, you have been in

the forefront this year of attempting to extend protection to all

seniure against the risk of devastating, catastrophic health care

costs. The $83 -- or, perhaps, $119 -- premium increase facing

seniors in 1988 will, for millions of them, translate into quiet

but relentless devastation. This hearing itself is evidence of

your commitment to trying to avoid that impact, and we are very

grateful for it. We look forward to working with you toward a

humane and fiscally sound solution. Thank you.
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CHART I

INCREASES IN MONTHLY SMI PREMIUM
M0CZA1 t Z3 7-648

sr7 S75 t7M FO eDM IM2 IM 1964

1EAR
- 9 .* a

Table A

STATE 'BUT-IN' ARZE(ENTS

States Which Buy-in For Only Cash Assistance Recipients

Connecticut
Delaware
Illinois
Sentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Massachusetts
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska
New Hampshire

NeW Tork
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Dakota
Tennesse
Vermont
West Virginia
Wisconsin

States Which Buy-in For C-h and Non-Cash
Medically Needy Progran

Recipients. but Have No

Alabsaa Mississippi
Alaska Nevada
Colorado New Jersey
Florida New Mexico
Idaho Ohio
Indiana
States Which Bug-in for Cash and Non-Cash Recipients, Including
the Medicaily Needy

Arizona Michigan
Arkansas Montana
California North Carolina
District of Columbia Oregon
Georgia South Carolina
Hawaii Texas
Iowa Utah
Kansas Virginia
Maryland Washington

States with No Buy-in Agreements

Wyoming

Source: Lyons, Barbara, School of Hygiene and Public Health,
Johns Hopkins Univ., Unpublished paper, October 1987.

83-915 0 - 88 - 4

1 524.80
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TABLE B
Number of Elderly Poor Unprotected

Against Proposed Medicare Part B Premium IncreaseB
(in thousands)

STATE

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
D.C.
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

ELDERLY MEDICAID ELDERLY WITH
RECIPIENTS WITHOUT SUB-POVERTY

MEDICARE LINE INCOMES W/O
PART B COVERAGE MEDICAID COVERAGE

0.0 73.0
1.8 0.9
0.0 22.3
0.0 50.9

73.8 115.0
3.8 18.1

20.1 18.2
0.3 4.6
0.3 8.2
0.0 127.7
0.0 76.6
3.1 4.7
1.1 8.7

39.8 86.0
3.4 42.5
4.5 28.7
0.0 24.6

18.2 55.3
106.2 64.8

12.7 13.2
1.2 28.9

130.1 39.8
37.9 63.9
42.5 39.4
7.3 58.0

26.3 65.0
0.9 7.0

10.0 17.9
0.9 4.1
7.1 7.3
4.9 49.5
0.0 14.5

143.0 143.8
18.3 83.7
4.1 7.6

11.6 85.0
15.6 45.4
19.6 20.7
33.7 105.5
23.5 9.3

2.1 42.5
3.4 10.2
6.8 75.6

20.7 166.0
3.7 7.6
3.8 4.6
8.8 50.4
5.0 28.0
5.9 26.1

39.0 30.4

TOTAL

73.0
2.7

22.3
50.9

188.8
21.9
38.3
4.9
8.5

127.7
76.6
7.8
9.8

125.8
45.9
33.2
24.6
73.5

171.0
25.9
30.1

169.9
101.8
81.9
65.3
91.3

7.9
27.9

5.0
14.4
54.4
14.5

286.8
102.0
11.7
96.6
61.0
40.3

139.2
32.8
44.6
13.6
82 4

186.7
11.3

8.4
59.2
33.0
32.0
69 .4
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Table C

COST TO M(TICARE BENEFICIARIES Of PART e PREMIUM INCREASES, BY STATE

Proposed

Incre.sed Current
La. Part a

Increased Preolum Increase
Aged Olsabled Total Part N Premium Plus Increase

N...f fi.ries tenoficlaries Beneficiaries Costs for 1988 In S.1127. 1988

14,875 16S.81S $13,162,64s 519.731seS

8,980 121,027 $10,04S.241 514,402,213
6,007 67,795 SS.626,s8s $8,067,605
66.92Z7 87.086 S66.154.81B 93ss848,414

12.310 144I898 e 12.026.534 $17.242.862

27.988 426.096 536.36s.968 5SO.789.424

205,241 2,630905 5IRS 955,IlS 5270,947,695
82.479 1.006.44 5R3,1,3,188 S119,767,312

147.073 1.279.380 $1816788.640 5211.746.220

126.305 1,372,40 $113,997.820 $1836356.060

60,864 630,449 S56,477.267 580.973,431

106.764 1.806.638 S116.7r0.82o 5167.389.846

112.393 1.107.860 $919s52.3e0 5131.835.340

49,175 6s2.484 $54.166.172 $77.645.596

32,760 838,122 544,664,126 568,8061s8e
27.872 428,372 93S,514,876 S50,976,268
63,087 718.e91 6659.674.93 S58.557.649

56538 90.914 S7.94S.862 510.518.766

6.443 101.233 S8.402.339 612.046.727
12,909 222,S78 S18,873,974 526.486.782

20,810 335.156 $27,851,148 539,931,164

6.992 78.631 S6.198.373 s8.e81.08e

38.959 462.987 $38.427.921 s5s.006.43

6.429 72.960 S6.06s,6680 8.682.240

65.640 613.35 $50,906.809 $72.986.868

38,702 28,.142 723.600.786 633,693,898
85,850 7SS,918 562,741,194 589,954,242
48.631 368.991 S30,9286253 543.909,929
82.164 6368943 SS2.866.269 s57.796.217

136,740 1.965,079 S163,101.557 5233,844.401

60,534 481.577 539,970.891 $57.307,663

05,152 6i4.912 $51.037.696 573.174.S28
69,784 55.8805 543,060,483 561,737,39

44,546 334,042 522,725,496 539,710,998

40.024 360.986 $29.71Z2.838 52.600.334

56.006 4S3.26e8 37.621.244 $53.938.892

32.452 408,216 533.881.928 548.677.704

52277,4 5.560.954 5129,559.182 $185.753.S26

8,393 102,985 S8.547,7SS S12,2S68259

8,135 514,533 S9,473,039 553,581,827

2.680 3,1328 S3,612.828 Is5179.832

270. 88 23. 38 294 ,205 74,419,098 S5I.0O0.514
130. 734 14 .82 514.96 112,028,028 $17,245.004
361,809 32.955 394 .764 32,756,412 5S8,976,916
12 .503 8,41 lo 10.91 3 So,865.79 5l¶,070.647

tEW ENDLARD

MINE
NEW MPSNIRE
VERH{OHT

MASSACtHUSETTS

RHOOt ISLAND

CONNECTICUT
MIDDLE ATLABTIC

0EW YORK
NEW JERSEY
PENN STLVANIA

EAST tORTH CENTRAL

OH10
INDIANA

ILLINOIS
ICNHI CAN

OISCONSSB

WEST NORIT CENTRAL
KlNOESOTA

IOWA

MISSOURI

NORTH DAKOTA

SOUTH DAKOTA
NEBRASKA

CANSAS

SOUTH ATLANTIC

OELAWARE
OARYLAND

D.C.

VIRGINIA
WEST VIRGINIA

0001H CAROLIeA

SOUTH CAROLINA
GEORGIA
FLORIDA

EAST SOUTH CENTRAL

KENTUOCY

ITENNESSEE
ALABBAIA

MISSISSIPP I
WEST SOUTH CENTRAL

ARKANSAS
LOUISIANA

OKTAHOMA

TEXAS
OU0 lAIN

MO0TAYA

IRDAHO

WAOMING

COLORADO

NEW MEXICO

AR I IONA
UIAY

0so,940

112,347

61.)Oe
740.119

132.S88
398. I08

2,154,554

923.973

1.632 307

1. 746,4 37

6189. 9

1.299.870
995.467

603. 309

505, 31Z

400. soo

6ss.8a4
8e. 376

98, 790

70g. 669

314, 746

67.639

424.028
66 531

647, 696

24848'40
670, 108

320. 360
S64. 7 9

1.829. 339

421. 043
S43. 800

457,057

29. 896

317 .?96

397.262
37S. 764

138.210

94 , 02

10o.9s8
40. 848
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The CHAIRMAN. I am rather intrigued, Mr. Howard, with your
recommendation. In your first recommendation for possible action
you say that if we either cancelled or restrained part of the in-
crease, that revenue could be raised from sources with a logical
connection to the Medicare Program. I think that if we could agree
here in Congress on where the offsetting revenue would come from
I believe we d do the right thing and hold down this $6.90 Part B
increase.

What revenue are you talking about?
Mr. HOWARD. Well, I wish f had some innovative and creative

new source of revenue, Mr. Chairman. The ones I'm going to tick
off you've heard before, but they do fit the definition in the state-
ment. Most of them have been mentioned this morning.

First of all, workers who are not now participating in Medicare
because of their status as State and local employees-90 percent of
those people are going to get coverage eventually anyway. For
them, it's a windfall. The other 10 percent need it and for them it's
a good deal, and they ought to be paying it, too.

We've heard some talk about restraining the size of increases in
physician fees. While that is indeed not the most rational way to
design a physician payment program, is it less rational than requir-
ing 11.4 million economically vulnerable older people to pay 38 per-
cent more?

A number of people have suggested some sort of increase in to-
bacco taxes, about which I suspect you wouldn't get unanimous
consent in the Senate, but there certainly is a connection between
the diseases and illnesses caused by tobacco use and Medicare ex-
penditures.

Finally, we've talked about building up the reserves that are in
the Part B trust fund more slowly than the administration has pro-
posed, with the $1.50 attributed to that particular purpose.

I think with a little creativity and a little advocacy we could put
together a package with those and some other factors that could be
a reasonable alternative to letting this go forward.

The CHAIRMAN. If the two steps were taken that you recommend-
ed in regard to the catastrophic legislation, what do you think
we're talking about in protecting the 11 million older Americans
that might be placed in jeopardy because of this Part B increase?

Mr. HOWARD. Well, if a way could be found to avoid the $4 flat
increase, or at least to minimize it, every one of them-except
those already on Medicaid and having it paid for them-would ben-
efit, as would a number of States that do buy in for their dual
beneficiaries now that are going to have to pay that increased flat
premium.

That would be a very substantial help. They would still be sad-
dled with the $7 increase, but that would be better than the $11.

As for the buy-in, it would help a number of people with incomes
below the poverty line, that 3.5 million with incomes below the
poverty line. Some are not going to participate because they won't
know about it, or because they have assets over $1,800 or $1,900
that would disqualify them for coverage, or because they think that
this is somehow welfare and don't want to take advantage of it.
But we could reach a good part of 1 million people that way.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. Thank you very much.
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Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Howard, for your tes-

timony.
Mr. HOWARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor P. John Seward, Chairman, American

Medical Association Council on Legislation.
Doctor Seward.

STATEMENT OF P. JOHN SEWARD, M.D., CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION COUNCIL ON LEGISLATION, ACCOMPA-
NIED BY BRUCE BLEHART, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF FED-
ERAL LEGISLATION, AMA
Dr. SEWARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the commit-

tee. My name is John Seward; I am a family practitioner from
Rockford, Illinois. I am also chairman of the Council on Legislation
for the American Medical Association. With me is Bruce Blehart of
the Association's Department of Federal Legislation.

We certainly appreciate this opportunity to appear before this
committee to discuss the announced Medicare Part B premium in-
creases for 1988.

The AMA is disappointed in the projected need to increase the
Part B premium by 38.5 percent. While the issue that seems to
have flagged the major concern is the 38.5 percent increase project-
ed for the Part B premium in 1988, the formula for determining
the Part B premium is set by statute. As you have already been
informed, a significant portion of the premium increase reflects the
administration's need to build up trust fund reserves depleted by
its previous decision to spend down reserves.

The AMA agrees that this increase and its potential effects on
beneficiaries deserve close consideration. However, the real issue
that needs to be addressed is the total of expenditures for physician
and other Part B services under Medicare.

We have been told by Medicare that the projected level of spend-
ing for Part B services for the period of July 1986 to June 30, 1987
represents an 18.8 percent increase over the expenditures of the
previous 12-month period. Mr. Chairman, this level of increase
should not have been unexpected or seen as unrealistic. An 18.8
percent increase in Part B expenditures is not inconsistent with
historic patterns of Part B program growth. On average, the pro-
gram has grown by 17.2 percent annually over the past 10 years
and has experienced an annual growth over 18 percent in 10 of the
past 14 years.

It is appropriate, though, to dissect the approximately 20 percent
increase in Part B expenditures and make efforts to isolate and
correct any elements that have inappropriately caused program ex-
penditures. According to HCFA, when the increases accounted for
by enrollment growth and reasonable charges are factored out, a
residual increase of approximately 9.05 percent remains due to uti-
lization/intensity.

Mr. Chairman, most of this increase is attributable directly to
Medicare beneficiaries receiving necessary and valuable services
for their well-being. Furthermore, this level of expenditures can be
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traced to a myriad of factors, including: The growth and aging of
the Medicare population; the deductible being maintained at the
level set in 1981; assignment being more readily accepted; charges
having been held down; and costs declining in relationship to price.

It is also our experience that utilization/intensity under Part B
is increasing for the Medicare population. As acknowledged by
HCFA, this element has averaged a 6.2 percent increase over the
past 10 years and a 6.7 percent increase over the last 5 years. An
increase of 2.35 percent on top of that 6.7 percent should be evalu-
ated in light of increased benefits under Part 13 and pressures on
physicians to provide a greater share of the care that Medicare
beneficiaries receive.

In addition, more beneficiaries are availing themselves of Part B
services. The portion of beneficiaries receiving reimbursed physi-
cian services increased from 67 percent to 76 percent between 1981
and 1986. Shorter hospital lengths of stay and increased use of non-
hospital sites for care have resulted in a more intensive physician
service being provided.

-It is reasonable that Part B expenditures will reflect an acceler-
ating increase in utilization/intensity.

Mr. Chairman, we have seen no evidence to indicate that the in-
crease in utilization/intensity was inappropriately caused by physi-
cians. In our full statement we discuss the draft report prepared
for the HHS Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation that
finds increases in intensity do not reflect fraudulent or improper
changes in billing practices. If there were improper changes, the
AMA would be at the forefront of efforts to address such a prob-
lem.

Mr. Chairman, the increases in the use of physician services rep-
resent expanded access to care that the Medicare Program holds
out to the elderly, that public policies have reinforced, that benefi-
ciaries have come to expect, and that physicians continue to pro-
vide. The increase in program expenditures illustrates that im-
provements in beneficiary access are not without cost.

In conclusion, physicians have received unjustified bad publicity
over the projected increase in the Part B premium. Physicians
have taken part in a voluntary fee freeze, have been subjected to
congressionally imposed reimbursement and fee freezes, and are
now subject to the MAAC price control. No other sector of the
economy and no other Government program has so many price
controls.

Mr. Chairman, the AMA will be pleased to work with you and
the committee in seeing that Medicare beneficiaries continue to re-
ceive quality health and medical care services and that public dol-
lars are spent wisely. We will be pleased to respond to any ques-
tions from the committee, Mr. Chairman.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Seward follows:]
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STATDMNT

of the

AKMUICAN MDICAL ASSOCIATION

to the

Special Coittee on Aging
Dotte4 States Seoate

Presnted by

P. John Seward. M.D.

U: Medicare Part 3 Priari for 1988

Movember 2, 1987

Mr. Cbairac asd Members of the Comittee:

My nme ts P. John Seward, M.D., and I a*a fouily practitioner from

Rockford, Illinois. I a. also the Ch.r - of the C-oUcl o leAgislation

of the American Medical AsaocSatior. With _ is erace flehbrt of the

Aa-ociatiooa Dcpart.ent of P*4erl Le*1isation.

The AKA appreciates this opportonity to appear before the Coittee

to d racoaa the aooonnced Medicare Part J premlim Socrase, for 198&. We

-re disappotnted in the the projected need to incre.s. the Port I preela

by 38.31. and we hope inforatioS -mot heretofore .,milable-eili be

forthcolorg at this hearn 8 ao that specific cause, for the Increase can

he identifited sod The AMA agrees thet this large irnre.-. ond

its poteotial effects o0 beneficiaries deserve close consideration. The

reel issue is the level of total erpndttores for phyetciao and other

Part B er-ice. o-der Medicare.

Mr. Chairman. phytcians ha"e taken pert it a voolutay fea freaza.

been eubJhcerd to Coogreaeioalrlped reibursement and fee freees,

aod theo sobjected to the torreotly taposed price cootrols korna as

MhCs. No other sctor of the ecoorsy and no other government program

has so many price controls.

It is also inportant to point tot thee a -btantial percentage of

the projected prealm increase is direntip attributable to lack of *o

increse io the preium in 1986 snd the fact thbt the AdAlnistratioa last

year decided not to IScoe the fil 1987 pre-io increase by spending

dows treat fd assaets. In 1987, the prealms ms increased to t17.90

instead of t19.30. If the foll 1987 premi- iocreasa bad been iapOced.

that preosi wold have represented a 211 increase, and the potential

1988 preston of t24.80 would represent a 285 increase.
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It is the experience of physicians across the cuuntry tbat shorter

hospital stays and increased uoa of norhospital sites for c"rt

frequently ha" resslted in a -ra InteniSve physician service being

provided n By way of e ple. a hospitalised patient abo (previous to the

PPS) say have been In the hospital for a seven-day period and who today

is discharged on the fourth day following surgary will uttie more

Part 5 covered ancillary servies and require sore intensive physician

involvewent. i-le the hospital and personal ho routinely would hea

Provided patient care in the hospital (Part A) sill be relieved of

responsibility an dsSchanc, the fact thbt pe-imt care is still seed

does sot diappear.

With ptysicians strongly discomraged trom admitting patients. and

especially with the increasing age of the Medicare population and the

rapid growth of sabuiatory surgery, it is reanousble that Part B

expeuditurs will raflact an isarrass to .1114rationlintensity. We need

to exaine carefully the extent to hicb savings accruing to the Part A

side of edicare sy offet expenses added to the Part B side.

When the freese on physicia rethrsesent - incorporated into the

Deficit reduction Act of 1984. the Congress called for a study to analye

whether physician gasiog would take placa. frelianamry results of a

similar tudy being cospleted by Peter D. McMenamin, Ph.h., for the MS

Assistant Secretary for Ping a d Evaluation, point out that

physicians have been scrupulous in their dealings ith the MedIcare

progras. The draft report indicate that the increase in intensity doe-

not inflect fraudulent or iSproper chanes in billing practices.

Dr. McMsuasin lo eaxsined the isnae of visit ';nbundling' and concludas

that there was no vol: response with rePect to folio-p visits.

To data. ue howe seen no evidence to indicate thet the Increase in

utilization/intensity w inappropriately ca...d' by physicians. If

there -re, the A1 would be at the forefront of efforts to address such

a problas.

To the contrary. Dr. NtNenain's analysis point. ot a nsbhr of

plausible factors. including?

o Th. growth and aging of the Medicare population;

o Maintaining the deductihle at the 1ev.
1

et in 1981;

• Aadlmt beig mow readily accepted.

O Ma hewiftn %sf bel down; and

o Costs of office visits declinn In relative price.

Dr. hcXannaai aptly points out that any voles increase would not be

iSconsietent with a densd resposee on the part of henficiaies.

Ac additional factor not ntioned in this study that directly
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relate, to the relative price of physiacin services is that approximately

702 of the eicare popultion are covered by private nedigap policies

that effectively provide flret dollar coverage on deduotible and

coinnrance. Iacr-sed utilization by beneficiaries as a result of lover

rel out-f-pocet costs is not to be unexpected. The recently completed

Hand Health Inlna nce Experiment has found tbct a reductlon in

beneficiary cost-sharing for sOrvices Ieds to an mncrease in the volune

of ecvces ued.

Mr. Chairan, the Increase in the -u of phystelon services

represents expanded senses to care that the Medicare progrot holds Out to

the elderly, that public policties have reinforced, that the beneflicirtes

have come to expect, snd that physicians cooti.U. to provide. In fact,

physician. h-es provided this expended level of care rith vIrtually no

increase in program reibhuraeseot between 1983 snd 1986. Soever, the

itcrease in program expenditures illutrates chat iproeets in

beneficiary access sre not sithout cost.

Medicare Parn I Expnditures

We have been told by Medicare that the projected level of spending

for Port B services for the period of July 1. 1986 to June 30, 1987

repreeents a 19.92 Increase ia expanditur s o00r the previon 12onth

period, ad that this intrease wuld hes been 18.81 absent the reqoired

standard on faster claim processing. this level of serpeditura increase

should not be unexpected or seen as urealistic. An 18.8S increase io

Part B axpenditures is not Inconeistent with the historIc pattern of

Pact a pogra growtb. n averge, the progres as gro by 17.21

a-m aly over the past ten years and hab experienced sn a*nnal growth of

over 187 in ten of the past fourteen years.

Witbont question, the growth In the Part B progreo over the years

repreaeots increased ccess to effective and asphiaticated health care

services for our nation's elderly ad disabled.

Analysis of Part b Expenditores

It is appropriate to dissect the approximtely 201 increase in Part B

expenditures end se efforts to Isolate od correct an eleaents that

hae inappropriately cauned progra esditres. The Health Care

Financing administration (RCFA) has ieaned the following fect,:

NDuring the twelesontb period, July M-June 87, carriers paid a
total of $22.1 bilslon in benefits, an increase of 19.9S over the

twlve-ooth period in the prior year....
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Data for the aost recent *Trouth period iedicate that the rate of
locrease io payets appears to be accelereting, ith benefits
increasing by 22.41... Hosever, both the twele-mnth eand sixmonth
rate of increase probably overstate the underlytiS trend sines claims
processIng baa accelerated. £ rongh eatimate of the real increaae,
net of t4g effect of faster claims proeesseig(,) is 18.8S for the
July 86-June 87 increane ad 16.61 for the most recent sixo th
period. tNinst FM Ts TmnLnv-Me s PRIOD. 5.5X2 OY TH IN ASE IS

DUE TO CIAIMS PROCESSIMN ACW.UnO4, AND DULQNG THE PAST SIX-MONTS
PERIOD VreUUAt 262 0? THE INQZARS IS DI STO 2HIS YACTUE ]

Taking the adjusted 18.82 Increae eperience during the most recn-t
twelve-montb period, the contribution of price, beneficiary
population and uthlizatlon, (are) as folleo:

o reasonable charges increased to 6.8S.

o enrollment increased 27.

When the increases ccounted for by enrollnt asd groeth asd
reasonable charges mre factored out, a residul increase of

pp 9 051 (emphasis added) rmains due to
itflI~hatioi/ntiiity and this 9.051 increase is conosderably higher
thbe what we have experienced in recent periods.
Utillsttoo/ul.tenaity bas averaged 6.21 per year for the last ten
years, atd) 6.7X for the last five years.
Prior to focusing on te element labeled as otilisation/lnteowity.

I feel it important to point out that the 6.82 attributable to 'charge

iocreosss came about due to justifiable Congressional action that

allowd increases in prevailing charge levels for the first time since

July 1, 1983. Most of this level of increase sa given to physicians who

entered into agreennta with the government to accept all of their

Medicare claixs on n assigned basis. Non-prticipating physicians w

their first tncre-e in Medicare payments on January 1, 1987.

Mr. Chairman, I cannot believe that the limited mount of increase

allowd for prevailing charge payments can be at isaus based on the fact

that Medicare bas historically uoder-reaiburaed for the services provided.

utilieation/Intensity

The residual from the specific factors mentioned above arbitrarily

has been labeled as utilietionntensitty, with the inference being

that this amount is simply too uch. Mr. Chairm most of this increase

is attributable directly to Medicare beneficiaries receiving necessary

and veluble services for their .al being. urthermore, this level of

expendItures can be traced to a myriad of factors. We ha- requested the

Healtb Care Ptuancnig AdAinIstration to break out specifically what has

been purchased with the Part B dollars. To dat we have received on

foal response to the specific qunatiot raised in our inquiry. (A copy

of our letter to BECA is attachd.)

Firet of all, a pediture increase im by no mama wholly

isapproprtate. It is our experience that utilizAtioncintelsity under

Part B is ticreasing for the Medicare popuation As stated by gaA.

this element has sveraged a 65.2 Increase over the past tan years and a

6.7n increase over the last five year An Increase of 2.35S on top of

the average incr ase fgure of 6.72 needs to be evaluated in light of
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joreased beosfits under Part D ad oo pressures on physitians to provide

a greater share of the care that Medicare beoaficiariss recaiva. la

addltioo, the fact that aore beneficlaries ar availol thbesselves of
Part I services mast be cooeidersd. The Medicare actuaries, for exaple,

estimate oatiooaliy that the proportion of beneficiaries rsceiavio

reisbursed physicisn serices iStresaed fro 675 to 76! beteen 1981 sad

1986. This fact alone accoonts for a significaot increase in Part 5

e*pendltures.

Conclusioo

In ocluion, physicians hea raceived unjustified bad publicity

oer the projected increase to the Part b Presiua. This CZnittee is to

be comendad for this heeriog aimed at ideotifying facts for the public.
Unfortunately, the asa pubhc that has beo told that physicians are the

root ceose of the problem is -oiiely ever to be presstad ith a clear

statement of the facts as to stat bha caused the grong expenses of
Part B of Medicare. Such iioforestion bas the doubly uofortunats

aspect of breeding mistrust betweon patisots and their physicions.

Mr. Chairmano the AMA ill be pleased to work ith you asd the

Co itts is sesin that MSicare bernficlari caticas to rcais
quallty hsalth and sdical cars searvi aS d that public dolLars are
spent wstely. fhether public expenditures are for the purcease of
defensr equipsento food or housing under lfare progra, or madical

services. uder Medicare, the public bes the right to expect

accountability. Sch acountability ncessitates thb availability of all

of the facts, asd will also work with the Adeinietrstioo when that
toforuation. as we requested, to available fron HCPA.

We will be pleased to respond to sny question from the C-ittee.
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( ) A.MfERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

535ftOMDEAOR1M5EEt . C 4tCA. Wi.SI M irMOO PHOEE(3r23545M . TWX910-221-03D

September 18, 1987

William L. Roper, M.D.
Adm-nistrator
helth Care rinancins Administration
Dpaprtmnent of Health and Ruman Services
200 Independenc Ave. S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Dr. Roper:

First, let me gain express cy appreciation for the opportunity to
meet with you to discuss the increase in Part s expenditures. The
on-&oing dialogue between our organizations is essential in adequately
addr Sng the underlying -uaus necessitating the proposed prenlou
increase ond responding to the high lesel of Congressional and .edi
Interest in this issue. Unfortunately, come critics, in a rush to
Judgment, have unfairly laid the blome on physicians for the lncroe. Io
total part l expenditures without sny docunentation of the root causes.
Congress and the Administration must determine the underlying fattors
which explain the increase in Part S spending before ven bazinnina to
entertain I aIativ or regulatory options.

A you knor, the Hselth Subeocmittee of the House Ways and Weans
Comitte chaired by Representative Stark will be holding s heoring on
Septe ber 30 to look into this matter. The ARAA has been invited by
Chairman Stark to testify at this hearing and we intend to psrtl ipat.
In order for us to develop our testimony, it vill be helpful for us to
obttin information that iS available only froi the Health Care Financing
Administrstion.

This letter is to request your imedite assistnc In obtoising
answers to the folloing questions so thst ve vill be able to address
these important Issues:

1. It has been reported that Clen Rackbarth Indicated that one
reason for the 368 increase in presiums related to a decision by
the adminstr ation to 'spend don sore of the contingency
reserve. (Rev York Tines, September 15, 1987) What portion of
th 38Y increase in the proposed prniSuo an be attributed to
th catch-up nece sary because of the truat fund spend-down?
Row was it that the prenion could be held down In light of the
statutory requirement for the Part a prenium to cover 25S of
program costs?

2. What portion of any increase can be attributed to shifts in
aersIce& from Part A to Part Rt Specifically, an eny of the
increase be attributed to services that are nov provided on n
outpatient basis that would prevously have been provided under
Part A, such as services attributable to increased use of
improved outpatient technology, incentives for outpatient
surgery, reduced lengths of stays due to DiC Isplesentati.n, and
utilizastin controls such as preadaission reviews that hes
shifted procedures to the outpatient setting? Can any of the
increase be attrbuted to outpatient vork-ups prior to
hospitaliaton? Ancillary service costs? Technical oponents?

3. What percentage of the increases can be attributed to gnneoal
inflation? Increased Patient population? Increased nonber of
eligibles filing claims? Increased intensity due to shorter
hospital lengths of stay? Increased Intensity due to the growth
of the over age 75 population.

4. Could you identify the incre-ses by practitioner classification
and other service components? For example, ho such of the
Increase is attributed to 'phyaiclamaS under Section 1861 (r)(1)
(M.D. end D.0.) and each of the other practitioners identified
in 1R61 (r) (podiatrists, chiropractors, optometrists, and
dentists)? What portion of the Increase Is attributable to
non-physicians services such as durable medical equipment and
other pert B services (including home health services provided
by a hoe health agency, rural health clinic srviSes, etc.)?
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S Press reports have also indicated that a significant portion of
the increase can be attributed to incereaseo In fees. - Previous
to the period in question, Medicare reimbursement was strictly
controlled through freeses on pres.iling and custoumary charges
and lnits on opdates In the Mil. Also, fees of
non-psrticipatring physicias vere frozen at the April - June,
1984 levels. Physician reinburement and fees are Still
rigorously controlled. Is It your view that the
larger-tban-expected Increa.es are caused by physician fee
increases? If so, e woold be interested in kmoving to vhat
extent and the specific fee Increases that have caused the
reported increase?

6. Is there any impact caused by the prompt payment proislonsa if
so, what percentage relates to Increased costs doe to prompt
payment and shat percentage relates to interest paid on overdue
clams?

7. Are administrative costs factored into thIs Increase? If so,
what percentage of the increase can be attributed to carrier
costs, including increased carrier responsibilities, the
participating physician program, providing directories of
participating physicians, processing of liAC Information and
surveillance snd monitoring of the !AC progrem?

8. The press has indicsted that part of the increase relates to
increased utilization of services by Part B beneficiaries, ia
the Department avere of specific instances of inappropriate
utilization patterns or upcoding under Part 3?

9. In that controls on physlcian fees have held down the costs of
these services to levels lower than they would have been
vithout the fee controls, hov such increased utilization can be
attributed to increased demand induced by lover real costs?

10. At the tine of ZPInMentatlo, It was projected that
implementation of the liIO/COI option could actually cost the
program ore aoney. Can any of this icrease he attributed to
incressed sa of the Medicare HKOiclP option?

11. What percentage of the increase can be attributed to chargeo
submitted by participating physicia? Nonp-articipatIng
physicians?

12. What percentage of the increase can be attributed to Iner ased
reimbursement levels to participating physicians?

13. Can an of the Increase be attributed to the availability of
nev or expanded benefits such as the expanded coverage for
vision care?

14. Can any of the Increase be attributed to paysents made during
the period In question that ere, for hootever rea.n., deferred
froa an earlier period?

15. What portion of the increase can be attributable to services
provided in hospital outpatIent departoents? Ambulatory
surgical centers?

I recognize that these re complex questions requiring detailed answers.
Soch information will enable us to address more fully the Issues
surrounding the announted Increases.

I look forward to your prompt reply to this request. In light of
the short tine available to us, please feel free to have your staff
contact our Washington office With the Information as soon as any of the
information Is available.

Sincerely,

/L'janes t1 5Smons, N, D

JHS/dl
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The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Seward, of the options that are available and
that have been discussed throughout this hearing to control Part B
expenditures, which options would the AMA like to pursue?

Dr. SEWARD. Senator, I wish I had an absolute crystal ball that
could tell you exactly which one of those is going to work. First of
all, I don't think there's going to be a quick fix.

It comes down to hard economic facts, and you've already stated
them very well. When you look at this there are basically two dif-
ferent ways you can look at it. You can either decrease benefits or
decrease payments for those benefits, and/or a combination of both
of those. Those are exceedingly hard decisions. I think they need to
be looked at extremely closely, as this committee is doing.

I fear, though, that a very simple quick fix-as the doctors previ-
ous to me have testified-in the long run potentially could have
more drastic effects. In the future, this committee may even look at
what I call the total concept of how the whole Medicare program is
structured, Senator. I think you already alluded to the need for
this when you dismissed the billing forms. I know that as a family
physician when I look at that billing form I can't understand it,
either. I think we need to look at the whole Medicare system be-
cause as time goes on, there possibly are fatal flaws in that whole
system that need to be addressed.

The CHAIRMAN. Does capitation solve part of the billing form
problems?

Dr. SEWARD. It certainly can, Senator. I heard you mentioned
that that might have troubles with capitation in Forsyth, Montana.
I happen to know where Forsyth is because I married a Montana
girl. I think certain capitation programs in other parts of the coun-
try besides Forsyth, Montana have potential problems.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, Doctor, first of all, congratulations on your
wise choice of your spouse.

Dr. SEWARD. You're right.
The CHAIRMAN. Second, would capitation work where you prac-

tice?
Dr. SEWARD. We have certain capitation programs now, Senator,

such as closed panel-type HMO's, and we had one in my area that
did contract with Medicare. There was one problem with that pro-
gram. It was up and running for approximately a year, and at the
end of that time they told all the Medicare patients they were not
going to continue with the program. Now these patients are out
looking for other services. This distresses me. This is not unusual
either, Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. I am not thinking that there's any one solution
to all this, but I'm willing to say that capitation in certain areas
and certain conditions is a very fine recommendation by HCFA as
a possible solution. I just don't want them to get carried away with
that as being the solution and forget about Forsyth, Montana and
all the rest of the areas throughout the country that would be left
out in the cold if that were the only solution.

What about bundling of services? I understand bundling to mean
that a certain package of services whatever they might be, for a
specific diagnosis will be paid a pre-determined amount. Is that cor-
rect?

Dr. SEWARD. That's how I think I understand it too, Senator.
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The CHAIRMAN. In effect it would be patterned after DRG's and
the Prospective Payment System for hospitals? Is this part of the
answer?

Dr. SEWARD. I think in certain instances that potentially is an
answer. You have a problem, though, when you try to come up
with a bundle. For instance, on purely an ambulatory basis certain
tests all would have to be included in the bundle when a patient
comes in. First of all, many times those tests should not have been
ordered, as they may not be appropriate for that type of care.

I think in certain procedures and visits there can be certain bun-
dling, like with colonoscopies or endoscopies or other certain types
of procedures. But, I think setting up specific standards-that say
that every individual when they come in has to have that certain
bundle of tests-I find that inappropriate.

One of the problems that needs to be pointed out, Senator, when
it comes to bundling, is that doctors were prescribed by law with
the fee freeze that came in that we could not unbundle. Frankly, I
think that unbundling isn't appropriate. To the extent unbundling
is occurring, I'm not sure what the figures are, and this is one of
the things we've been trying to assess from HCFA. Also, there are
new procedures now that are being performed, for instance, in the
office that were never performed there before. These are, I think,
part of that concept of "what was unbundled." It wasn't there
before. Exactly what percentage of this is involved we would love
to know, also.

The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, you've looked at the billing form and you
really don't understand it. Is that correct?

Dr. SEWARD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How long have you practiced, Doctor?
Dr. SEWARD. I started my practice when Medicare started, Sena-

tor.
The CHAIRMAN. That's a long time. That's 22 years.
How did we ever get in a position where the physician doesn't

understand the billing procedure?
Dr. SEWARD. I don't know the answer to that. I wish I did.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it more complicated than for those patients

submitting forms from other insurers?
Dr. SEWARD. Yes, sir. It is in my practice, certainly.
The CHAIRMAN. I'm assuming-I think it's a fair assumption-

that the insurance company forms that you are filling out in your
practice are just the same as somebody that's practicing in down-
town Washington, D.C. or in New York or anywhere else in the
country. Isn't that true?

Dr. SEWARD. I would think so, sir, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Earlier, Doctor Roper said in response to my

question about who is responsible for the development of the very
confusing and complicated paperwork surrounding Medicare
claims; he said carriers. However, insurance companies' billing
forms are not as complicated as those for Medicare?

Dr. SEWARD. Overall, I think I could probably say that, yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, that has to be part of the problem. Gener-

ally speaking, I think, that if the people who are in the practice of
medicine don't understand what the billing system is, there might
be a tendency to protect one's self against the system, and to make
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sure that there are plenty of charges in there. That would be un-
ethical, wouldn't it?

Dr. SEWARD. Yes, it would.
The CHAIRMAN. But would it happen?
Dr. SEWARD. I am sure there are cases out there, Senator, where

this has happened.
The CHAIRMAN. I'm sure there are, too. I regret that very much.
Dr. SEWARD. I do, too.
The CHAIRMAN. I think part of the responsibility for those billing

forms rests right here in Congress. I think that we contribute to
that immeasurably by the piecemeal actions that we are forced to
take in dealing with health care costs. I don't think we're going to
get anywhere unless we just attack it relentlessly, day after day,
week after week, month after month. I agree with you, Doctor, that
there's no one answer. But I think we have to be after it, and I
think we have to be after it jointly including you who are out
there practicing and the people in HCFA and in Congress, because
we're all serving one group. We're just serving your patients, after
all. It's the older Americans that live in this country; we're all
trying to help them.

I want to thank you very much. I hope that the AMA will contin-
ue to be very interested in this subject.

Is there another group within the AMA, besides the Legislative
Council that has been looking at this issue who might testify?

Dr. SEWARD. Yes, Senator. There has been much effort at the
AMA beside just my. Council and the Council on Medical Service.
There is even a whole new department that has been set up at the
AME''A to study this. I know our Council, with the Council on Medi-
cal Services, has been looking at the total Medicare Program very
intensively over this last 2 years, even with outside consultants
and actuaries, trying to come up with solutions to this.

The CHAIRMAN. Is this a department within the AMA?
Mr. BLEHART. There is a separate department that has just been

established to look specifically at the issues of quality, to try to ex-
amine situations in which the care has been provided, and then, is
that care of a high quality? Also, there are existing departments
that are involved in quality activities, such as the DATTA project
that looks at new procedures and new therapies that are available
and try to come up with terminations as to whether this type of
care is appropriate.

In addition, there is the large publishing activity of the AMA
that routinely publishes important information like the RAND Uti-
lization Study that recently looked at coronary artery bypass graft
surgery and looked at whether the level of care that was provided
was appropriate or inappropriate. There is a massive effort to try
to educate physicians on the care that they do provide.

The CHAIRMAN. When you figure out the key to hold the cost
down let us know, will you?

Dr. SEWARD. Senator, This is not absolutely unique to Medicare,
either. We need to look at it as part of our total health care be-
cause all health care costs are going up. One of the things that
frightens me now is that there is a change in the practice of medi-
cine. We are sending patients home now with tubes in every orifice
and cannulas in arteries and veins that 15 years ago-if they had
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all those cannulas-I'd have them in intensive care units. The tech-
nology of how we treat people has changed. This will continue to be
so. I think we have to look very closely at the appropriateness. The
problem sometimes is that when you do that in retrospect, it is ex-
ceedingly difficult. Exceedingly difficult.

The CHAIRMAN. You indicated in your testimony that because of
PPS, under Part A of Medicare, the average stay in hospitals had
decreased. Therefore, there might be-an increase in some services
provided under Part B. Have you experienced that?

Dr. SEWARD. Yes, I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think the Prospective Payment System is

a good thing?
Dr. SEWARD. The answer there is still not completely in on that. I

think in some areas that I have seen, yes, they were. Something
had to be done to help address the rising hospital costs, too. And I
think that looking at certain hospital services and trying to bundle
those has a certain appropriateness. However, the individual pa-
tient, again, is what I worry about. Any time you run anything by
an average there are going to be individual patients on each side
that may experience a real problem. That is where, as a family
physician, I have problems.

The CHAIRMAN. I think what is bothering older Americans is
how they're going to keep up with increasing care costs. Many
older Americans living on limited, fixed incomes, are concerned
about the increasing cost of hospital care, prescription drugs, and
physicians' services. Part B is, in many ways, only a small part of
the increasing health care costs across the board.

I thank you very much for your testimony, Doctor. I hope that in
the work that the AMA does you can keep us advised on your rec-
ommendations as you go along. I well realize that you do have
groups within that that are very much concerned about the same
things we're concerned about. I think we do have testimony sub-
mitted by the American Society of Internal Medicine, and we'll be
making that part of the record.

[Statement of the American Society of Internal Medicine follows:]
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STATEMENT OF THE

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF INTERNAL MEDICINE

TO THE

SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON ACING

ON THE

MEDICARE PART B PREMIUM FOR 1988

NOVEMBER 2 198?

Recently, the Reqan Administration released figures that project that the premiums
patients must pay for Medicare Part B coverage (the supplemental port of Medicare that
covers physiclans services; services of certain non-physician health care professionals;
medical devices; and clinical laboratory services) will Increase on January 1, 198S to
$24.80 per month, a 39 percent jump over 1966 premiums. The Increase has been largely
attributed to a 20 percent Increase In Medicare expenditures for services covered under
Medicare Part B, althounih-as discussed later-this is but one part of the explanation foe
the rise In the premiums.

This announcement has generated understandable concern among beneficiaries,
physicians, government officials and members of Congress. The American Society of
Internal Medicine (ASIM), which represents those physician specialists in adult medical
care that treat 43 percent of the Medicare population, strongly shares those concer's.
Our members are acutely aware that the premium Increase-about $8S per year-will
Impose hardship on many of their financlally-disadvantaged patients--and in the worst
cases could result In some patients dropping their Medicare coverage. This Is a result
that everyone must (or should) be committed to preventing.

But we are ail very concerned that some people-Including people in influential
positlons who should know better-are reacting In an Iii-advised, rash and kneejerk
manner, by placing all of the blame on physicians and calling for 'tight limits on
physician fees." That may be the politically popular thing to say. But unfortunately, It Is
the wrong answer to the problem-wrong because it misrepresents the facts, wrong
because It will not work (most physician fees actually were frozen and thus could not
have anything to do with the current cost or premium increases), and wrong because It is
unfair. And It is wrong because It creates an atmosphere of confrontation and
polarization, rather than an environment where we can all work together to develop
constructive approaches to the problems facing Medicare patients.

A good place to begin is by putting aside 'finger-poInting" and "blamc-placing' and
instead look at what we know-and of equal sIgnificance, don't know--about what's going
on. A look at the frcts suggests thet o voriety of factors have had some role in the
premium increase, including the government's decision to keep premiums urtificolly low
in prior years; new lows enocted by Congress that increased costs (including expatnson of
benefits for services or non-phynicians); a deslrable rnd intended shift of services out of
epesuive hospitabs into less costly pitysicion offices; an increase in the over-CS
populatiun and, in particular, those over 85 (who ganerally require more services);
continued improvements in patient cure; and greater access to physicimn services because
of thr. growing supply of physicians. It is equally clear, however, that much is still not
knowm about how much each ot these (and other frctorn yet to be identified) may have
contributed to the premium rise.

On September 15, Glenn Nackbsrthi Deputy Administrator for the Health Care Financing
Administration (HCFA)--the agency that administers Medicare provided ASIM with the
facts. Here is whet we lerned.

FACT: The estimated 1988 Part B premium incresse Is almost double the increase in
Meieiare spending-39 percent compared to 20 percent. This means that although
Increased program costs In 198? are-and should be-s matter of concern, they explain
only half of the premium increase.

FACT: The 'prime reason" that the premlieau are rising in 1988 at twice the rate of
govacemmnt wpndlis for the program, acesrdlng to Mr. Rackbarth, Ia that the
goverement for the prior two years artificIally kept premiums below what they slmuld
have been to peovlde adequate reeenue for the peeinam. In 198, premiums did not
Increa, at all; In 198, they should heve been set at M28 per mt/ hibar than they
are today. By dipping Into resecea rather than raising the premiums, the government
has run out of money. Now, the bill has come due-meaning that beneficiaries are being
hit all at once for a large premium increase rather than having smaller increases spread
out over three years. In It any wonder that the Increase is "unprecedented'"
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FACT: Medicare spending for the twelve months ending June 30, 1987 apparently has
Increased by 20 percent over the prior twelve months (July 1, 1985-June 30, 19861, but
the government itself knows little about why this has occurred. But what we do know is
that physician fees-what physicians are charging their Medicare patients -have virtually
nothing to do with the increase. Here is the best information available at this time,
based on what Mr. Hackbarth himself acknowledges Is a "crude analysis" of the 20
percent Increase (apparently, -e woo't really kniof for sure wht is going on for another
nine to twelve months.)

2% of the increase is due to MORe MEDICARE BENEFICIARIES thar the
prior twelve months, the result of an aging population. Obviously,
nothing can be done sbout this part of the cost increases.

* 2% Ib due to a new law pased by Congress that requires PROMPT
PAYMENT of Medicare claims. Congress passed this law because
patients were mailing as long as sIx weeks to get reimbursed by the
program-something everyone agreed wns unacceptable, The result is
that Medicare paid more claims in t986-87 rather than delaying and
paying them In the following year as they had done in the past. Again,
nothing could be done about this portion of the increase, unless
Congress just ignored the problem of slow payment.

* 7% of the increase Is due to Congress' decision to UPDATE MEDICARE
PAYMENTS to patients, physiclans, suppliers, laboratories and other
non-physician providers (the so-cailed Medicare 'allowable charge)-
the first increase in payments In almost four years for most physician
services since Congress, In 1984, froze paymests for most physician
services until 1907 at July 1, 19i3 levels.

9ubtotab 11% which represents the amount of the cast increase due to demographic
changes (aging population) and laws Congress Itself enacted to correct
problems in the Medicare program. (it Is unfortunate that some
members of Congress re now biaming physicians for the cost of laws
they themseives enacted).

+ 9% represents MORE SERVICiFS provided to Medicare patients (the so-
called "utilization,' "volume" or intensity" increases). This factor--
which represents less than half of the overall cost increase-is tre only
one that can be directly attributable to physicians, at least in part,
since they order many (but not all) medlcal servIces for their
patients. But "more services" does not necessarily mean "unnecessary
servIces," as discussed below.

Total 20% total Increase, July 1, 1998 through June 30, 1987.

FACT: The 7 percent portion of the increase in Medicare payments (discussed above) for
Part B covered services hus absolutely nothing to do wilth charges or fees (how much
physicians charge for their services), except for the neglible impact of the minority of
physIcians who agreed to accept Medleare's "approved amount" for nil services
iprtaicipating physicians) and thus were exempted by Congress from the tee freeze. The
fees of all other physicians were frozen by law from July 1, 1984 through
December 31, 198S, and remain under tight controls that limit most fee Increases to one
percent (and In some cases require reductions In fees). It is disingenous, to say the least,
for members of Congress to now call for "tight new limits on fees" when they know that
fees have been subject for most of the past three years to the toughest limits of all--an
outright freeze-and therefore have nothing to do with the recent premium or cOst
increases.

FACT, Comparing cost increases for the twelve months ending June 30, 1907 with the
prior twelve months ending June 30, 1986, is misleading for several Important reassons

o Congress passed several laws in 1986 toat they knew would increase
costs In i987; including the prompt payment provisions and the updates
In Medicare payments (discussed above). They also added new benefits
for non-physician services-physiciins' essistants and optometruts-
thatI have some impact (amount unkrown) on the increased costs. The
costs of these new benefits specifically would be included in the 7
percent Increase in Medicare payments and the 9 percent increase in
services. On January 1. 1987, Congress also authorized MedIcare to
pay 100 percent of the allowable for all lab tes,% Instead of the prior
80 percent for tests If physkleans or tsla did not accept assignment for
servlces-wtheh also would contribute to spending increases.
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o Aimost all of the congreuonvally-mandated increaaes in btedicarc
payments were associated with the twelve months ending June 30,
1987, not during the prior twelve months. In the twelve months ending
Jute 30, 1986, only one increase in payments for physicians' services
took place, and that was a 4.1 percent increase In payments to
participating physicians' (those who agreed to accept Medicare
payments in full) on May i, 19i6-meaning that thosc increased costs
were included only in the last two months (May-June, 19861 of that
twelve month period. By comparison, the 4.1 percent increase for
participating physicians was in effect tor the entire twelve months
ending June 30, 1987, and the additional 3.2 percent increase on
January 1, 1987 for all physician services was included In the cost s for
fully half of that latter twelve month period ijanuary-June, 1987;.
Therefore it is not at ail surprising that there were substantially
increased costs from one year to the other.

FACT: Much of the 9 percent increase in services provided to beneficiaries has been
attributed by the government to Medlcare's new way of pay-ng hospitals, which
encourages the treatment of patients in the less eupensive physirian office setting-
something everyone agrees is desirable. Treating patients In a less expensive (and more
convenient) setting actually sanes Medicare money overall, since It reduces the h igh
costs of hospitlizatlon. It may also save patients money, by providing an alternative to
hospitalization, thereby saving the patient Medicare's B492 hospital deductible ipaid
out-of-pocket by the patient before Medicare will pay anything).

FACT; Of the remaining increase ih services to Medicare patIents, no one knows how
much of this represents Improvements in patient care, services being sought by patients,
and services that could appropriately be reduced without hurting patIent cae. Certainly
some --and quite possibly most--of it represents better service the availability of new
and better technology and improved access to physician services. The Increase in the
numbers of physicians, "defensive medicine" resulting from the medical liability crisis,
and an increase in patients over the age of 85 (who usuaily require more servlces) may
aso be paut of the reason more services are being provided. The challenge for
physiciars, the AdminIstration, Congress and others is to find ways to cut out "wasteful"
and unnecessary services without eliminating needed services or stifling advancement
and innovation. That challenge is not one that can be met by a 'quick fin"

FACT: If nothing else, ail of the above proves that new iimits on Medicare payments and
phys cian fees will not work. Corgrcss tried this and failed: costs rontinued to increase
during the three years that payments and fees were frozen. The same thing happened
hruoughout the economy during the wage and price controls of the ea ly t970s Seseral

studies suggest, in fact, that price controls actuelly Increas costs, it i ronic that some
members of Congress still believe fee controls are an easy answer to Medicare's cost
problem.

summary and Conclusion,

in summary, a few final conclusions can be offered aboui the recently announced
premium and cost increasest

!. We know reiatively little about why they occured

2. Almost 80 percent of the Part B premium increase appears to be due to
'actors not directly under physician control, such as the premium 'catch up,"
demographics, and laws enacted by Congress.

3. The one factor aver which physiciens do have considereble influence--the
growth in services to beneflearies--requires much more thought and
discussion over how best to limit wast without endangering access to
needed services.

ASIM, for its prt. is committed to ensuring access to needed services. if unneessary
eare is being provided, we stand willing to assist in identifying ways to eliminate misuse
and overuse. We also are committed to other changes to make medical care more cost-
effective. That is why we support malor reforms in the physician payment system that
will help reduce costs by shifting Incentives away from high cost technology toward cost-
effective primary care and cognitive services. That is why we have advocated innovative
aonroaches to Medicare financing that wiii relieve the premium burden on beneficiaries,
by putting Medicare on a fisca!ly sound basis and obtaining revenue from sources other
than the beneficiaries themselves. And that s3 why we hone pledged to work with tite
Physician Payment Review Commlssino to develop constructive approaches to slowing
inappropriate increases in the volume of services.

But we strongly urge Congress. the Administration and others not to engage in "quick
floes" or "fInger-pointing." The stakes are simply too great to allow ttat to happen.

/ksk
G-BD-0917
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The CHAIRMAN. Is the AMA participating in the RAND study?
Dr. SEWARD. Our physicians were involved with that study on

coronary artery disease.
The CHAIRMAN. And it's an ongoing project, is it not?
Mr. BLEHART. Yes, it is. It's still going on. The AMA has nomi-

nated individuals who have been working with the RAND study.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Doctor Seward, on page 3 of your testimony you cite Doctor

McMenamn' s analysis. He points out a number of what you-or
he-describe as "plausible factors" for the 14 percent annual in-
crease in physician services. Correct me if I'm wrong but I under-
stand it's been running at that rate for quite some time.

Dr. SEWARD. Yes, sir.
Senator HEINZ. Now, the first factor is the growth and aging of

the Medicare population. What is the annual growth of the Medi-
care population?

Dr. SEWARD. It's about 2 percent per year right now, from what I
understand.

Senator HEINZ. What is the average increase per year in the age
of that population?

Dr. SEWARD. The only thing I can tell you is that the aging of
that population is increasing also. On the demographics, I don't
know that exact figure, sir.

Senator HEINZ. Isn't it reasonable to try and make an estimate of
the maximum contribution that those two factors could make to
this problem, and then begin to look at what's left?

Dr. SEWARD. Certainly.
Senator HEINZ. If we have a 14 percent increase and only 2 per-

cent of it is due to population increase, it's quite important to know
what the increase in age is.

I don't know the answer to that question. I would be quite inter-
ested in trying to find out what kind of contribution that does
make.

It seems to me, then, since we either don't have the information
or what we have seems like a minimal increase, that it's rather dif-
ficult to maintain that those kinds of factors are the principal caus-
ative factors for increases in physician services. Would you agree
with that?

Dr. SEWARD. Yes, sir. In fact, in pointing out some of those an-
swers the AMA was very greatly concerned with that. We have
added to our testimony a copy of a letter that we sent to HCFA
that pertains to many of those questions you asked, trying to find
some data to be able to analyze that better in that regard.

One of the things we know besides that 2 percent increase in the
number of beneficiaries is that participation in the program has in-
creased from 67 percent of beneficiaries to 76 percent between 1981
and 1986. The number of beneficiaries and their use of services has
increased considerably too, sir.

Senator HEINZ. I'm a little puzzled by some of the citations that
you made from Doctor McMenamin's report. On the one hand you
say that you've got some problems with it; on the other hand you
cite, in the draft report, the indication that "the increase in inten-
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sity does not reflect fraudulent or improper changes in billing prac-
tices." On the issue of unbundling, the report concludes that there
was "no volume response with respect to follow-up visits," what-
ever that means. Aren't there other ways to unbundle beside
having follow-up visits?

Dr. SEWARD. Basically, Doctor McMenamin's study looked at two
things, Senator. One was whether or not there was up-coding, and
second, was there an increase in office visits. Whether or not there
was any unbundling, I don't think Doctor McMenamin did look at
that subject in and of itself. We would love to know data on wheth-
er or not there has been extensive unbundling because we are cer-
tainly not in favor of that.

Senator HEINZ. I'm glad you clarified that because I think if
someone would read your testimon7 they would conclude that you
were using his study to say that 'everything's okay with doctors;
we're not going to do anything differently than we've been doing
all along." Well, that may be true, since the increase has been 14
percent a year.

But let me ask you this. Obviously, everyone-the beneficiary,
the taxpayer, all of us-have a very major concern about these in-
creases. I suspect HCFA or the Congress will do something. How
would you believe physicians would respond if they are faced, as
HCFA proposed, with the choice of either on the one hand staying
with their fee-for-service arrangement with Medicare, but with far
more stringent review and cost controls, or on the other hand join-
ing a PPO that requires that they give up some element of either
economic or professional autonomy?

Dr. SEWARD. That might be a little bit like asking whether you
would rather be shot or hung, and I hope that analogy is not there.

Senator HEINZ. That bad?
Dr. SEWARD. No. Clearly, the AMA is in favor of what we call a

pluralistic type of health care services where there can be HMO's,
PPO's, IPA's, fee-for-service, all of this.

Senator HEINZ. Under this scenario HCFA would give you a
choice.

Dr. SEWARD. Yes, sir. I think a lot of this is purely-and rightful-
ly so-budget-driven, dollar-driven. These are appropriate concerns
for Congress and we at AMA are also greatly concerned with those.
If a fee freeze is necessitated again and it is across-the-board and
everything is frozen, the AMA is on record in support of freezing
everything because of budget deficits.

Senator HEINZ. Well, I guess my question is not so much whether
physicians would like the choice of having one or the other but
how they will tend to respond as a group. Maybe it's impossible to
generalize, but thinking of yourself, if HCFA rolled up to your
mailbox and dropped a little love note in it that said, "Here's your
choice," the two I ve given you, what would be your instinct?

Dr. SEWARD. I think I would probably go with your first sugges-
tion. You know, some of the areas, at least in my type of--

Senator HEINZ. The fee-for-service, but with the intensive utiliza-
tion review?

Dr. SEWARD. Yes.
Senator HEINZ. Again, with the Federal Government auditing

you more stringently?
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Dr. SEWARD. They have that prerogative. I can't deny that, sir.
Senator HEINZ. For you, that would be your preference between

those Hobson's choices?
Dr. SEWARD. Yes. It is a Hobson's choice.
Part of the problem is that-and I think Senator Melcher found

it-when you start to direct patients specifically, a prerogative is
taken away from patients on where they want to go. Second, it's
interesting how payment affects how you make decisions as a phy-
sician, and I'm not sure that fee-for-services is the best way. I
would not state that. But, philosophically, a worse decision is to
have an economic decision based on not giving care. I personally
think that possibly that is the worst choice to make on quality of
care issues for patients.

Senator HEINZ. Let me return to the subject of defensive medi-
cine or malpractice. If it is true that some physicians use more
tests-or in some sense overtreat their patients-in order to avoid
liability for malpractice, how do you imagine that those physicians
will respond if we give them financial incentives to do just the op-
posite? Will they ignore them and continue to practice defensive
medicine? Will they do something else?

Dr. SEWARD. On the issue of professional liability I think you
were apt in your analogy previously, that it is probably of some
concern to the increase in Medicare Part B, but it certainly is not
the totality by a long way, Senator.

Whether or not you set up certain guidelines and say, "this is ap-
propriate and you don't need to do anything else and your malprac-
tice insurance will go down," and therefore they won't order those
studies, they might not until their partner or the physician down
the street gets a liability suit and then I guarantee you they will
start ordering those tests again.

Senator HEINZ. Even if their reimbursement is squeezed?
Dr. SEWARD. Certainly. It is a pervasive issue and it needs to be

addressed. It is not the major issue that we are talking about right
now but it is an issue that certainly needs some grave concern
overall.

Senator HEINZ. Very well. Thank you very much, Doctor.
Dr. SEWARD. Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Doctor Seward.
Our next and last witness is Ms. Martha McSteen, a senior con-

sultant for the National Committee to Preserve Social Security and
Medicare.

Ms. McSteen, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF MARTHA McSTEEN, SENIOR CONSULTANT, NA-
TIONAL COMMITTEE TO PRESERVE SOCIAL SECURITY AND
MEDICARE

Ms. MCSTEEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to present just a few brief comments and then

submit the full testimony for the record.
The CHAIRMAN. That will be fine.
Ms. McSTEEN. Mr. Chairman, I am Martha McSteen, formerly a

Regional Representative for the Medicare Program in the begin-
ning days. My long career in Social Security and Medicare culmi-
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nated last year as I concluded a two and three-quarter year term
as the Acting Commissioner of Social Security. But today I am
pleased to appear before you representing some 4.5 million mem-
bers of the National Committee. Most of those people depend upon
Medicare for their primary health insurance protection.

I want to commend the Chairman and this committee for holding
the hearings on the unprecedented increases in the Medicare Part
B premium. Your concern and desire to protect seniors against this
serious threat is appreciated by the aging community. We hope
that you will introduce legislation similar to Claude Pepper's bill
in the House to keep down the premium increase. We have been
disappointed over what, until now, appears to be Congress' unwill-
ingness to take action to curb the premium increase.

To limit congressional action to mere inquiries about underlying
reasons for the dramatic 38.5 percent increase is to abandon sen-
iors, telling them to fend for themselves in the face of this new ero-
sion of their health care dollars. Without a doubt, a 38.5 percent
increase in monthly premiums will have a major and adverse
impact on seniors' out-of-pocket medical outlays.

The current $17.90 monthly premium is already double the pre-
mium paid in 1980. A new monthly premium of $24.80 will mean
almost $83 more a year. Should the catastrophic coverage legisla-
tion become law, seniors could be asked to pay close to $345 in Part
B premiums alone next year, a total of $130 increase in just 1 year.
Indeed, this constitutes a serious threat to the majority of older
Americans, especially when you realize the Social Security cost of
living adjustment will be only 4.2 percent next year.

Mr. Chairman, clearly Congress must attack this burdensome
trend by putting a stop to premium increases. We ask that you not
only roll back the scheduled January increases but also act to be
sure that the law becoming effective in January 1989 to require
premium increases be limited to the percentage of the Social Secu-
rity COLA remain unchanged.

Our members are deeply concerned about the additional cut in
their Social Security checks. One member from Austin, Texas
wrote, "They are taking out so much now from our Social Security
that any more reductions will cause considerable hardship for
people like us with very limited income outside of Social Security."

Another member took this concern a step further when she
wrote to ask our advice on whether she should drop her Medicare
Part B coverage because the current $17.90 a month premium took
a big bite out of her meager income. Fortunately, she asked before
she cancelled any Medicare premiums.

In spite of its flaws Medicare provides important coverage.
Another member now regrets his decision to drop the Part B in-

surance. He explains that "At the time, our financial position
blinded us to the fact that someday we would regret having made
this decision."

If the Medicare Part B premium already represents a terrible
burden to these seniors, how many more will simply drop Part B if
the monthly premium reaches $24.80, or close to $30 with cata-
strophic coverage? Such action portends serious disruption to our
national goal of equal access to health care.
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The Part B premium increase is not the only problem which re-
sults in large out-of-pocket costs to seniors. The Federal Govern-
ment continues to allow physicians to charge beneficiaries higher
amounts than the 20 percent Medicare allowable charge. Approxi-
mately 70 percent of all physicians charge some or all of their Med-
icare patients in excess of those reimbursable levels. This causes a
hardship for many beneficiaries, even if they have private insur-
ance to supplement Medicare, because few Medigap insurance
plans cover more than the 20 percent co-payment.

Besides holding down the Part B premium increase, Congress
should also mandate assignment. In a recent survey of National
Committee members, an overwhelming two-thirds of the member-
ship ranked as one of their top two priorities requiring doctors to
accept Medicare-approved charges as payment-in-full. And unlike
the Part B increase, mandatory assignment is budget-neutral.

Certainly, the increases in Medicare Part B premiums have not
come as a complete surprise. Spending on the Part B Medicare pro-
gram has increased at an annual rate of 17 percent over the last 10
years. The major reason for this continuing rise is physician costs.
According to HCFA, 60 percent or so of the 1988 premium jump is
due to increases in physician spending. We must not be misled by
some of these actions. While the consumer price index grew only
about 20 percent between 1981 and 1986, the median physician
income grew more than 30 percent.

Furthermore, Government figures indicate that between 1980
and 1986, Medicare physicians' spending increased faster than non-
Medicare physicians' spending by 60 percent. No wonder the
survey of the National Committee members showed 72 percent of
respondents agreed that the Federal Government should regulate
doctors' and hospitals' fees.

Another reason for the large premium increase is the shift from
Part A to Part B services. Nothing short of a revolution in health
care took place when the DRG system was implemented. Hospital
stays are shorter. Fewer and fewer procedures are deemed to re-
quire hospitalization.

The bottom line is that consumers pa the price through Part B.
The premium increase is simply another piece of evidence that
beneficiaries take the brunt of this fallout from the DRG revolu-
tion.

The current fee-for-service concept of medical care begs for abuse
of the Supplemental Medical Insurance program by some health
care providers. HCFA data shows that both the volume and the av-
erage charge for each service continue to grow. This system must
be changed but changed in a manner which does not endanger
quality of care.

Mr. Chairman, currently seniors pay out-of-pocket health care
costs of about $1,800 per year. They ask what the $83 increase in
the Part B premium will provide. The answer is, nothing addition-
al; and further, since there is no mandated assignment policy, sen-
iors who go to doctors who do not accept assignment will continue
to pay even more out-of-pocket for Part B physicians' services.
These services are essential to the well-being of seniors who have
made, and will continue to make, significant contributions to this
country.
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Congress must pass legislation that will protect seniors from the
premium increase scheduled to take effect in less than 60 days.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to appear before
this committee.

[The prepared statement of Ms. McSteen follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, I am Martha McSteen, formerly a Regional

Representative for the Medicate Program. My long career in

Social Security and Medicare culminated last year as I concluded

a two-and-three-quarter year term as the Acting Commissioner of

the Social Security Administration. Today I am pleased to appear

before you on behalf of trie National Committee's four and a half

million members. most of whom depend on Medicare for thetr

primary health insurance protection.

I want to commend the Chairman and the members of the

Committee for holding this hearing on the unprecedented increases

in Medicare ParL B premiums. Your concern and desire to protect

seniors against this serious threat is appreciated by the aging

community. We hope that you will introduce legislation similar

to Claude Pepper's bill in the House to keep down the premium

increase. We have been disappointed over what, unLil now,

appears to be Congress unwillingness to take action to curb the

premium increase. To limit Congressional action to mere

inquiries about underlying reasons for the dramatic 38.5 percent

increase is to abandon seniors, telling them to fend for

themselves in the face of this new erosion of their health care

dollars.
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Without a doubt, a 38.5 percent increase in monthly premiums

will have a major and adverse impact on seniors' out-of-pocket

medical outlays. The current S17.90 monthly premium is already

double the $8.70 they paid as recently as 1980. A new monthly

premium of $24.80 will mean almost $83 more a year. And should

the catastrophic coverage legislation become law, seniors could

be asked to pay close to $345 in Part B premiums alone next year

- a total of a $130 increase in just one year. Indeed, this

constitutes a serious threat to the majority of older Americans,

especially when you realize the Social Security cost-of-living

adjustment (COLA) will only be 4,2 percent next year.

Mr. Chairman, clearly, Congress must attack this

burdensome trend by putting a stop to unchecked premium

increases. We ask that you not only roll back the

scheduled January increases, but also act to ensure that

the law, becoming ettective January 1989, to require

premium increases be limited to the percentage of the

Social Security COLA remain unchanged.

Our members are deeply concerned about the additional cut in

their Social Security check. One mem.ber fron Austin, Texas.

wrote, "They are taking out so much now from our Social Security

that any more reductions will cause considerable hardship for

people like us with very limited income outside of Social

Security."

Another member took this concern a step further whe,, she

wrote to ask our advice on whether she shoild drop her Medicare

Part R coverage because the current $17.90 a month premium toos a

big bite out of her meager income. Fortunately she asked us

before taking such drastic and ill-advised actuon. In spite ot

its flaws, Medicart provides important coverage. Another member

now regrets his decision to drop Part B insurance. He explained

that 'At the time our financial position blinded us to the fact

that some day we would regret having made this decision.' If the

Medicare Part B premiu. already reprcsents a terrible murden to

these seniors, how many more will simply drop Part a if the

monthly premium reaches $24.81, or close to $30.00 with

catastrophic coverage? Such action portends serious disruption

to our national goal of equal access to health care,

And the Part B premium increase is not the only problem

which results in large out-of-pocket costs to seniors. The

federal government continues to allow physicians to escape

assignment and to cnargc beneficiaries nigner amounts than the 20
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percent of Medicare allowable charges. Approximately 70 percent

of all physicians charge some or all of their Medicare patients

in excess of those reimbursable levels. This causes hardship for

many beneficiaries even if they have private insurance to

supplement Medicare, because few medigap insurance plans cover

more than the 20 percent copayment.

So, besides holding down the Part B premium increase,

Congress should also mandate assignment.

In a recent survey of National Committee menbecs, an

overwnelming two-thirds of the membership ranked, as one of their

top two priorities, requiring doctors to accept the Medicare

approved charge as payment in tull. And unlike the Part B

increase, Congress cannot argue that it is unable to correct the

problem because it will increase the deficit. Mandatory

assignment is budget neutral.

Certainly, the increases in Medicare Part B premiums have

not come as a complete surprise. Spending on the Medicare Part B

program has increased at an annual rate of 17 percent over the

last ten years. The major reason for this continuing rise is

physician costs. According to the Health Care Financing

Administration, 60 percent, or 34.05 of the $6.90 Jump in the

1988 premium is due to increases in physician spending. Let us

not be misled by the American Medical Association and individual

physicians who complain about reimbursements from Medicare.

Physicians' average overall yearly earnings are approximately

3113.200 in spite of the government-imposed Medicare fee

freeze. While the consumer price index grew only about 20

percent between 1981 and 1986, the median physician income grew

more than 30 percent. Inflation in physician services continues

to rise at a higher rate than the consumer price index.

Furthernore, government figures indicate that between 1980 and

1986 Medicare physician spending increased faster than non-

Medicare physician spending by 60 percent. No wonder, the survey

of National Committee members showed 72 percent of respondents

agreed the federal government should regulate doctors' and

hospital fees.

Another reason for the large premium increase is the shift

from Part A to Part B services. Nothing short of a revolution in

health care took place when the DRG system was implemented in

1983 to contain hospital costs. Hospital stays are shorter.

Fewer and fewer procedures are deemed to require

hospitalization. With the growing demand for out-patient
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services, new facilities, expanded facilities, and remodeled

facilities have sprung up everywhere. Services previously done

under Medicare Part A are now being done under Part R in out-

patient centers. Every one of these centers strives to be

equipped with current and specialiied equipment. The botton line

is that consumers pay the price. The premium increase is simply

another piece of evidence that beneficiaries take the brunt of

the fall-out from the ORC revolution. What was sold to the

punlic as a measure ot cutting the fat from medical instititiovs,

in reality is scraping the bones of seniors income.

The current fee-for-servire concept of medical care begs for

abuse of the Supplementary Medical Insurance program by some

health care providers. The more tines a patient is asked to come

back to see the physician, the ore tests and services furnished,

the greater costs are incurred by the Medicare Part 8 program.

The Health Care Financing Administration data substantiates that

both the volume and the average charge Eor each service continue

to grow. This system must be changed -- but changed in a manner

which does not endanger quality of care.

Mr. Chairman, currently seniors pay out-of-pocket health

care costs of about $1,800 per year. They ask what will the $83

increase in Part B premium provide? The answer is nothing! And

further. since there is no mandated assignment policy, seniors

who go to doctors who do not accept assignment will continue to

pay even more out-of-pocket for Part B physician services. These

services are essential to the well-being of seniors who have made

and will continue to make significant contributions to this

country. Congress must pass legislation that will protect

seniors from the premsum increase scheduled to take effect in

less than 60 days.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to appear

before this Committee.
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The CHAIRMAN. Martha, your testimony reflects the concern that
this committee has seen in letters we have been receiving since the
announcement was made of the $6.90 monthly increase in the pre-
mium. It is a substantial increase if you are on a limited, fixed
income, for no added coverage of any kind.

When you add-and I don't think people have caught up with it
yet, but they will over the next several months-the costs of cata-
strophic coverage, that's an additional expense. Catastrophic cover-
age is mandatory if you participate in Part B, so you have an in-
crease that is of some concern for those on fixed incomes.

Catastrophic coverage provides added benefits, so beneficiaries
get something for the additional cost. Unfortunately, that is not
true of the $6.90 increase. It's very difficult for us in Congress to
justify a $7 per month increase in Part B unless we show that the
Part B program has expanded. People on Social Security and other
Federal retirement programs got a 1.3 percent cost of living adjust-
ment in 1987. I know the 4.2 COLA for 1988 sounds much better,
but it sort of makes up for that 1 percent increase for last year. It
isn't that older Americans who are receiving Social Security have
gotten much in the way of a COLA over the past few years.

I do believe that we should make some correction in this increase
for Part B. I think it's too much. Whatever we do about that, how-
ever, we do have to look for the revenue to offset it. Some people
have suggested today-and others have suggested for the past
couple of years-that those people who are working for the govern-
ments of States and municipalities and who are not required to
participate in the Medicare Program through payroll deductions,
should have to do that. I believe that would be about 1.5 percent of
their salary. They wouldn't be required to pay into Social Security.

How does the National Committee feel about that? Surely, when
many of these people retire, they are probably going to be covered
by Medicare. Shouldn't they contribute now? Should Congress
make it mandatory?

Ms. MCSTEEN. Yes. The National Committee has endorsed that
concept, feeling that that is a way that part of the financing for
Part B can easily come from. And at the same time it would pro-
vide protection, as you indicate, for the State and local employees
in the future.

I don't think there's any one real answer to the problem. I do
think that it is important that the entire Medicare Program be
looked at in quite some depth, and certainly this morning you have
heard, as Chair of this committee, many recommendations but no
consensus. And a consensus is needed before we move ahead in this
country with the health care delivery, with the heal -h care cost
containment concerns, and also equal access to health t are.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think there is consensus on mposing the
1.5 percent Medicare tax on the salaries and wages of State and
municipal employees?

Ms. McSrEEN. I'm sure there wouldn't be consensus throughout.
Maybe the State and local employees would raise some questions
about it. I think the only thing that can be said in that respect is
that the benefits of the Medicare Program, Part A and B both, the
extent of the catastrophic proposal coverage needs to be sent in a
clearer message to the general public because many members of
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the public do not understand the degree of coverage, their rights or
their responsibilities, in my opinion.

The CHAIRMAN. You think we could do a better job in describing
the benefits available for older Americans?

MS. MCSTEEN. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, do you think it's fair to impose that tax?
MS. MCSTEEN. Yes, I do.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Thank you very much, Martha, for your testimony. We are in-

debted to you.
We will make part of the record the testimony of Jane Sisk of

the Office of Technology Assessment, the statement of the Physi-
cian Payment Review Commission, and also the statement of the
American Society of Internal Medicine.

With that, I want to thank all of you very much. The committee
will stand adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 1:33 p.m., the committee was adjourned, to recon-
vene at the call of the Chair.]
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I. EXECUTIVE SUNNARY

The followrng report presents an overview of the Medicare

Supplemental Medical Insurance (SMI) program, also known as Part B.

ThIs part of the Medicare program, which covers primarily

physicians' services, and hospital outpatient services, has recelved

a great deal or attention lately as a result of the unprecedented

38.5 percent increase In the monthly premium-. This report was

written to provide a cospe-dlu of the Inrormation currently

available on the SMI program, and to provide a fraaewnrk for the

discussion of possible alterations to the present system.

Highlights of the report Include:

o Part B enrollees out-of-pocket expenses have increased 211

percent Since 1973.
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o Twenty-rour percent of total Medicare outlays In fiscal year

i986 were for physicians' services; this Is expected to reach
27 percent or program outlays by fiscal year 1988.

o The Health Care Financing Administration reports that 60

percent of the $6.90 increase in the monthly SMI premium is

due to growth In relcbursement Lo physicians.

o In the years between 1983 and 1986, physician expenditures

under Medicare Increased at an annual rate of 9.1 percent,

compared to 7.2 percent for all physicians.

o PhysicIan payment reform options, as detailed by the Office of
Technology Assessment, the Physician Payment Revtew

Commiaaion, and others Include modifying the current system,

the development of a fee schedule, "bundling' of services, and

capitation.

II. BENXFICIARY COST-SHARING AND THE SUPPLISI(NTAL

RTDCAL. INSURANCE (SKI) PROGRAN

Since 1973, aged SM! beneficiaries' llability for out-of-pocket

payments has increased by 211 percent, from $131 per enrollee in
1973 to $417 per enrollee In 1i85. Between those years, the

proportion of enrollees' out-of-poccet lIabilIty that was due to SMI
premium payments decilled rrom 52 to 45 percent. However, in that
same time period, the proportion of their out-or-pocket liability

due to SMI coInsurance payments almost doubled, from 21 to 41

peruent. Or the total out-of-pocket expend'tures by persons age 65
and over In 1984 ($1,059), P1.4 percent, or $227, was for

physiclans' services.

According to a March. 1986, report from the Harvard Medicare

ProJect, the total amooulnt that beneficiaries pay in copayments has

Increased 50 percent raster than older Anerloan's incomes in the

past decade. The report estimates that a beneficlary requiring
hospitalization today sill incujr an average copayment iiability of

$1,000 for that care. For the elderly lIving at or below the

poverty line (approximately 12 to 15 percent of the elderly

populatlon) this 13 one-fifth of their annual Income for a single
episode of illness. Further, these extensive copayment requirements

make It difficult for the elderly to plan for theIr health care

expenses. Because beneficiary copayments are based on cost of

services that have been ut.lIced, out-of-pocket expenses are as

difficult to anticipate as the Illness Itself.

The Medicare Part A (Hospital Insurance) deductible has

increased by 155 percent since 1981, from $204 to $520 in 1987; this
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Increase ls more than five times the general inflation rate during

this period. The Part B premium was $9.60 in 1980; in 1988, the

premium wili be $24.90, an increase of nearly 160 percent.

According to the Prospective Payment Commission's (ProPAC) April,

1987 report to the Secretary of the flepartment of Health and Human
Services. "cost-sharing borne by Medicare beneficIaries has

Inadvertently increased as a result of PPS [the Prospective Payment

System],"2 The cost savings realized from PPS have been shared

with hospitals and the Medicare program, but not with beneficIaries.
ProPAC reports that PPS incentives to shift services from the

inpatient setting to ambulatory settings and to discharge patients
after shorter hospital stays may also affect beneficiary out-of-

pocket spending. 
3

Medicare coverage varies by place and by type
of treatment, so coinsurance liability can change depending on where

the service is provided. For example, IT a surgery is performed in
an outpatient setting as opposed to an inpatient hospital setting,
beneficiary cost-sharing liability would usually be less. However,

Ii a beneficiary Is treated as an inpatient but is then discharged

earlier for additional treatment on an outpatient basms, the

beneficiary must then pay for the coinsurance of the outpatient

facility (under Part R) as well as the inpatient hospital deductible
(under Part A). Further, there may be some services that would be

covered in an inpatient setting but not in an outpatient one.
A beneficiary who has surgery in an outpatient hospital

department is responalble for 20 percent of the fr-lity's charges.

Charges for the surgery would have to be at least $2,600 ror a

beneficiary to Incur more than $520 (the inpatient hospital

deductible) in coinsurance. Tn PY 1987, the national average

facility charge for cataract surgery in a hospital outpatient

department is $1,575; beneficiary liability for those charges would
he $315, However, if outpatient coinsurance must be paid in
addition to the inpatient deductible, which would occur if a
beneficiary is released earlier from the hospital to receive

additional treatment in an outpatient setting, his financial
lIabilIty Increases. ProPAC is currently working with the

Congressional Budget Office to develop a data base for studying

beneficiary cost-sharing changes and increased liability because of

site-of-care substitution.

In 1984, between 64 and 75 percent or the nonlnstitutionalized

elderly (16 to 19 million people) had some type of supplemental
insurance coverage. Although benefits vary, individual or group

Medigap insurance was the most common type of coverage. Medicare
beneficiaries who are younger, have higher incomes, live wIth theIr

spouses or who are employed are more likely to have group insurance.

A 1982 survey conducted by HCFA and SRI International found that

3
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those who need supplemental coverage the most because they cannot

cover the costs or major illnesses are the least likely to have It.

III. THE NE2ICARE SKI PRXORAM

Part B of the Medicare program (or Supplemental Medical

Insurance) covers physicians' services, outpatient hospital

acrvices, physical therapy, diagnostic and X-ray services, and

durable medical equipment and certain other services. SMI is a

voluntary, non-means-tested program, and anyone eligible for Part A

Hospital Insurance and anyone over 65 can obtain Part B coverage by

paying a monthly premium (t17.90 in !987).

In 1985, about 27 million elderly and 3 million diaabled persons

were entitled to Part A benefits. Nearly all or the aged and about

92 percent of the disabled opted for Part B coverage. Between 1981

and 1985, growth in the Medicare enrollment rate for the aged

averaged Just over 2 percent annually. This rate Is expected to

decline slightly and then accelerate as the baby-boon generation

begins to reach age 65 In about 2010.

Pederal Outlays. Total Medtcare outlays in PY 1986 were $75.9

billion; of this amount, $19.7 billion were Part A outlays and $26.2

billion were Part R outlays. This represented about 8 percent or

the entire rederal budget and almost 2 percent of GNP. Of Part B

outlays In PY 1986, reimbursement for physicians' services

represented 75 percent or Medicare Part B outlays ($18.8 b1111on, or

24 percent or total Medicare expenditures). The Admlnlstratlon

estimates that, In the absence of legislation, payments for

phystcians' services sll} total $23.8 billion to PY 1988, which will

he 27 per.ent of total Medicare outlays. Medicare payments

represented 18 percent of all physic-ans imncomes in 1982. This

number, however, varies by speclalty. Thoracic surgeons reported 35

percent and Internists 29 percent of grosa earnings f'rom Medicare

compared with 15 percent for family practitioncra.

Plnancing and Beneficiary Cost-Sharing. The SMI program is financed

by a combinatlon or beneficIary premiu-e, general revenues and SM.

trust fund Interest. BenericIaries must pay a monthly premIum of

$17.90 in 1987, or $214.80 per year, up from $36 per year in 1966.

Before SMI benefits begin, beneficlarle. 'oust meet an annual

deductthle of $75 paid against charges allowed by Medicare. Once

thi deductibic is met, the beneficIary is liable for 20 percent of

Medicare allowable charges ror covered phys~icn servIces. There is

presently no upper limit or cap for coinsurance lIability. In other

words, If a benericlary Incurs physician expenses or $5,000, hc/shc

is liable for at least a $1000 copayment; that figure could be much

higher If some of the charges are not 'allowed
0

by Medicare.
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Until 1972, premiums for SMI were to cover half of program costs

and general revenues the rest. As outlays increased during the

early years of the program, Congress limited Increases In

beneficiary premiums to the percentage of cost-of-living lncrease in

Social Security cash benefits. This changed in 1984, and for the

five-year period beginning January 1, i984, enrollee premiums must

equal 25 percent of the estimated costs of coverage for the aged.

Because contributions from general revenues must make up the

difference between premium Income and program costs, the solvency of

the 3M1 trust fund Is not directly endangered by rising outlays.

Instead, the burden falls on general revenues, contributing to the

budget deficit.

The Part B program is financed on an accrual basis with a
contingency margin; In other words, It as a 'pay as you go' program,

and Is financed through premiums paid by current beneficiaries.

The Part B trust fund should always be somewhat greater than the

cla1im that have been incurred by enroilees but not yet paid by the

program. The extra funds are called a 'contingency reserve'; the

amount varies, but Is generally equal to approxImately one to two

months of funding to cover any error in forecasted expenditures. It

Is up to HCPA to determine how much of a contingency reserve ts

desirable; it Is not determined by any regulations or statutes.

IV. THE MEDICARE ShI NONH'LY PREMIUM INCREASE

The Health Care Pinancrng Adm.nistration published in the

Federal Register notice of the 1988 monthly Medicare Part B premium

rates, which etlI be increased from $17.90 to $24.80. According to

HCFA, this $6.90 Increase (38.5 percent) Is the result of several

factors:

* Contingency reserve spend-down In 1987 $1.13 20.7t

* Contingency reserve build-up In 1988 $0.07 1.08

a 1987 expenditures exceeding projections $2.40 34.85

* Projected expenditure Increase, 1987-88 $3.00 43.5%

$6. 90 100.05

For the past few years. the computation of the monthly Part B

premium has taken Into account a surplus In the trust fund. As a

result, the monthly premium has been artificially low becauae it was

adJusted downward to reflect the surplus. Por example, the 1987

premium would have been 819.30 rather than $17.90 if projected

expenditures had not been partially funded by drawing down the

contingency reserve. For calendar year 1988, however, that surplus

no longer exists, and $1.43 of the $6.90 Increase reflects that.

Additionally, HCPA's proJections for 1987 were Inaccurate, and

incurred espendlture. for 1987 are 12.1 percent higher than

projected. This 12.1 percent discrepancy accounts for $2.40 or the

5
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inarease. Of this amount, Increases In reimbursement to physiclans
account for more than 90 percent of the Increase. Finally, hCFA's
actuarial estimates show Part 0 expenditures Increasing 13.9 percent
in 1988. This growth accounts for $3.00 of the $6.90 premium
increase; 63 percent of thits Increase is the result or projected
increases in physicIan expenditures. RCFA, then, states that almost
60 per-ent of the premium increase (S4.05 or the $6.90) ia due to
growth In physician expenditures.

V. PHYSICIANS AND THE SRI PRORAMI

Utilizatlon or physician services increases wtth age. Approxi-
matrely four out of five elderly had at least one contact with a
physician In 1983, and more than 16 percent of total physician
vitats during 1983 were made by persons 65 years of age and older.
On the average, elderly persons are more 11kely than younger ones to
make frequent visits to a physician. This age group also visits a
physician sis tines for every five times by the general population.

The higher use or physlcian servires by the elderly is associated
with their probability of being in poor health. The majority or
those who had not seen a physician in 1980 considered themselves in
good health. Since the enactment of Medicare, the average number of
physician contacts and the percentage of persons 65 and older
reporting that they had seen a phystican in the last year has
increased significantly, particularly for persons with low incomes.

Medicare Physician Reimbursement. The predominant method of payment
'or physician services under Medicare is fee-for-service. Payment
rates to physicians have been determined through a method referred
to as customary, prevaIling and reasonable (CPR,. Under CPR,
payment for each service is limited to the lowest or:

' the actual charge for the service;

' the physician's customary charge for the service;

a the prevailng charg f tor the service for stimlar services In
that comunity set at the 75th percentile of customary
charges of all physicians In that community. (The
prevailing charge Is adjusted by the Medicare Economic
index.)

Typically, carriers (private insurers who have been awarded
contracts to administer the Part B program) do not approve the full
amount a physician charges for a service provided to a Medicare
patient. In the first quarter of 1985. the average reduction due to
the CPR process was 26.2 percent. For example, If a physician
submitted a bill for $100, approved charges would average $73.80 (80

6
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percent, or 159.04, would be paid by the carrier). At the end of

calendar year 1984, only 18.3 percent or all claims were submitted

at or below CPR limits.

Medicare payments are made either directly to the doctor or to

the beneficiary, depending on whether or not the physician has

accepted assIgnment of the claim. Por assigned claIms, the

beneficiary assigns (or transfers) his/her rights to payment from

Medicare to the physician. In return, the physician agrees to

accept Medicare's "approved' or "reasonable' charge determination as

payment in full for covered services. The physician bIlls the

program directly and is paid an amount equal to 80 percent of

Medtcare's reasonable or approved charge. The patient is liable for

the 20 percent coinsurance. The physician may not charge the

beneficiary (nor can he/she collect from another party such as a

private insurer) more than the applicable deductible and coinsurance

amounts if he/she agrees to accept assignment. The beneficiary ti

then protected against having to pay any difference between

Medicare's approved charge and the physician's actual charge. In

l983, 56 percent of c1la w.ere paid on an assignment basis; this

figure increased to 69 percent in 1985.

A phystcian who voluntarily enters into an agreement witn HCFA
to accept assignment for all services provided to all Medicare

patients for a specIfied period, usually 12 months, Is a

'participating physician." However, a non-participating physIcIan

may accept or refuse requests for assignment on a bill-by-bill

basis, from different patients At different times, or from the same

patient at different times. However, he/she is not permItted to

efragmente bills for the purpose of circumventing the reasonable

charge limitation. He/ahe must either accept assignLment or bill

the patient for all of the services performed on a single occasion.

VI. PROBLFMS WITH THE CURRENT PHYSICIAN PAYMENT SYSTEM

Even with the CPR limits, approved charges per aged Medicare

enrollee increased by 591 percent between PY 1968 and PY 1983. In

PY 1984, Medicare carriers processed 229 million Part B claims, or

approximately 7 claims per enrollee. Total claims volume has grown

at an average annual rate of 12.6 percent since 1968. Annual growth

in claims per enrollee has averaged 9.4 percent. Fros 1976 to

1982. expenditures for physician services for the elderly have

Increased 18 percent per year -- 2 percent from enrollment

Increases, lO percent from price increases, and 6 percent in the

number of services per enrollee.
5

Most or the expenditures for physIcian services are for those

provided in the hospital (61.9 percent in 1983). With few

exceptions, most specialties have higher total billings for services

provided in the hospital than in an office; internal medicine was
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the specialty that received the highest proportion or Medicare

physician expenditures (20.4 percent of approved charges in 1981).
There is substantial geographie variation in aspects or Medicare

payment, including assignment rates, annual expenditures per

beneficiary, and relative values paid for certain services. There
Is little agreement as to how much of this variation can be

attributed to expected dIrrerences in aerving over 30 million

enrollees in thousands of different markets, and problems regarding

access, quality and erricieney.6

Assignment rates vary across the U.S. from a low or 17 percent
in South Dakota to 87 percent in Rhode Island. In Montana, the
assignment rate Is 48 percent. Among Medicare's 240 charge areas,

three- and tour-told differences In charges for partIcular pro-

cedures are common. Even within one state, charges vary widely Prom

area to area. In Texas, a large state with a number of charge

areas, the highest prevaIling charge for a general prac.titioner's

follow-up hospital visit in 1984 was approximately 2.5 times greater

than the lowest.

Payment rates for physician services tend to be higher In

metropolitan than In rural areas, but these dirferences are not

always unIform. In New York and Illlnois, for esample, charges in

metropolitan areas exceeded those in non-metropolitan areas by at
least 28 percent. However, In Rhode Island and Connecticut,

prevaIling charges in non-metropolitan counties exceeded those in

metropolitan areas.

There is more than a twofold variation by carrter Jurisdiction
(in 1984, there were 58 Jurisdictions administered by 10 carriers)

In Medlcare expenditures per enrollee for physician and other

medical services. ThIs varIation depends on the proportIon or

benerficiarles who exceed the Medicare deductible and are then

eligible for relobursement. That n.s.her depends on variations in

nealth, volume of services, physiclans' charges, and the Medicare

carriers deteroination of approved charges.
8

There appears to be slgnltLcant differences In the relative

approved charges for "procedural" services, which utilize medical
devices and equipment, and "non-procedural" servIces, suce? as office

vIlits, which do not.
9

Por example, a physician can generate more
Income by providing laboratory tests or Interpreting an EEC than

he/she can giving advice on proper nutrition.

The establishment and maintenance of high payment rates for
"high techv services has likely contributed to these payment

dlfferentlals. Many technologies are priced high when they are new

because they require the use of speceal skills. However, after the

provirston or these services becomes commonplace, prices often are

not reduced to reflect that.
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1ederal cost-contalnment efforts directed at controlling

physician costs under Medicare have been in the form of fee freezes.

Beginning In 1984, Congrese Implemented a 15-month freeze on

physician fees. The freeze was extended several times, and was

flnally lifted for participating physicians on May 1, 1986 and for

non-participating physicians on January 1, 1987. During the period

from 1983 to 1986. physician expenditures In Medicare increased

(adjusted for Inflation) at an average annual rate of 9.1 percent,

which is higher than the annual average for all physician

expenditures of 7.2 percent. 10 This suggests that physicians may

be increasing the volume of procedures and visits provided to to

Medicare patients to make up for lost revenues. During 1986,

expenditures for physician services In the Medicare program

Increased at exactly the same rate (11.1 percent) as overall

physician expenditures, ten times faster than the overall inflation

rate.

VII. PHYSICIAN PAYMENT RM ROMI OPTIONS

Por the past several years, there has been a great deal of

discussion and examination or possible physician payment reform

options. There is little consensus on the best way to achieve this,

however, there are four strategies that have received the most

attention. The Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) released a

study In March, 1986, entitled 'Payment for Physician Services:

Strategies for Medicare.' This study, requested by several

Congressional committees, outlines these four physician payment

reform strategies:

1. Modify current fee-ror-service system, IIm-ttng payments

madc to physicians, and adjusting the relative payment

levels resulting from geographic differences, specialties,

etc.

2. Payment based on a ree schedule, which would be developed

using a "relative value scale' (HVS). A RVS gives each

service a weight, which would be multiplied by a 'conversto,

factor' stated in dollars. This approach would help the

federal government to assess the value of services relatlvo

to one another.

3. Payment for packages or services, which is a DRM-type

approach. Medicare would pay a pre-determined amount for a

'bundle" of physician services depending on the diagnosis.

9
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4. Capitation payment, in which Medicare would contract with

Individual providers, hospitals, health maintenance

organizationa, etc., to provide all services to Medicare

beneficiaries for a Fixed amount per year.

Further. OTA outlines a aeries of recommended options that

address problems that are likely to continue under all the above

strategies except capitation. These options Include mandatory

assignment, the adoption of volume controls, and the reduction of

fee differentiale. One of their recom-endstil-s, the Formation of a

physician payment commission, was adopted by Congress. The

Physaclan Payment Review CommissIon was established to provide

advice on a number of reimbursement issues, including the

development of a relative value scale. PPRC released its Firat

report to Congress In March, 1987, which made a number of policy

recommendations. including the development of a fee schedule.

Obviously, each or these options has its own strengths and

weaknesses, opponents and proponents. The development of a relative

value scale, for example, would reflect individual time, skill, and

the overhead costa each servlce require. Ideasly, a RVS would he

economically neutral in terms of what services are performed, and in

which setting, as well as the geographic region where the physician

practices. However, it may not have a large impact on overall

expenditures without adequate and simultaneous controls on Intensity

and volume.

Physician DROs would give physicians, as hospital DROs have

given hospitals, the incentive to practice snre eFFIciently since

he/she would be at risk or costs In excess of the DRG. It would

also address the problem of Cunbundlingn of services. Criticises Of

this approach include concern that patient care may he Jeopardized

If physicians and hospitals both feel pressure to perform

"efficiently." It ts also possible that physician DROs would not

really lower overall expenditures because, For example, some

services could be referred to outpatient settings and billed

separately, or more complex cases could be broken up into two DRG0.

Capitatlon, already in place in the form of Medicare health

maintenance organizations (HMOs) and competitive medical plans

(CMPa), is an option the AdmInlstratlon would like to see done on a

geographic basis. Geographic capitation would require Medicare to

contract with an entity, such as a carrier, which would serve as the

Insurer for a specific geographic area. In essence, Medlcare would

purchase a package of services (physician services, all Part B

services. etc.) for a certain price per person.

To ensure beneficiary access to care, the entity could be

required to contract with a certain number or percentage of

providers In a geographic area before the plan could be fully

implemented. Purther, certain Financial incentives might be In

Ii
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place (such as reduced coat-sharing) to encourage beneficiary

participation. if participation were mandatory for all

beneficiarle., the capitation amount would be fairly easy to

calculate. However, there has been very little experience with

geographic capitation, and it ia therefore impossible to predict its

impact on beneficiaries, particularly regarding Ito efrect on

benerslelary autonomy, and access to quality care.

VIII. HEALTH EXPENDITURES IN THE UNITED STATES

In 1986, Americans spent $158 b1ll0on on health care, or 10.9

percent of ONP, compared to 10.6 percent of GNP in 1985 and 9.1

percent in 1980. Health care expenditures Increased 8.1 percent

Cro0 1985 to 1986, which uas slightly lower than the rate of

increase in most recent years. X.owevcr, after adjusting thia amount

for overall inflation and population growth, expenditurea Increased

6.3 percent during 1986, a rate nuch faster than in the years

between 1980 and 1985. This represents real growth ln hcalth

.pending, which translates Into an Increase in service intensity.

ServIce intensity is the area of greatest concern as It means that

more technology, personnel and services are being used per

capita. "

Americans already spend more ror health care than almost any

other developed nation. Data collected by HCIA on 12 nations,

Incluiding Great BritaIn, France, Sweden and Canada. show that the

United States pays the largest percentage of its gross domestic

product (a measure similar to ONP) for health care; compared to our

10.9 percent, Sreat Britain pays 6 percent and Norway pays 6.9

percent.

National health expenditures have increased over the past fifty

years in aggregate terns, on a per capita basis, and as a percent of

the ONP. During the 1970's, natIonal health expenditures grew at an

average annual rate of 12.6 percent; in 1980 and 1981, It grew by

over 15 percent each year. Growth In health care expenditures over

the years has generally outpaced growth In the general economy. The

same Is true relative to price inflation -- although the Consumer

Price Index (CPI) rose only 1.9 percent in 1986. the medical care

CPI rose 7.5 percent. While HCPA suggests that medical care

Inflation can he compared more realistically to inflation in the

service sector, where prices rose 5 percent In 1986, it is atill a

signIfIcant difference.

In the years 1980-1986, spending on the Individual components of

the health care market increased at widely varying rates. For

example, spending for biomedical research grew at an annual rate of

7.5 percent, compared to 10.2 and 11.9 for hospital and physicians'

services. Despite these varying rates of growth, patterns of

expenditures and sources of funds remained fairly constant throuigh

11
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the 1980s. Almost 40 percent of health care spending is for

hospital services, and 20 la for physicians' services.
12

Excluding spending for health by the Department of Defense and

the Veterans Administration, more than 10 percent of the federal

budget Ia spent on health (S99.4 billion In ?Y85). In comparison,

in PY65, federal spending on this portion of the federal health

budget was $1.7 billion, or 1.4 percent of the federal budget. More

than 90 percent or the federal health budget is spent on the

Medicare and Medicaid programs. below is a chart Illustrating the

sources of national health spending for all age groups In 1965 and

1985:

SOURCE 1965 1985

Puhlic 26% 415

Federal (13%) (29%)

State & Local (12%) (12%)

Private 74% 59%
Patients (44%) (25%)

?nsurance (24%) (31%)

Other ( 6%) ( 3%)

Total 100% 100%

IICPA estimates that health spending for those 65 and older

averaged $4,200 per person in 1984, compared with $1,721 per person

for all age groups that year. Although persons 65 years of age and

older represent only 12 percent of the total U.S. population, they

account for 31 percent of national expendItures for health carc.

Medicare paid 45 percent of those expenses incurred by the elderly;

Medicaid programs, 13 percent; other public programs, 6 percent.

The elderly and their familes were directly responsible for an

estimated 25 percent or the total health care bill. Private, third-

party insurers paid the remaining il percent.

There Is considerable variation In the source of payment

depending on the type or service. Public programs paid 89 percent

of hospital charges for the elderly in 1984; private funds paid 11

percent. However, private funds paid for 40 percent of expenditures

'or physician services. 13 While the total share of Medicare

program costs paid by beneficiaries has remained fairly constant

over the past 20 years, the portion paid through copayments has

Increased and the portion paid through premiums has decreased.

Today. copayments account for about tio-thirds of the costs paid by

the elderly.

While the elderly, as a group, consume a disproportionate share

of the health dollar, most older persons do not have esorbitantly

high medical costs. A large portion of expenditures for health care

12
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among older persons is assoclated wleh persons who are In their last

year of life. In a recent study, relmlursement and use of services

by Medlcare enrollees who died in 1978 were compared wlth those who

survived the year. The average reimbursement for those who died was

$4,909, whIch was four times the amount as for those who lived. 1

1X. CONCLUSION

Medicare SUT program expenditures -- along with beneficiary out-

of-pocket lIability -- will undoubtedly continue to grow at the

present rate unless measures are taken to control program

expenditures. increases In health care expenditures across the

board 1n the United States demonstrate that the SMI premium

increase, while possibly more dramatic than those found elsewhere in

the market, Is not an isolated occurrence. This is a matter of

parttcular concern as the catastrophic legislatton, which was

recently passed by both houses of Congress, 13 expected to Incrcase

the monthly Part B premIum by approximately $4.00 (effective date in

unknown at this tlme). While thIs represents an expansion of

benefits to Part n enrollees, lt is nonetheless a premium Increase,

and must be taken Into consideratIon when examining the Impact of

Part B on enrollees out-of-pocket costs.

Regardless of the form that changes in the current Part R

program take, It is Important that beneficiary concerns be given

priority. In addition to limiting beneficiary liabtlity for Part B

services, beneficiary access to care must be protected, and

safeguards assuring quality of care need also be 1n place. While

most would agree that benefIcIaries should shoulder their share of

the burden for any changes that may be made to the system, It is

equally important that poltcy-makers be aware of the possibilIty of

unfaIrly burdening the elderly.

13
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ITEM 2

X X X O.R A N D t1 X

TO: AGING COMMITTEE MEMBERS November 2, 1987
FR: AGING COMMITTEE STAPP
RE: BACKGROUND ON SENATE AGING COMMITTEE HEARING ON THE MEDICARE

PART B PREMIUM INCREASE

On September 30, the Health Care Pinancing Administration
published In the Federal Register notice or the 1988 Medicare Part
B premium rate of514 D pr onth This 38.5 percent Increase,
up from $17.90 in 1987 and 1986, Is the largest In the history of
the program. The hearing Is being held to determine the reasons
for the increase and its effect on beneficiaries. Purther, it
will explore ways to control Part B costs and prevent Increases of
this type from occurring again.

BACKGROUND

According to RCPA, this $6.90 increase la the result of
several factors:

5 Contingency reserve spend-down in 1987 S1.43 20.7%
* Contingency rcscrve build-up in 1988 $0.07 1.0%

1987 expenditures exceeding projectIons 2.140 34.8%
Projected expenditure Increase, 1987-88 *3.00 43.5%

The Part B program is financed on an accrual basis with a
contingency margin; In other words, It i3 a 'pay as you go'
program, and Is financed through premiums paid by current
beneficiariea. The Part B trust fund should always be somewhat
greater than the claims that have been incurred by enrollees but
not yet paid by the program. The extra funds are called a
"contingency reserve." which is an amount equal to approximately
one to two months of funding to cover any error in forecasted
expenditures. It is up to HCPA to determlne how much of a
contingency reserve Is desirable; it is not determined by any
regulations or statutes.

Por the past few years, the computation of the monthly Part
B premium has taken into account a surplus In the trust fund, As
a result, the monthly premIum has been artificially low because it
was adjusted downward to reflect the surplus. Por example, the
1987 premium would have been S19.30 rather than $17.90 If
projected expenditures had not been partially funded by drawing
down the contingency reaerve. Por calender year 1988. however,
that surplus no longer exists, and S1. 43 of the $6.90 Increase
reflects that.

Additionally, the projections for 1987 were inaccurate, and
incurred expenditures for 1987 are 12.1 percent higher than
projected. This 12.1 percent discrepancy accounts for $2.40 of
the increase; of that amount, increases in physician expenditures
account for more than 90 percent. Yinally, HCPA's actuarial
estimates show Part B expenditures Increasing 13.9 percent In
1988. This growth accounts for $3.00 of the $6.90 premium
Increase; 63 percent of this Increase is the result Of increases
In physician expenditurea. IICPA, then, states that almost 60
percent of the premium increase ($41.05 of the $6.90) Is due to
growth In physician expenditures.

amNAL INFORMATION ON PART B

Part B of the Medicare program (or Supplemental Medical
Insurance) covers physIclana' services, outpatient hospital
services, physical therapy, diagnostIc and X-ray services, and
durable medical equipment and certain other services. SMI Is a
voluntary, non-means-tested program, and anyone eligible for Part
A Hospital Insurance and anyone over 65 can obtain Part B coverage
by paying a monthly premium, which ls $17.90 In 1987.
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In 1985, about 27 million elderly and 3 million disabled
persona were entitled to Part A benefits. Nearly all of the aged
and about 92 percent of the disabled opted for Part B coverage.
Between 1981 and 1985, growth In the Medicare enrollment rate for
the aged averaged just over 2 percent annually. This rate Is
expected to decline alightly and then accelerate as the baby-boom
generation begina to reach age 65 about 2010.

Federal Outlaa. Total Medicare outlays in. FY 1986 were $75.9
billion; of this amount, $19.7 billion were Part A outlays and
$26.2 billion were Part B outlays. This represented about 8
percent of the entire federal budget and almost 2 percent of ONP.
Of Part B outlays, 72 percent (75 percent of Part B expenditures
for services) represented payment for physician services ($18.8
billion). The Administration estimates that, In the absence of
legislation, payments for physiciana' services will total 823.8
billion in PY 1988, which will be 27 percent of total Medicare
outlays. Medicare paymenta represented 18 percent of all
physicians Incomes in 1982 (CRS data).

~Pacing and Beneficlary Cost-SharIng. The SMI program is
Hnanced by a combination of beneficiary premiums, general
revenues and SMI trust fund Interest. Beneficiarics must pay a

ponthly premium of $17.90 in 1987, or $210.80 per year, up from
$36 per year In 1966. Before SMI benefits begin, beneficiariesJmust meet an annual deductible of 875 paid against charges allowed
by Medicare. Once the deductible l met, the beneficIary is
liable for 20 percent of Medicare allowable charges for covered
physician services. There is no upper limit or CaD for
colnsurance liability. In other word3, If a beneficiary incurs
physician expenses of $3,000, he/she would be lIable for at least
a $600 copayment; that figure could be much higher if some of the
charges are not 'allowed' by Medicare.

Until 1972, premiums for SMI were to cover half of program
costs and general revenues the rest. As outlays Increased during
the early years of the program, Congress lImited increases In
beneficiary premiums to the percentage of coat-of-living Increase
In Social SecurIty cash benefits. For the five-year period
beginning January 1, 1980, enrollee premlurs must equal 25 percent
or the estimated costs of coverage for the aged. Because
contributions from general revenues must make up the difference
between premium income and program costs, the solvency of the SMI
trust fund la not directly endangered by rising outlays. Instead,
the burden falls on general revenues.
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It.' 3

~~~~~ t~~nited 15tate fienate
SPECIaz. COMM.flEE ON ACOIG
wAsHINGTON. DC 20510-445

Novcrber 10, 1987

William L. Roper, M.D., administrator
Health Care Financing AdaLnistratiOn
200 Independence Avenue S.W.
Washington, n.C. 20201

Dear Bill:

r appreciated your testimony on the Part B Presluo
increaet before the Senate Special Committee on Aging la-t seek
and want to follow-up personally with two qoeStLonc.

First, as requested at the hoar~ng and following Op our
discussIon on hoc Part B costs had far out3trlpped the ped cal
Care Cr, r would appreciate your sharing oi cm and thc
minority staff HCPA a analysts Identirfying tree underlying
correlates and reasons for the large percentage anfloali nrrasC
in Part B benefits per enrollee.

Second, it wolId be extreuely helpful to learn Nhat steps
bCPA Is tak ng to develop ad Incorporate better anod ore
reliable standards and measures of quality in physIcian scro-ces
Into lt, strategy for controlling Part B espenditures.
Obviously, your comment that this process could take up to t-o
years iS worrlsome, knowing that the Adninistratlon and thec
Congress will be under pressure to control physiclan
enpendlItres more rapidly than that. In principle, covng to
control expenditures before we have the ability to monitor the
impact of cost controls on quality and patlent notcoses r:3ks
the quallty of medcal care Can quality r Cvle be irpl-eneed
coneurrent uIth and as an Integral part of phys clam pllyo..t And
utlilzatlon review reforms, and, If so, iou and cotL shmid It
done mml7

I appreclate your Indicaled llingn . LO -c:;pord .4010\I

to the problem of rlsing Part B cnp ndlturen end look forward to
corking Cnoperat-vwiy on solutlons that account to both rut nod
qu-lity coor n-

Siolc'eri<y,

IgrolIZ
ig Member

H /rnhs
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nFPA RTMENTOFHEA ITH AHLMANSERVICES *te0lu

W.,n,,. SC 20201

The Honorable John Heinz
Special Comeittee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Heinz:

Thank you for your letter following up my November 2
appearance before the Committee concerning the Medicare Part R
premium increase. I apologize for the delay in my response

You requested that I share with you my analysis of the
causes underlying the large annual increase in Part 8 benefit
spending per enrollee. Part B spending per enrollee increased by
15.7 percent in 1986 and 17.1 percent in 1987, while the medical
component of the Consumer Price Index (CPI) increased by only 7.5
percent in 1986 and 6.6 percent in 1987. For 1988, current
actuarial estimates project an increase in Part D benefit
spending per enrollee of 13.5 percent, while the sedical
component of the CPI is projected to increase by 6.2 percent.
Although It is virtually impossible to quantify each reason for
this difference, the growth in Part B spending per enrollee over
and above the medical component of the CPI is due to increases in
the utilization or volume of services, changes in the reported
mix and intensity of services, changes in technology, and
legislation affecting Medicare services. Physician services,
representing about 65 percent of total Part R payments, account
for the major portion of increased spending.

You also expressed interest in HCFA's activities in
integrating the use of quality standards for physicians services
into our efforts for controlling Part B expenditures. As you
know, the peer review organizations (PROs) are primarily
reviewing the quality of care provided to Medicare beneficiaries
in hospitals and health maintenance organizations (HIOs).
Generic screens assist In identifying inappropriate instances or
patterns of hospital care and alert PROs of a potential need for
more focused, intensified review. PROs also focus review on
areas where their data and research indicate problems way exist.
Where problems are identified, the PRO works with the hospital,
HXO, and/or physicians to assure that corrective action is taken.

PROs will deny payment for any care of substandard quality
when regulations implementing this provision are issued. In the
third contract cycle, pM swill also review surgical procedures
performed in -bltory sMrgical centers and hospital outpatient
dartasats. ad intarvanine cam provided to patients who are
readmitted to a hospital within 31 days of discharge. This has
already been implemated in the Pennsylvania PRO.

Review of physician services provided in other settings Is
delayed, by provisions of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
of 198. until January 1, 1989.

I hope this information will be helpful to you. Please let
me know if I can be of any additional assistance.

Sincerely,

William L. Roper, M.D.
Administrator
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tTEiH 4

TESTIMONY OF JANE e. SISK

OFFICE OF TEC"OWGCY ASSESS.III1I

U.S. CONCfESS

ON MEDICARE FHYSICIAN PAttENT REFORE

FM MM SPYICAL COSKIlTR ON ACING

U. . SENATE

The Adinietration's recent decision to raise the 1988 premium for

Nedicere a Supplementary Medical Insuranc Progra (Part 8) 38. 5 per cnt ovr

it. 1987 1leve reflected stiates of trust fund ro.e.e end medical care

aependlcuras. Starting in 19t4, then Medicare begen to pay prospectively for

iptient operating costs the increse in Pert B costs per enrolio olovod

mrkedly. Part B costs per enrollee ares so avrage 13.4 prcent anually

from 1976 to 1986. but only 5.4 percnt durtog 1985, the firet y-er

physictansI fee ware fro.en. Higher growth rates resused in 19866 reahing

9.3 percent, despite continuaton of the fee freeze. Estites for 1987 range

from 17 percent by the Health Care Financting AdoinzitretLon (HCFA) to 14 to 16

percent by the Congressi n l Sudgat Office (CBO). ICFA predicct a return o

the historical trend In 1988, ith nnual Pert A growth of 13 percent per

enrollee. (Cralich, 1987)

Bcaus physician services account for *lmast three-fourths of Part B

sependituree (U.S. Hose, 1987), the re- ption of doubl-digit increass in

Part 8 has heightened intereet In thods to reform Medicar- pnyent for

physit1an Tervics his. teatiany outline- problems with Nedicaro current

payment arrang nt- and aalyses the implications of four pos ible otrotngion

for rform modifications to the present syste of paying by cutomry

previling, and reaonable (CPR) chrge; payment based on fee erhaduiso;

payment for packges of related ee-vices; nd capitatlon peyent This review

L. drawn fros a report by the Office of Tehnology A.ses.emnt entitled kAyA=g

for PhoIcla(n hih - dtseress for Medscer, whc sea ndated by PFblic

Law 98-369 end reqested by the Senate SpecSal Coittee on Aging

CURRZNET POYMPET AONROPAStvS=

Und-r the CPR system of d-terming psy-at rates, edicare pays the

lov-st of the charge that a physician bills for a service (billd charge), the

charge that the physician customarily biliod In tha peat year (ct.tmary

chrge) or a measure of the cuto ry hrgee of peer phyoiclons Sn tha sa
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locality (prevailing chrge). A benaficiery is g6enrally liable for an anrrl

daductibl an 20 p rcent coin urance If a physicia accepts seigesniD.,

that Is, agree to accept Medicare' epproved charge e paymnt in full the

beneficiary has o additional liability. Otherwie. the beneficiary i. liable

for any caess of the physicians total charge over Medicare's pprod

charge.

8t-ause Medicare' pyment rules are complex providr end

beneficieries like find the CPi syst very confusing It Is clearly

inflationary. becaus pproved charges are based on shtt physicliea have

charged in the recent p-st (La. and Hadley. 1921). Like other paysra of

physicians srvic, Medicare has et relativ catss that rerd urhe,

specilir. inpatient, procedural and new services och mere highly than

rurai generalist -b.ulatory. noprocedura, nd estblishe4 services And

like other eihods of fe-for-srvic pynt, rh CPR ayetr contaitn

ic..ntivas for physician to perot. dditional ser-ire- if the ectra revenue

covers the physicians costs.

Ascent concern hes centered on iccrea..s In voL. I of aervle. ehich

acceunted for 95 percent of expendicure grech in 1926, hen fees are fro...

(Creelich. 1987) The eteot to -hloh physicians reoct to lover pric- by

otimuleting the use of their services has not been resolv-d (Reinhardt, 1985).

PihynicIns eight reduce the qntity of service. that they were willing to

proide, or they ight induce danacd for their s-rvice, thereby incres.ing

the volume of rice used. The uIiatr effect on Medicare expnditures

free lowering its payment rates would depend on the aloe as well as the

direction of the qu-ntity response.

The roath in physician eupply end in inwao-tive practice arrangents

further complicates predictions bout the effects of pymet changes.

Physicinan are increasingly ntering practice arrangennts that control their

incoms and us of services and ey be mre willing to accept lover prices for

their servics and lowr i Lcrase in their incenee Physicians In th United

Stacas and Canad hnwer. ha vo inteinod their incoe levels even in the

face of substantial increaes in phyeioien supply (barer, et *1., 1985).

Benefici-ries' financial ancae. to care dpend partly on physicianx'

wiiIngness to accept "asipnt if Medicaree- payment ratee ar- r-duced.

Overa11 beneficiary access would improve with n increse in assigunent races

end decline with ler assignmet rates. Physicia hve been mere likely to

accept assigsent the higher Medicaree approved charge relativ to their

billed charges. and eseilar cenaideratios influenced physicians' decisions to

becos participating physicia (to ac-pt asigsn t on a11 dalie) (Cotter

n Will-r, 1985)

Despice expec-tatien, aeigmnt rates hae rinen as the pere.ntage of

the billed charg paid by Medicare has falle. Froee 1976 to fiecal year 1986,
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aesigmsnt ro.. fron Isout 50 prcant to about 69 percent of cl1Lai and

cbargas (US Congress, 1983; US DiHS, HCfA, 1986).

panmeceDF7A502 of flh61nl liAwnrrbl Parrs

Ta ppropriatanass of Madicare pynt ratre for cartain .. mta e. has

be-n challenged on everal ground.. Si:abla diffaronti.0 mtist across

geographic area.. physician apacialtias, *sits of srvict. and typet of

srcicst. In ganaral. payment rate, for rba, seacialist, inpatient, asd

prom rl *areicat aubsttially .c...d thets for rural, genralist,

ohul-tory. and norprocedura1 services. h. diffar-etial. roise the concer

that they my ba ffecting th qulity of care ractid by bonaficiarta and

the coat. of car. peid by Medicare ad btnaficiriet.

Medicare carrier. sake no geographic dietlnvotlfa in 13 star.s, but uw.

28 localitias Sn California and 32 in Taes (US MS, HQCA, 194). Although

diffrc.nti.la in recognition of local narbt conditions ar- .rrntaed, evn

after adjusnt for co-t-of-living differncas,. Madicara prevaling charges

in 197S avaregod 17 percent sho the notional acraga in the largest urban

area but 8 percent bhi in the least d-natly p1c.tad couoti.s (U.S.

Congrttt. 1993)

Payent ratte. alto differ bhtas pepacialists and ganarelits., chisfly

for visits end sotimes by r much am 50 percent (US Congress. 193).

Carriare for thra statas ed parts of tn7 others do not distinguish mong

physticn spcielti.. (O'SUllivan, 1764). while South Csarolina b. 33 ed

Pennsylvania 58 diffiscnt grouping. lo 1982, tbh preiling chbrgse for

different types of visits avraged 24 to 73 perc-nt higher for intarnists than

for general practitioners (U.S. DHKS. HCFA, 1985).

One eight argu that higher paymnt. rates for certain procedure. can bh

justified for sons phyticic. When physiciana practice in the srea of

oedi~cne for which they ert specially traired (ande *pacielists) they may

provid. higher quality cars than physicians vithout ouch trotnins (Payns,

1976). ut ay apacialty proc.dure.. auth a. cataraet surgery. slready

have Medicare pprot-d chsrge that are, in fact. sp.aclty epecific. bUcsue

thoee proc.durss are perfurd by rei1ti-ely fEw physicians outside of the

relevant pecilty. the charges of physician. outside that epacialty hav-

little fftct on the Ievel of the Mdicae approd charge. The justiftiction

for specialty differentiela i. *epacially difficult is tba r - of office and

hospital aoIsita tre it is qstionable that sufficiently difforent

srmices at. being performed by epcialisets to sarrant highr payment..
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Visit are eong the moat fquently performed procedure. of -. t specalties

partecipating in Me dir, as csonstitute nearly On third of 11 Medicare
approved shrgs (Joh., 1987). In any case, the cn practice of *loving
physicians to declare temselves aciSlics enC reep higher paymant rats. ta
questionable (US Congress, CAn, 1994).

Sanoter bast for disputing CPY-dterninad retee is that the provider's

costs of performing a new procedure often fall over tise, s mo-re physicians

an trchnician acquire eons-rar stills, tchniques becom =re refined end
the proedure faster, and hIgh ixed .o.te of cepensive equipment are aproed

over a larger voilue of servica. Within the CPR charge system, houner, the
*erly sub.Itted charges establish the relativ rate paid, end rates for

expensiv trcuI.oloSie, such as openheart surgery and taract xcision., tead

to rei/n t initial levels or to increass, aes. if the costs of utLg thoo
daciln over tim.

The dowrd stickiness of rates paid for ne. sepeneive rehiogiss

adds to the Iarg differences in payent r-tea betesen procedural and

nocprocsdjrel aervi.e. Seven fter dju ente for coplexity, reo.urce cost,
end traiming, physiciantshe been paid four to five tines ore per hour for

inpati*nt urSgry than for offic vtsits (HMiae nd Stason, 1979). There is
no concenus on the point at which thess differenc.s beco discrepencies or
en the corrsct relationship betwee paymnt rates for prcedural and

oonprocsdural s Trvires The Policy concern is that relativ payment rter my
encourae physticans to provide procedural ervices with little or no bsn-fitc
to potents and to slight nonprocadural srvies such as courSeling that sight

beonfit patients greatly.

Ibeaficiriss sy ha-e more difficulty obtaining nonprocadur-l then
procedur-l servics. Medic-re has paid e Ioa.r porc-tags of physici-ns'

billed chargo for vioire than for svrgery; priary-core opociallra (:folly

ard gpnr-I pr-ctittisre and internists) have . cc.ptrd ... ignent at losr

ratso than surgical specialitos; ond benericiary ' liability h-s been a

grscrar portion of payments to priS=ry-ra. physictans than to surgeons and

radiologists (Jbs. 1937).

Th. toneolidtaed Osib.u Budget Roonciliation Act of 1985 and the

O-Ib bue fdg R.geconctitirion Act of 1986 (OBRA) perit fldi-crs end its
carriers to set rarts different frm thos datarmind by th CPR syste. I

defining 'inherently reasonable' rera, edicars sy consider factors ouch so

geographic differanc-s in ch-arge, co.st of provitdIg the service, o.tant of
the mott ccounted for by Medicare, nd technologic-l ch-n$a net reflected

n charge. OBEA instructs th Secretary of H-I1th end hsen Services to
review pay-.nts for 10 of the ma.t costly procedureo undar Part 5. Prev ling
charges for cataract aurg-ry -re to be reduced i two steps. -th firt

effective Ja ry 1, 1997 ad the seco.d, Jaary 195M. in an attetpt to
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moderate beneficiary Iiabilicy. OBRA also Imits cth actual chergas of

nanpartlclpating physicians tor a service chose payment rate is lowered under

the ishicec rsasootbiecasoauchority

if Medic.r. payment for higher priced service (urhbs, specialist,

inpattent. no cod procedural) were Iowered, anent rates and

bene.ficaries' fi.cci1 .lce.ss to these servIce- would probably fall.

Sleilarly. ccess to lover priced services (rural gnraliet abulatory,

nonyroc dural) wouId ect likely ries with incree se in thelr pproved

charges The esteot of tha effect would depend on Medic.ete rate comePred to

thet of oth-r pa.ye.

Rasitng fees in rural areas or lwring urb-s fees eight e*ecerbat-

nother proble, namely ( igeasent related) differences in financtal eooess

to physlcian services As noted bove, edicare asoigceot rates and

participation rates hav been positively associated with higher ratios of

approved to billed charges. H-ee beneficiary access to physician servic

would ,a expected to decline to urban are-s where Medic-re rtes relative to

private -arket fees ere reduced in the proce. s of reducIng urban/rural

dieparities. Soes of the urban re.s tht a1rdy experienc av rag

charge reductions include Mew York City, he Veshingto. D.C. ere, nd parts

of Maseachus-tte, Pennsylvania. and Michign (Sisk, et *1., 1987). One would

expect fewer phyeiclene to agree to participate or to accept aseLgtsent in

those ,vucidictins and other areas that experienced euch declins in relativ-

payment levrels.

Lowering paymet rates for procedures ith high fixed costs such as

coronry artery bypass surgry, would stimulate their regionaiestin, as long

as pay-.t lwle still covard casts. Raginaliation implies ftamr total

faciliti.es be.oue same providers left or did not enter the arkt. Of

course, volom of services per facility could also increase if physitina

induced demand for the procedure, by epondiag the renge of conditions

considered or repeardly using the procedur (blood chemistrtes, totr exsple)

on gti patient.

The effect of loring certain approd charges on qeliry ald depend

on the ppropriate wle of specific s hrvicee. sich is often aknewn. Lor

payment raits for procedural service could improv qu-lity If present ratis

are unduly sti-l olting servics such as sleoteosrdiogrem. Sine- there is no

indication that bhneficiaries bheath ha esffered from lamk of access to

-onprocedutel viae one cennot conclud that oheoglog relatie epprowd

charges for procedural nd sonproc.dural rvices vould improen their well-

being.

Tha ffect of loosring rates on Medicare axpe-dAitres -aold depyod on

changes in voime of seroicee Changes in baosticiary costs wId depend on
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chan.e, in both service vot- end asig et practic.. With loner approved

ch-rge end no vium chanes, bheeficiarie ot out.f-pockt eapnen in the

absence of mandatory eeineot would ost likely increase. Beneficiaries'

liabIlity would rise a- phyeiceS hs did nor take asel goent billed patients

for the previous higher rte, but -an-firiar-Ic cio a enuld fall

because of the Iower Medicre rates. Physici would be unlikely to raise

their charges to eon-edica re patient, But these phynoilana would be likely

to shift their trS end provielon of trcc to other petlest. for whew

physician tiS - mere highly paid. If appr-ad char-ge n r reduc-d to

le-ls even mor- below thsea of the non-Medicere mrket, ore physicians eight

oho-ee nor to participate in the Medicare progra.

Reduction of Procedure Cod-s for Paymnt Purooses

S-veral of the 7.040 pro-edore codas apply to eervices with lnial

disinctioca. Office visits have 11 codas, sd son- particular prcsdur.s.

such as hst X-ry end coonocop h ay .categorlee based4 On 11

differences in technology The multitud of codes permits phyinias to bill

for th. most costly sod copln pcoc-d-res and to bill separately for

ancillary services such as routine labortory tests, hich could ho Included

In ths citico visit chage.

To ddress those problc, th. Owlo. Budget Reconoilistion Act

r-quiren the Seccetary of Health and huan Services by July 1. 1989 to ro-up

procsdura codas for payment purposs. By Jrary I, 197v, each Medi cre

carrier is tO me paynts en the beele of tch - grouse. ?he present

eituatis wld be imprscad if Medicare combined codes that differ iS only

minor ways, preferbly at the rsrrler l-vo *u that physicis could .. ntinu

to bill with present code.

If procedure codes ware cocbinad, physici ' use of services or total

apndituras would probably rot increase, epspeilly if physcians used

pr--et hilling cod-. In fct, Quebe .s .xperienc- in the mid 1970's nith

combining vinit codas and including pa-ent for isple Isbor-tory tests in the

office 'fait rats suggets that uch a chg wi.Id moderate growth in

Med1care aepoditur-s for pbysician ervices (Barer, t *l, 1935). Sinc

paynt would bh eat at the arege or eode of previous code, so physician

end beneficiaris -uld gails in grsetar re o and lover cost sharing

reseotively. and othera would loss,

mrenefloarw Gotten of Preferred Pravidars

Civinsg hanficiaclee the option of ra.ei.ieg cars frE. preferred

pr-vidae- vould ea ble YMdicare to take adantag of the increasingly

competitin mrketplce Medicare could contrect either directly with

providers or indirectly with prafsrred previdar orgenistions (M.a) or

83-915 ( - 88 - 6
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insuera. for payment below the level oE pproved chargee Medicare could

encourage benaficlaries to us- FF0 physicians by reducing cost-sharign or

preia Cosistent with the concpt of induced demad. physicians Joiinng a

PO sight counteract lor edicare paymnt rates with greater volu- s of

services. To address this concern, either the FPF or Medicre could

udert-ke utilization control.

In the aboeca of greater us of servicea bnerfiicirles who ued PPO

providers would have lover out-of-pucker exenses. tducrtoa in the

deductibi or coinsurance rate for using PPO physicSien sight entice

benefic~iries to exercise the FFo option. Many beneflctise hav private

supplementary insurance that covers Medicare cost-sharing mounts, btr .o..

eight elo the ch nc not to pay proamma for privete tnouranc. Aithough

reducing Mediocre .presio old hae n tetractive financial Cncevo to

beneficiaries, bensficiarise would then be required to o-ce- vs rs only free

fPO providers.

Fee Schedules for Soec-tft Secir-

Since 19S4. Medicare ba been paying for huletory lebor*-rry -oruicos

according to fee schduls ith sigosnt andtory for indpendent and

hospital laboroen. The Consoltidted Omnibu Budget Reconctliatlon Act of

19S5 recently extended fee sbedule payent nd ..ndtory o.oigmnet to

clincal leboratory services performsd in physicians' offices. Fee schedules

could ha applied to other specific earwicee to vhich petrects are referred-

such sso eiheets ceries-- nd rediololgy. Vopitalied patiente especially

have little role in selecting these physician services Medicare could sloe

consxuot fee schdules for expai sophisticated technologis such as

.etr.eoporeal cheek ave lithortpay and heart traneplantstion. which ere

uit bla for ragi.onication, hac use amS volua ar neoded to maintain

skill lvels or to spread high fieed co-t.

This payment change could be implemented quickly if fee schedules er

based on historical vetage approved chargee. Copetitive bidding could be

sed to devalop fee sehaduls for ceovicee that .ar fairly un-if-o

With fee enhedulas some pbyscins cId ra .tv- los and otherc wore

than their current approved charse under CPR. Absent other changes. otos who

r-ceiatd less mght reduc their frequsncy of accepting ..s.igosent. in effect

trensferrieg the pymnt rcductlnn- to their edicare patients. Although

atory sja iwent mdiht be proposed to prvnt physicia from passing on

to benaficiazies the burden of rate reductions physicia sIght lso attempt

to iduc4 demand for thair services to recoup lost reve"see. Beca-e referr-t

phystc omay be lass likely to be able to iSeh dAmd for their servces

such phystii m eight he the beet c--ddates for initial implntattion of a

fee scbedule with -dtory assigsnt. (Coiscidantly, radiologista and
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patchlotgia ha had ralaita-ly hibb "a.igo to/parrtiipation rat. (B-urnay

nd Schiaver. 1985: ttillan. t .1.. 198: uVnubliabm dat, e -th Car

FLnanctng Adrsintr-ti..on), 1uggting losr probability of r-ducing

aaig-tnr or withdrawing from Invovmnt with th Medicare program

V" '

A f.a schedule. in contrast to dica.r CPR payant, pays thb a rat.

for Lsilar sonic... aditc. has g6r-- vritio In the fraction of

approvd har oga esbiihed at the pre-iling charg* rare for diffareot

oeoioos and opecialtia. (Juba. 1987). Ao..rding to South CarolIna dat for

1983, for tsp .tb pravaSling charga liitad py-ant for bout two-thirda

of offlca and hospital vialto b.t only about ona-third of surgical

radiological. ptholo, nd other -dic- procedure.. For general pracrie

famIly prcice, and internal ediCi. more than 50 parctn of approvad

charg, wre paid at prae-iling levels, vith 48 paro..t for orthopadic

surger. fadiooy gnsrai surggry, nd ophthalology ars I.aa constrained

by pr-vailing rats

COMLA nd O0RA at in motion the early teps n-ereemay for a Medicare

f-a schedule for a11 phyeioian .ervicee. By July 1989. the Seoratary of

Health and Hn Sorvices i. to dovelop a rlativ valua scala (a ralativ-

wightlng) of physician sricas nd to dvis Corsa bouet -in the .cals

co construct a fee schsdule for implmntation by Jary 1990. OBRA siso

.tipulat.s that tha Secretary aball davalop n indax to refl.ct geographic

variations in practice costs, collect cost data to rafins -d cpdts. th.

inde. and study tha dviaat iltjy of edefininS the los.itie. used for

payant.

Paying on the bhoof of fee schadul. would address sveral of the

problema with CM: variations io pprovad cchrgsa mniprdictsbillty of psyovnt

aounts, cofusion o th pert of b .eficisrie nd pronidr. and li'tted

coverGne- t control ovar rising prica levels for physician servics. .ee

schedules could be doveinpod quickly on ths basis of the avrage approved

charg.s that Medicare carriora have historically paid. At Ch.t r.s, ret.

diffarantiala regerding gsogrsphy. peoty and procedural service co8uld be

adjusted. Or dasird adjustnts in relative ratna could be sada latra*s

furthar Iaysis w perormd.

Ragardlas. of how fUa chaduls war creted. they -uld give Medicare

tha ability to .a.rt greater control tha it has with CFR over the levl1 of

and increa-es in payment rats. change that reduc.d ths rat, of grouth in

avera-g paymont rates vould -ncouraga lo.er coas.. fc individu-l physician

services over tim owanat beaus of the incentive of fnn-fcr- rvico

p-yoso tinefficiencies would bh likely to r-aitn In th. coasblatlon of

services and sites of cars used for a aed.c.l condition
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Conversion to fee schedules would icrease pay t rstes to so.e

physicios sod lover the to others, comared to CM PhysiciSne -to

eoperien-ed * decre.s e e t attsspt to recoup parcsivGd lost rnue. by

providing or billing for edditional servic. or substituting serviso ith

higher approved charges, ith no cotmtsrvailing dscrse-es in servlce volme by

phyici-s mc vb priSocd increases in pprowd charges. If chis occurrod

pqint by fee ahehsisight lead ti hiher Medicare esuenitse. Fer this

reasn, uddtiol efforts to oitor us and to control uarrmnoed

utilization increases migb be ncesecy. In sddition coll-psing prs-rdur-

codas ithin a f* scheduls could pr-vnt increass in billing for additional

services or upgrdlog of services billd. The fparience in Qoebe, whih

collapsed visit codas sd ianorporated payment for can laboratory tests in

the office visit fee. uggst. that thin- changes cen check dLcreae iS use

end total expditures cader a fse shtbele (barer. t *i., 1985).

With edicar fee schduls, them ould be th lees uc-rricy sabout

beneficiary coinr liility d pyScianS expected Medicare r ecipts.

becaso Medicre'e psy-ot r-te could he In in advance for both

beneficieris ad physiso-. A fee cbhdul could enable edicr-

beneficiaries to bcce better buyers, becu the msint of soy a ignd

liability wud be rentr to eteblih in dvc saa beneficiaries would

search for phyiciaoa who provided a specific servic -at tbe Mdicar fee or

requet tceir usul physician to provde cha srvice at that price.

A fee schedule could be used to dterinae riur nt in sevrl woy.

A fee schedule could serve -a set of maxia allowances ith the r pproved

charge for any srvic the lover of the physician's billed charg or the fe

sced*ule san u ot, nod e rthr altern tive eodatory assignent, the

epprod charg uld be demd pymnt in full, sd physicien wuld be

prohibited fros billing sbove the dica once. A third alternative

would iSvolw MKedlcor paymt of only the fee schedul at regardless of

the pyciin' -actul billed chargs. Bc beneficiaries would be

responeible for pVying the difference beteen the physicia's bill ad the

Medicare allowence benficiaries would ha ubstentiel incentiv to oseb

pbysicians with low charges. dny or ell of tes- Itrnativ might aIso be

s.obinad with an expendlture cap, hich could be isplanted by either

diasolowing cleins shove the cap or by discountieg clas untLI there o a

rosoanable onpoctatton that the cop would noe bh exceeded.

Like fse schedule for specific services, a general fee erheduls sysoe.

would entail paying soe physiciS ao and others less for their srvices

If s fee schedule yotee reulted to only -sesl chengee in Medicre pymeot

levels little effect on beneficiary access would be likely. But physiciarm

who faced larged eclines in edicar payment rates wIuld be expected to shift

their time at s-rvice to non-Medi-cre patients ith higher pymnt rates.
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Such physicia -Iould aIn be 1... likely to ccept ssignent nd to beco-e

partiipetisg physician.

Sin.c no definite rslationebip baa been establiehed btween a

phyeicin's billed charg. and the qulity of cor providd, one osaunt

predict how die quliry of pr-d d liable to b-eIfiriertes would be

affctd by providrs' dcision. bouct oepting aaignect end continuing

lonoleewent with Hedicare wider fee schedule If payment 1leves .. o

especially low, ovr time phyelclans ight lover the qality of their

euppltee. facllts or peronnel. Any ohen-e, i r-leti-s poy-ent rote, to

addrsse curr-eo -rb w rural, procedural vs nonproc-dur-l spclalit vs

eceraliet. or ne vs so tebliohd differentials could fe-o qulity but cih

direcrion of the ffec-ts ticertein for esanple, loerlg retos fot

prviouly overusod eerwicas would iepro-r quality if s beca esore

appropriate but loe.rng rates would reduc qusltry if servics ceded to

ueiteie or ieprov health wor curtaled 7Th curr-nt doarh of kowlodge

about the approprfite t1-1 of specIfic ser-icas for c-rteic -di.al

conditions akts qulity predicions pc ielly ha..rdus

PAYMENT FOR PACKCAES OF SERVICES

The contept of pymnt for packags of related service- is that a set

proepective paymnt would put providers at financial risk for the sa and coet

of those servics The meet diocus.ed packag for pysiciano h.a been for

physician inpatient orvice to coplent HMdicare hospital DRC paymnt,

ehith pays for patsges of hospital erire

OBRA instructed che Secretary of Health nd hbn Serw.ce to report to

Congress on prospective payment, incding nforeation on DiSe, for radiology.

cncsthasloloSy, and pathology sroite. Co inptients. In addition, the

President's budSt for fis a1 year 19iS proposed incorpor-ting pey-trFr -the

Iap.ti-nt o-reise of hoepirl-b .s d physicians into MedIcare's DRi peymento

to hoepitale (US OHS, 1987). Sisce physician services to individual petisnt

are esciuded froe hospital DRiS and paid by COM-dator=ined harges. natther

attending physiclna nor hospital adinletrcators hav caus to consider the

costs of thee. bhopital-b-sed physician e-ruicee And ispartet thseselv-s

are not in a poaltion to elsntc bcspitel-b-a d physicians

If hospital-b-sed physician services vera added to hoepital DRis,

aduinfitratore would encourage attending physician to us these arulces core

sparingly and to substitute ls I ep... ive health phofcssionale here aedioI

conditions allowed, suh as ures anstbetlete for onssth seioiis-ts

ospttls -ould Iso wish to contract with hospital-b-d physfloa. for

-eavi-e at lower coot. In fact, until pe-Saga of a i9S2 la-, boapltale woe

able to bill medIcar for both the phyeicI.n charge end technical cost of

pathology and radiology services
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Hospitals i area. ith fw hospital-based spesClst. wouda be in a

poor co-petitiv positi.o to negotite rates and eight be un-bie to keep

oxpen". within the DRG rate. National rets could be djeted for such lor-

ondition more diffleult to r.solve is tbh antipethy on the port of meoY

hospital-based physsicie to control by the hbospitl. A.n Ltern-tive pproach

vould be to pay hospitl-bosod physician dir.orly by DRG. But unlie.

hospitl, vhich cn pr..d financiSl risk oer .ny pettents, idividual

phy~esii peid for peck.Sgs of s-rvices vn uld be likely to boor a gre.t deal

of finencaIl risk for severe or complex caes ebe required extenei-e

servics Payent by fee chdduie w-ould be a ore viable aItrn-tive.

The qulity concern would be thet financial conatreiets wo-ld lead

physician. to unde-us servics or provide services of inferior qality. A.

with oy packaging *rrageeent. ecospance of the Medicere rete as pay-en In

full ould4 b ne-....ry to prevent provider froe pssnlg the financial risk

to the beneficiorise by billing for touut or th- pa-kbagd ount. If

cas-sin adjutents did not edequetoly reflect the cotas of treating

expenive patients physicien emight rsf-e to treat ch patsents n d to

shift their prectlc. to other sites nd tO non-edicar ptiets. Hovr.

edicare bee substantial leverage ovr hoepite.-b e.d p-rioist., *Isnc- It

eccounts on avsrage for froe 21 percent to 28 percent of their gross practice

mooe (O.en- 1983). And radiologists nd pathologists hav historically h d

higher th-n averages.. ige-nt rstee (US Con1r. 1983)

Whether Medicare's exp nditures were ederated would depend on the

extent to which phyalciena ware bla to shift services outside the package to

bultory altos If the p.cka.d rats wa set at the currsnt aean. the

coinur-nce of som beneficisrie would rise while othrs fell. Overall.

bsn.filoarie Out.ofIpocket expenses could rise if phyeiisns shifted sre

outside the pckage.

Gin tbh ilak of perieSc with packgd peyet for physiLen

aervicse, a donstr-tion projOct eight be ore appropriate thaN D idiace

change in the Ia. Such a deo tr-tion ight be coeptable to phyeicLana if

dicare paid 10O percent of the packaged rate. red-cing the risk of bad debts

fro_ the beneficisry copayment.

Since fbruary 1983. basfiSirises ha been ble to eloct that Medicare

pay for their eediScl car by cpitation, a monthly Payent set in edv ce and

independent of the eriees actually u-d. With capittion, the finS ial

risk of covered *ervices iS born by the paymn.t recipient, i-nt.d of

Medicar end the benefiCiery. EnrolL#mmt in risk-sbaring pl s

lternatie to CGa paynt ba groemn dreatically -d by Harsh 1987
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acopassad closs to 900.000 bensfilaries. boue 3 percent of the total (US

Seante Ag5ng 1987). Medicar, capitation paytnot to riSk-s.hanig plans is

tharefor.. reent innovation that is still baing adopted and bo..

iaplications are still uocier

Proposal. to expand capicsation -Id broaden the definition of risk-

sharing plans or would pay a fiacnl agent to asatu the financial rIsk for the

aedical care of bansficiaries i. a geographic Area. An lternato not bing

seriously advnced i mandatory e-eitation payment, hih ld require

beneficiaries to elect plaes. All e pitation proposals inclde an option for

beneficiaries to contds hewiag current coverage and obtaining indiwidol

esrolo son a fee-for-sero~ce bases.

Since capittion payment proida a extra reau for extra servics

reIplnts hav an Incentiv to us ch- oet afficient nshr od mix of

*-rvicee for a patient's condition. But cbs iSDciv is also Against

preidiog additional services, As long An patients do not beco_ dissatisfied

Ad disaroll. Paying a plan or fIscal Agent buffers thes ionstivs On

physicians who in trn ay be paid by capitation or * she. in a risk pol.

f..- for srvitos or slesy

D ton ef Vot v anitation

Xedicare any now contraut slih fedarolly qalified health maintenace

organisetion (IBM.) asd coetiti-v medical plans (Q4s) on a cspttation

basi.. Mdicsresa pay.snt is liadted to 95 pertent of the estinated arage

per capict cost (AAPCC) of care for bansficiariSa in n aras to ars not

enrolled in pln.; the AAPCC o adjusted for geg. sex. dis.bility. eIfere and

institutional sttus of beneficiaries. isk-haring plans st provids

Mdi.care s covered benefits sad liait baneticSaris' premise and coat-haring

to the actoarilly eqoivalsoet tna that no.-anroll-nes -sld py cder

edicare (tbh adjt.d c ity rate). b(h0 and CP face the * general

r-quirements for their dicare buiness. but 90s are ubjt to additional

restrictions for other enrollsa.

The Adolnlstration and -lgislation introduced In Doser 1985 (S. 195)

on.dd broaden Chs dafinlttin of eligible plans froa risk-sharing HS0s asd CHPe

c IncluIe thoe set op by iSDur companies ad by eployers. n exchange

for a fined capitation paymat, ritsk-shrig plans, termed health bansfit

orgnloatlons. would be required to proids or arrang fr bonsfilares'

co-acad care, but they so-ld ha relieved of certain r _qirsanthat nov

apply to 00. nd CHPs. Health benefit orgnlizati~on woo"ld not hay to

incrase benefits or return fsda if the capittion payment axceada the

pro.. I that the plan would hve char1ed non-edicar enrolles for the .eso

c jraga. Nor 1d heolth benefit orgenictaions be subject to requirmsnto
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for qualifty esurece, activittes that prevois legislation has applied to MHOm

and ClP. aItho4h the Secretary of F-Ith sad le SrvoL... -Id have the

right to evaloste the quality of servi-e. providd. In addition to the

lgslelatlt proposal., the Health Care Financing Adainietr-tiwo (HCIA) is

plonniog dontrTtion projects for beoeilcot. ies to *oroll in riek-eharing

plene sponsored by eployoro.

Kasing requirements for plans to contrect ibh KdAcrs would met

likely lead to gOreater beneficriy enrollment because of *sped options

Through health benefit rg tons ployrs d insurer. might offer

benefits suppesenteary to aKdlcr-, thereby permitting a beneficiary to deal

with one agent for coverag and *eiplifying *dlnisty-tion for rho benefictiry

and the eloyer or insurer.

There i. only hairet infornetion free chich to predict the effect on

qulity of c-r frm either greater nrollont in HMOs end OM. or fr-a

broadening the .o...pt of riek-bheing plenY . Studies of MM enrollees bav

generally found quality equal to or better than that provided by rooparison

groups in the f.e-for.aerwice sector (Cunninghas sd Willienson. 1980: uft.

1931), but several grounda for caution reei.. One I. that the financial

inentives of copiration p*Ysnt ay encourzag plea soet srely to use

services judiniously. but else to unG rprovid r. Although this

problez has not trha terized the large. ste blished prepeid group precticee

that habe bea studed, these prectices may differ greatly fran neer KW*,

chich tend to be smaller, operated for profit, end organized individual

practite. meociatione (PA.e) (InterStudy 1965) Toos .trragmnt. bhaton

the parent EM end certain provider groups -y partly eaplsin diffirulti.e

that bensficierios experienced at a large HMO in Florida (US Congress. GAO.

1986). Furthermore, past studies have ant looked at the rare of elderly

people, *h sy have -Itipl. conditions that require ap-il care end

ispairtnets that ok obtaining car, nore difficult (H-o at e1. , 1986).

In additiaon. r.rs.t findings raise particuler conrern bout the sbility of 1ev

ineoe people co royp ith a larga health core orgsanh.tion. Low incora

people lth sdie.l probl- who ore erolled in s prepaid group practice ed

had - outrescb progre had wore health outroe than oparble fse-for-

servIc patients (vare. or *1.. 1986).

A UCFAr-unded evaluation of qulity of cos in risk-ohAring

desonstrotion proje-te ie .rhdl-d for coapltioa this y ar (2losi.tr, at

*1., 1985). In addition. HCFA ha iplented provieions of OtRA. hich

.ddre.s.ed rocorn bout the quelity of bhnsfictiris' ears by requiring revi-w

of servios. provided by 11040. asd cQ.

Coep.red to benfftiriee in the Cm eyeise, those, in rio--haring plone

have often iproed thair fin nci-l ccaes tO care, becanse plans ha reduced

cost sharing or sdded benefits when Kdicars's capitatlon payment exceded the
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preiu th the plan ouId have ch-rged non-de dic-e -roil.ee for the eas

coverage. Coepcition for enrollees sight spur pla to psas on to

beneficiarios the same level of b-nfitt if fe dral requir.a ts bout

pre s and cost sh ring re resovd. Thra is so avid nt that Florid.

pla hay- cosp-ted for enrollent by decrea-ing -et sharing.

The effect of rtik-oharing arrangemeots on Medicare progra ependitures

Is lees dor. Ptrpaid group practices have delivered cars lov r toct1

cost than fee-for-earvice copariSon pla (Loft, 1981; Mring, t 1.,

1984) Svt Mediee say art be reaping thene benefit b.ese the technology

of odjuating capictcion rotee to the likely coetlinees of a beneficiatyn cere

ie poorly d velopecd. =eth Ued-care cod rlschrlng plan are at subetactiel

ftnancal. rick becaus of the varition among be.aficiaries in Madi.car

paymenta. In 1982, only 5 p rcent of has-ftcisrice tounted for 54 percent

of Madiosre peyn-nte. bht no peynence were made for 39 percent of the

benefiierldee (Riley, ec a., 1986). Se teuden h-v eSuggeeted that

Hedicare prepaid group enrollees hav had lcver e.p;nd.tures than other

beneficiaries even bfore rollent (abo, t I., 1981; *gger- cd Prihod,

1982). If Medicare paya 95 perce.nt of th- AMPCC for benefiieirie whoee coetc

are moh Ieer tchanv eose while bigh-coe ones re-fin in the CPR scator,

Medicare eapendiures could even rise. Payent rates that are not properly

adjusted for risk my ale give pilan cn Incentjv- to try to attract low-risk

enrolles and diaccurage high-risk ones In reconition of problse with

ecisting capitation rates OlRA stipulsten that the Seotetery of Hesith and

H , S.rvice etudy methods to refIne cepitetion ratee and sub-it legislaltlv

recoendations to Congrese by Jerury 1, 1988.

A riak-eharing plan Ia sore likly to buy- the ervic of sepansive

new tchnology frca outside the plan ad to dalny emking' the eervicee

intern-lly until highar see rstee epreed high fixed o.te over a greeter

vo-lte of services. fler-Pern te in Northern California ha pplied thia

approach to the edeption of cpen hecrt surgery cud X-ray co.putad toeography

icrutinlslng nay technology carefully and adopting it only when ite

effectivenass is olsar are c-rt-inly deirable. Although there is no evidence

th-t hMO- have hoes 1.ee likely to use e.ive echnologies, n plan. sight

behave differently, especally if procadtres such as organ transplants and

articifical orgens proliferate, As enrollnt in riek-cering plans grov

independent valu-tion of new technologis now perforwed for Medicere by che

Public Helth S-rvic_, sill therefoe continue to be isportent to eafeguard

banefiniarime' entiteelnt to up-no-dete sedicel cars,

Ceo.rabhic Cavitation P=eent

Medicece I.. .r.ce Id application. for deaonstreti-o projects to test

googrephic cepintscin In e-chsnge for capitelin.. p-y-ats, a fiscal agent is

tedicare carrtec, utiliotion nd quality control peer revie- orgnicetion
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.,or o .ti ry) vnf oul4d *See the financial risk for te covered

sonic.. of a11 the beneficierias in - area. Th. fiscal scnt would

negotiate with local physiciens end other provider- *nd pla. Beneficiaries

woul4 then choos. sg plen. ith coricmation of the of fe-for..ervics

phySicianS and pre....t Nodica- benefits and cost sharing es e option.

Ceographic capitation would iv Kedicr r- h greater co.trol over

proSrsn expenditurse=. Boficiaries could also gin., if pln. coetd for

*srollee by roduciog cost sharing or addin benefits. Tis variation of

cepitti.o pty-nt uld reduc, the importanc of establisbing rate. for

different risk categories of berficierie. bceu the risk nuld he spread

over all the baficlries in a large area. D ratio projects could test

different for.nl-a for edicare to shar -aul eaperse with the fiscal

agent.

A disadvanctge is that ubsctnrial sorket pover would be concectre-d in

Ch. feal agent. Prohibiting the fiscal agent from sponsoring ple s ould

help to prevent this *Siuation iven if the fiscal aent did sponsor piece

such or en lMO end PPO. requiring an op-o nrolmnt period for 11 plans

could foster are co-petition.

Since this pyent arrangeent has not been tried. demonstrions would

be vital to evalate the effect on qality end acces. This spect of the

demonsreti-on would be spieily iopvrtsnt bec-u-- beth the fio..I gents end

the plns would wish to control s enad cost end eight do so et the .pn-- of

qlity end ecce.s.

Congress could iSple t, several physician paynst reforms in a fairly

short ti-. Becat legislation b- already required the secretary of Halsth

end Hmn Srvicee to reduc tbh rmhr of billing codas en to review pay-nst

rates for coetly procedure.. Other options that entail the least ch-n.e from

presert CPR py-not or that call for research end demooatetiona ould be

undertaken wihin 1 or 2 years. With Iegislativ cbhnge or as a

demonstration project. Medicare could av quickly to giv beneficiaries

financial Incentives to rceive care from *preferred providars who agreed to

accpt pyent belo th level of pproved h-rgo., Creting fee -chdulse

from- cr-isr data on physcian charges is -ther viable short-term option

Options that depend on further enalysie. sepecially regarding resource

cotsr and relativ value scls, would requ.re a longer period of tine to

catry ut. Congrss coulGd iplent capitation peymeot for a11 beneficSirioe

quickly using pre..nt paymnt rates bas.d on the AAPCC or delay chng-e untl

pyment rates are are refined and rece.t deastreation projects have been

evaluated. For the sar part, payment for panhage of ervicee as opposed to
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rese rch or doasntrati-s on pack.eing. i- net ready to be ipleented

bcause pynt c h sori v et boss davelopod or tested.

With sny peyreot ethod tbht pays fete for servic, concern sill

coetiu that providers will inrese thir volIe of servies if peyner

ratee are lited. Sinc details of 19S7 P-rt B ependiture re et yet

eviable. it has not been poss.ibl to esperete icrese- in oia generated

by providers froe other phe.eee. Reesearchers ha observed that th portlon

of heeflicirise recei"vn physician servics pald by edi.care roes fro 67

por-nt In 1981 to 75 p rcent in 1986 (Rn 1987), but tho cau of

those increases snd their relationship to 1987 icreass.. e . s,, to be

detertned.

laplicit in a1l proposed pay.ent refer Is the ineeCtion to reduce the

growth, -d ocastisee the bsolute level, of Medicare pay-ect rate. 2n aces

--ees lprowed quality or access =ey result. Creater rgionalisriee of

especoive facilities nd procsdure, for a.s.pli, soy Increas- volume ad

reduc coeplication ratce, sod loser inpr entic surgical ratee my reduce

noeccoall i2fntic M hMD enrollees ace likely to h-v grater financial

across to are because of lover cost shartg at the tie of use

The dan4er is that constraining progra ypondicures sy ispoir ccese

to nd qulity of care for bhnefic-rse., especially for poor or infite

people, who ar sore vuln roble With fee schedules and octluaiton of

voluntary .s.igx net, beneficisries out.o.fp-oiot trpanas sight rise (-nd

their finaial acc.se decline) cs higher-cost physicans- bIlled their usuai

rare. With mandatory -aaig.nonc und-r fe.. ch.dules or diognosisreisned

groups for physicians, physicis- with higher fees might refuse to tkei

Medicar patiocts l lek-sharing plans aay try to avoid4 sroling ptopie ar

high risk of sepenoive care if present inadequcies In rets-setting technlqu-e

ontinue, and e-roles.s ln gsncrsl my boos difficulty deeliog with a lorgc

bure-ucr-cy.

With oo sirints Ic payment rates, concern about qualfiy could ri-s

sinly bout substandard fac.lIt-es or provfidrs end ucisruse of servies.

Assessing nd assuring quality a psctilnc ly difficult toshk becau e the

appropriate level of e Ic unknown for any, If cot nost, sorvice The

difficulty ic istecelfied with KMdicare poy-nnt refcras bhca..e quality 1-0i-v

scd hseurance hesv historically related to 1C-. . octher than insufficient

use of esruices

With eny p-ynt reform, it will thus be JI netent en the progr-a to

nitor providors willingss to eccept Kedicare paient end paymnt rates

across eervis, specialties, and loc-litis and cc talc correcltve o-tnis if

problhs arise. Mcrss..r, roreful ettentlon to the lev-l and stucture of

peynnt retes may .- ld =mny access problem. More than menitoring svll be

necessary to safeguard beneficiaries quality of car. Informed evalution

also requires prior research on the pproprice us of services
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The enormous premium increase that has been announced for Medicare Part B

is the latest manifestation of loag-term trends of rapidly incrcasing outlays in

this program. There increaseS which are fir i excess of the tote of

Ialot~on, have imposed shbsttnntil bhrdens on both Medicare beneficiaries snd

the nation's taxpayers, who now foot 25 percent and 75 percont respectively of

the federal bill for this program. The Physician Payment Review Commission

has serious concerns about these trends, and is working to develop carefully

considered options to recommend to the Congriess

TRENDS IN OUTLAYS FOR PART B

At the last meeting of the Commission, its staff presented data on trends in

Part 1B outlays over the 1975-19SS period Or the 16 percent per year averaec

onnual increase. increasing nsabers of enrollees secoonted for 2 percentage

points, higher prices accounted for 7 pererntane points. and more services per

enrollee accounted for 7 percentage points Ovcr the ten-year period, scrvices

per enrollee almost doubled Recent trends show a chongong mix of Pait B

reimbursement, in both type and location of service Specificaily, utiization of

non-physician se-vices (e g., diagnostic tests enuipment and supplies) has

increased more rapidly than the use of physician srviccs. Further, the win of

physician services has also changed, with a growth is e-pendit-res for surg-ik

os opposed to medical services. Coupled with thew changes, we hove lsan

scen a shift in the locntion of services from inpatient to outpatient and office

settings.

It is too early to know whether the dats reported for 1916 and 19S7 indicate

an acceleration of the growth in sorvices per enrollee At a minimum. the

data indicate that past yean' high rates of growth are continuing. These data

sad the associated preasior increase reinforoc our conviction that we must

consider how to address the growth of volume is medical servicts, while

keeping in mind the changing ntenre of the medical care provided through Part

B.
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As we review the data before us and consider options that affect the

.tilizatioo of services, we .5s5 bhe cntros sboot the isterpeetatios of the

inceasnes we see. There are multiple foctocs affecting the quantity of services

provided. Some of the inerease in services reflects a reduction in unmet needs

or new or improved capabilities to provide needed care. Some is the result of

policies adopted deliberately to improve access to crre (e. iaceatives for

physicians to become participating physicians). But somne undoubtedly reflects

an increase in services that do not help patients sigsnificantly. it will be

difficult to distinguish beiwees colame increases res-ltiog from the provisio

of importaot additional serviesO to patients and those reftectiog services of

little or no value to pastens.

Both physicians and beneficiaries play important roles in dete-mibing the

volume of meiicatl services provided Physicians an ageots of their patients,

rCnder professional jodgtenta regarding the use of medical services. inclnding

their own services. They are cepected so provide all services of benefit to

their patients But, physicians anno have a financial inecntive to provide more

of all services. The potential for physicians to adjust the number ,nd tuit of

services they provide in response to such a. iscenaine has led to conecern

There is some evidence in the research literature that physicians bane

responded to fee constraints by providing additional services. Same of the

incraese in Utlisalion we are no_ trying to explain may reflect physicians

response to recent incresed economic pressures on their practicea. The 1984

freeze in physician fees, the contianing effects of the Medicare Economic

loden (MEI) in constraining prevailing charges and the introduction of the

.Msatimum AllowabIe Actual Charge (MAAC) to restrict increases in actual

charges for physicans who do not accept assignment are a11 enamples of

policies that hovC contributed to a changing ecoonmic environment for

physicians

The incrcasc in physician supply, particularly in the past ten years, wolId have

been cspected to nOcreast the qoanitiy of sernices provided simply as a result

of its improving the availability of sernices. Since the growth in the nomber

of physicians per capita also results in smaller patient toans on average.

howevr, the question ariscs as to whcthcr physicians may have responded to

increased competition for patients, in poA, by increasiog the number of

services pC, patient.

In some cases, whl appears in the data as increased utilization of services by

Medicare benefiiarics may in fa-t re"it from chanacs in the ways physicians
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bill for csrvices. Billing separately to, er-ices that previously bad bheo billed

as part of a single package (eg._ office laboratory tests aocited with an

office viit, such as urinslysis or test for occutt blood) will appear to ineciase

the quantity of services provided. While the actual quantity of crvicet may

remait anebsaged. such *aabhodlt.e of srvicns often letads to higher

expenditures besut the stm of the payments for the inaididual tcrricna may

amount to more thin the singte payment for the service package. Both the

reporting of services and expcnditures con be affected as welt by upcoding.

Wh.ee coding systems peesept a raoge of tevices that taty be close

stbstitots. physicians havc incenties either to bill nder t(h code that

generates the highest sappoved charge or to provide more complee (and more

eapeosite) serviccs than they would otherwitc bave coosidered appropriate

treatment

Bcneficiary demand foe care also has contributed to the iocressed use of

scrvices. Acceas to physicians probably has improved with the increase in

physician supply. moking it csier for beneficiaries to obtain physiciao rtevicts

Moreove, financial barriers to care may havc been reduced in recent years

ihrough the comabited effects of the freeze on physicina fee tnd increeses in

assignment rates.

tncreascd media coveragc of advances in medical technolosy and procedures

also may encourage patients to demand more cure from their physicians

Consumer awarenes of the technology av.tlable to detect sod retove

malignant lesions in the colon provides the most likely expyanation for the 50

percent increase in the number of colonoscopies in the Period immeotately

folloming President teagas'B wetl-publici-ed surgery I

Bnefticiaries aeck the rcrvices they think will meet their medical needs. Their

demand wilt be tempered by out-of-pocket costs associated ith that care

Medicare and supplementary coverage, howecr, insulate them from much of

the cost of the services they receive Decisions about the use of any nervice

that is perceived to have aome potential benefit, thus, will be influenced not

only by the positive financial incentve to physicians to provide the servie

but by the weak financial incentive for benefici.riet to batrlict their use of

x-isces.

Preliminary results from a study by Peter MeMeussi. and Houard West
of Circle, Inc. repotred in the Amtrioan Medicsl NMcVs Scypember 1IS 1987

4-
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Among the factors often suureted to .roplis the increase in use of serices

by Medicare beneficisrirs is the aging of the popnlation. Not only is the

elderly population growingl but the elderly as a group are aging. Whilc the

growth is the elderly population enatribates to growth in Part B onbtlay to

tome centat. the aging of the elderly population has onty a minor effct on

the growth in aoicens per enrollee The older elderly do use services at a

higher rae Itha Medicrcr erollees in general, bur the Medicare population is

tot ging rapidly enough to make a major contribution to the nearly 7 percent

annual incrense in services per enrollee.
t

Changes in medical technology lead to cbangrs in the pracrice of medicine thar

hroe irnslictionns for the numbers and types of services provided under Purt B

of Medicare. New equipment or techniques enhance physicians' ability to

respond to the medical needs of the ederly population. Ad-uocts in medcal

technology can uffect utilization either by addinlg new -crices and equipment

or by subrtituting tor other eicts Inaovati.on that reduce risk, discomfort,

and tnconvenence for the patient sre likely to be used more frequently than

their predecetsors. Moreover. refi smeots in technology may lead to onre

specialized applications that increase the Overall somber of procedures

performcd for a givcn condition.

Advances in both surgical techniques Ond anesthesia hare made it possible to

move procedures traditonally performed in the hospital to outpatient sites

Medicare prosPeCtive payment for inpatient hospital services also has moved

tome services previously performed while patients mere hospituliord to

outpatient setings bec..se of the isccntives for preodmistion tritiog and

earlier discharge of hospital patientn. As noted canie, these shifts from

japatient to outpatient care are reflected is increased service volume and

increased enpeaditures under Part B of Medicare. The shift is less relevant

for physician services than for nonphysician sevices co-ered under Part B,

such as hospital outpatient departments and d-ebir medical cquipment. siOnce

physician services within the hnspital have always been covered under Part B.

While the moveement of hospital services to outpatirnt settings his led to

incrcascs in Part B cpcditwures, it has probably reduced overall Medicare

costs Bul it alto has shifted costs to beneficiaries, iocluding costs for some

scrvices covered only as inpatient service, (e.S.. persvripton deugs). iOfrtcOad

copaymesnts. and increased premium costs reqnieed to cover 25 percent of Part

B program eapcditunres.

a The number of SMI enrollees is growing about 2 percent per year Our
calcolatioos indicate that the aging of this population contributes only 0 1
percent Per yes, to growth in SMI outlays.
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'wORK Oi I HE COMMISSION

In ts wnrk to rcform physicion pDameot in the Medicare program, the

Commission has followed two tracks. Oar has foeused on the pattern of

relative payments for physicians` services The current pattern at variation in

payment amonS services and among geographic areas is not a rational one It

gives distorted signals to physicians concerning how to practice, what spcialty

to train for. and where to locate. The pattern of payment also creates

inequities among physicians and the heoeticiariea they serve To deal with

these problems in pricing oa physicians' secticcs, the Commisaina is in the

process of developing a fee schedule, and has recommended to this Committee

that interim changes in Medicare physician payment alter rlative prices

to-ards the patltern likely to bc adopted as part of a tee schedule,

I hte Conmmssinn anticipates that adoption of a fee schedule wold saos the

rising volume ot physicin services through more appropriate incentives.

Redocing rees that are too high _ill diminish the tin..cial incentive to provide

too many of these services However, a fee schedule alone -old ant be

sufficitent to contain costs ao much as needed We have only limited

information with which to predict the degree to which the use tf tidividnal

services would respond to changes in relative prices We do not know whether

the saving from reduced use of those scrvtces _hose relative valueS are

lowered would be offset by increased use ot rthos services whose relative

valucs hane increased. In additin. fee schedules keep intact fee-for-service

inceatiors in which doing more for patients enhances the income of the

provider.

For this reason, the Commission is pursuing a second track concerning policies

to contain increases in the voluen of services per enrollee. While planned

fram the beginning, this work began in earnest over the summer. and a

substantial portion of the Commission's agenda ill he devoted to it tor the

foreseeable future.

The importance oa this *o0k han keen underscored by your health

subcommittee. In May of this year. Congressmen Stath nd Gtadison asked us

to put a top priority on policies to contrel the rapid growth in the use of

i he Commission's first annulI report to Congress in March, 1957. is
source o0 additional information on the probheos of the current systcm of
payment and options for reform. Physician Payment Review Commission,
AMeiriue Physiciuo Payment: A. AgedO for Refomr, G"ov-rmeat Printing
Ottice. Washington DC, March 1987

' Stalement of Philip R. Lee. M.D Chairman, Physician Payment Review
Commission betforo the Sbhcomvrtter on Health, Committee on Ways and
Means. uce 15. 4S7
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physician te-oicer They also noted that it is a tall older' to come Up with

efrectiv policies that neither threaten financial protection for Medicare

beneficiaries nor compromise their accenr to needed health care.

To begin its work on the volume of services the Commiasion has solicited the

advice of medical orgsnitatio cn.sa-mer groups, and others. The initial

esponse has hens constroctivc and encouraging. We will also draw upon the

work of several agencies of the govcrnment, including the Health Care

Financing Administratino MHCFA), the General Accounting Office (GAO). and

the Office of the Inspector Gcenral (10)

The nocd to slow the increaae in the costs of the Medicare program is critical.

Nevertheless, despite the importance of the need to contain costs, the

Commiasion will not recommend solutions that woald csac a.due hardship for

benefieiaries nkdicare was creeted to provide amem to good quality health

care to its beneficiaries, and to cushion the financial conseqoences of ill

health. As the Comnqistion stated in its first report to Congress, these

obiectives should not be sacrificcd.

POLICY DIRECTIONS

The task, then, is to reduce costs without inadvertently compromising access

and quality of care this will require that physicians and beneficiaries

selectively reduce those .erviecs that are least important to patients' hesith.

The policy options that the Commission will consider offer sverai different

mechanisms aimed at encouraging, beneficiaries to demand and physicians to

provide only services that are of significant medical benefit. These options

range from physician education, to utiliration r-vi-. to the use of financial

iaceatives. DI is likely that a combination of these options will be required.

The seccess of these efforts will depend an the ability to distinguish services

that improve patient outcomes from those that provide little or no medical

benefit (or cevn risk harm to the patient) To do this, both physicians and

beneficiuries -ill need better information on the effectiveseos of medical

seenices.

There are large gaps in our kiowlidgc of the effoctiveness of medical srvices,

and of the beat ways so c"re for patients. Only limited resources have been

I Physicians and patients jointly determine what services are used to the
patients' care. Sin.. physicians usually have a better understanding of the
effectivecess of ervices, they often play the greater role is the selection of
service. Ihis discussion is focused mnore on improniog information available to
the physician, but applies to both physician aod patient.
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deo-ted to research on determitants of patient ontcoees and costs of care

While additional clinical rsearch is teeded. mich more could be done within

the irmits of carreet medicoa knowledge. Studics have shown that there is

considerable variattan in nedicvl practice acrots geographic areas, acrosa

delivery systems, and across individoal physicio-s Ther sulggest the provisio

of substantial anouots of unnecessary services. They lead us to beieve thti

there is considerable potential for redociog the use of unnecessary ser-ices

wRihoot vompromisiog the quality of care Involvemcnt of the oedical

community is critical for reCcess of this effort

Recent work demonoratcs heo physicians can develop guidelines for

appropriate ose of services and optimal core of patients. Fer ceample. the

American College of Physicians and the Bloc Croon ood Blue Shield Association

have cooperated in the development of goidelines for the ore of coolitoon

diagnostic tests. The American College of Phvs:c:ans. through its Clinical

Efficacy Asscssmrnt Poject, has developed guidelincs oto appropriate use of

services, such as endoscopy in patients with dyspoPsin, and Sppropriate care of

patients with selected conditions including cholecystitis and diabetes. The

Heaolh Services titiliation Study by the RAND Corporat:ion has used enpert

consensus to develop appropriate indicatio-s for use of coronary anieography.

-pper Gi endoscopy. and carotid endarterecto-y The Aml-can Medical

Associatioo's Diagnostic and Therapeutic Technology Assessment (DATTA)

project uses panels of enpert physicians to address questions of safety nnd

effic.cy of medical tech.ologics.

Such programs can deveiop sound. practical, and credible stuodards or

guidelines based oa the consensus of medical enpeets aftee thorough review of

available medical literature. I hese guidelines for appropriste use of servives

can provide the basis for bosh programs to educate physicians and beneficiaries

and for usilisetion revie activrties. With additional rcsources, this process

could be used to develop guidelines for other pr-vdores and for care of a

greater varicty of patient problems. This process is not mitbhot cost.

However, inestment of a small fraction of the annual expeaditures for

Medicre could yield substantial returns in more cost-effective care"

' The clinical research desvribed here has been carried out by several
investigators. Some has been sponsored by professional societies It has bhen
supported by a arinty of sorces including the National Croter for Health
Sc-rices Research and Health Care Technology Assessment the Health Carn
FPioncing Administrativn. tho glue Cross Association, and sevcrai privae fo...vIlmotu
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With more information about which services really improve patients onteome.

physicians and beaeficiaries will be in a better position to judge the merits of

services, particularly thos that now fall ilto a sgry area-their medical valuc

is uncertbin hut probably very small. Given fee-for-ervice incentive, that

encourage The physician to do all that might benefit the patient and fears of

maiprctice suits, better information on what services are of little or no

benefit mill need to be in the physician's hands if services in this grey aret

are to be significantly reduced.

Phvsician Education

Informotion cannot be expected to affect the provision of scrvices unless it is

systematically disseminated to physicians. Many in the physicsao communoiy

bclieve that most physicians will alter their practices if they are informed that

their practices do not conform to standards developed by opert physicians in

their oao field of medicinc. Informatia on appropriate am of services can be

made available to physiciuns through edocstional programs that cmphasiec

enpert standards for carc. such as those developed by the American College of

Physicians and the BIne Cross and Blue Shield Association or prOvide

physicians with direct comparisons of their practice patterns with those of

their peers

One erample of the ittter type of program is the Maine Medical Society's

sponsorship of the Maine Medical Assessment Project to infourm physicians hoa

their use of specific serviccs compares with their peers is the state. This

appears to harc led to reduclions the targeted services in areas of high use.

The Commistion is reviewing enamplos of programs to edac.le physicians and

beneficiaries asing specific guideliucs far appropriate are, such as those for

common diugnostic tests and endoscopy. I will assess the potential of these

programs to improvc the cost efrectiveness of care provided to Medicare

beneficiaries.

Utlilirmstig ana Qultys Review

Review of utilization of serviccs is performed by Medicare carriers and by Peer

Review Organwaoions (PROs) The review of utilination is based On rules that

are intended to identify .nneressary services and either dassoado ihe physiciao

from pr-oviding them or deny payment for them. PRO& hare also begun io

evaluare quality of care

The Commission has begun to asady programs of otliacion and quality revie
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usea oy carriers. Ro, and the private sector. Drawing on studies by HCFA,

GAO, and the HHS Inspector General. we will enamine alternative mechanisms

to improve the cffectivcnesa of cairrir sod PRO medical -evie- For instance.

how cost effective are the utiliostion and quality screeCs used to select cases

for physician review? PROS now focus on inyatient care, though a substentisl

amount of care has shifted from the hospital to outpatient settings, where

there is less review of Ser of services and their quality. We will consider

whether PRO or similar review should be expanded to incorporate care in

outpaticnt settings.

We are prlicularly inerested in how nell these programs incorporate current

medical knowledge of the appropriatenrss of services. Utilitation screens and

conditions for Drior anprovol of admission or a procedore .o.Id be more casily

accepted if they cere based on credible standards developrd by peers For

Cestiple. a physician's reason for doing a pIanned coronary anSgiography could

be compared to accepted indications for that procedurc developed through

copert coosensus.'

Financi tncrntixcs

The Commission also plans to coosider car 005 methods that cmphasiae the aSe

of financial incentives to physicians and patients For physicians, these range

from mechanisms that alter the iscentives of individual physicians to prea-ribe

rervices to thos e cauriaging broad groupa of physicians to practice ia a Ise.

costly style. An example of the former approach is increased use of proccdure

packaging. Traditionally, surgery has becn paid for on the basis of sloal

fee--a fee that encompasses the major surgical procedure, ancillary procedures

by the surgeon. and Dost operative visits by the surgeon The global fee

approach could be ctcndcd to non-sargical procedures by including the

associated orfrce or hospital isii with procedures such as colonoscopics.

Physscians charge for a number of services that they do not personally

perform, such as diagnostic tests, If the physician is allowed to charge the

patient nore than the cost of the tess, there is a financial incentive to order

such rests. Congress has attempted to limit this practice for cl;n.cal

laboratory tests. The Commission will examine whether this approach should

be eutendcd to similar services

' Such guidelines or siandards must be applied thoughtfully and flexibly
No set of standards can specify r-artly what should he doue tot every patiret
Theit application most ake account of varions in the cliki-al iiuato
Rigid application of gtuidelines. such as using them as cciltogs on services
der-md to be appropriate for ill patiens in a category, could reduce the
quality Of care and ill comcromisc the effecriveness of the utifirotion
program itself.
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At the opposite cad of the spectrum Medicare allowed fees in an seen could

be based ;i Parl on the use Of serVices by all Physicians in the areI. For

instance, the Prevailing charge for echt service could be reduced if total

cpendilures in the ar" Cecceded a budget rget or increased if cependirures

cere bilow a target. A policy of this type has bten is used in West Gtrnny.

While it nould aot appreciably slter financial incentives to individuat

physicians it could enco-esge more vigorous actions ua the part of the

physician community to support peer revicw acticitio* and educate their

mcmbers on appropriate medicatl practi-e

The Commission wilt also c-omirc the effecriveness af financial incentives for

beneficiary use of serices. For inastasc do copaymeats selecticely reduce the

uoe of unnccessary services, or do they redace access to needed services?

Since Congress made a key decision in 19S2 to autbori.e Medic"re to offcr a

more attractive risk contract to IMOs, copitation has become an Option for a

significaot number of beneficiarics The research literature indictles that

HMOs can reduce the use of servics especially hospital services by a

substantial amount. The Commission has begun to coamine a somber of issues

peroaining to capitation by HMOs in Medicare It plans to look intu recising

the method by which capitation payments are calealated. It will study the

approprilteness of policies by HMOs to limit use of services by enrollees.

including ccrtain types of incenive contracts between HMOs and physicians.

It ill assess whether the definition of a qualified' health plan ahould be

changed.

The ultimate role that cupitalion will play in the Medicare program is not yet

knows Policy decisions that are made now will have seme bearing, but the

ability of HMOs and other peivtc health plans to contain costs, and the

acceytability of these plans to Mcdicare beneficiaries, will be the hey

considcratioas

ailiin Pructices

Evidence of changes in billing practics by physicians that contribule to

.ncrcases in Mcdicarc utlys is mostly uoccdoral. but prudent management

requires sUhntaoria efforts ro ncncoee and prevent improper billing practices.
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many physicians ha"e expressed to the Commission their con..ernO about billing

practices of some of their peers. Part of the Commissionst work to deveiop a

fee schedule cocerns the codin9g f medical procedures for paymtnt purposet

Foe Coampse, the Conrtssion is testiny the eSC of consensus panels to consider

whether closely-related services should be paid the -ne amount aad to clarif

and standardiee definitions of what is included ie surgical global rees This

coold tocilitate carri.r rcview activlties.

Ehysician Sor*ly af d Tort Reform

A part of the solution to rising outlays for physicsa' sr-virces nay tle outside

of reforo in payment methods. While beyond the Cotmissio.'s mandate.

policies concerning physiian supply and medical malpractice could well be part

of the solution to the probiem of containing the coSts of physicians' ser-ices.

CONCLUSION

Medicare has provided the Cidetly and the disabled access to medical care of

high qualitv while protecting them from financial hardsitp Continced rapid

increases in the volume of services are making this accompiishment

increasingly difficoi fyo beoeficiarirs and tanpayers to uncerw-ite. Given the

evidence that some of these servics have little medical bchcfti to the patient.

wc can contain costs without sacrificing the gonas of Medicire by designing

policirs thar will inform physicians and patients which serv-ces these arr and

induce them to forego Item This will not be an easy task, but one that most

be done.
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ITEM 6

AMRP

November 18, 1987

The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging
U.S. Senate
Washington. D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On November 2, 1987, the American Association of Retired Persons
(AARP) testified before your committee concerning the Part B
premium increase for 1988.

At that time we testified that approximately 742,000
beneficiaries would not receive a Social Security cost-of-
living-adjustment (COLA) because of the size of the scheduled
premium increase.

We have recently refined our estimates. After taking into
account the manner in which the Social Security Administration is
required to round beneficiaries' checks under Sections 215(g) and
1839(c) of the Social Security Act, it appears that an additional
878,800 beneficiaries will also not receive a COLA. This brings
the total number of beneficiaries not receiving a COLA to about
1.6 million in 1988.

Attached is a chart detailing this information. If the hearing
record is still open we would appreciate the inclusion of this
revised data.

Thank you for your attention to this important issue.

Sincerely,

Martin A. Corry
Director, Federal Affairs

A*nxmn A-vwzwn 4 Retirad Pcr,;n, 1909 K Street. N .W W-hi' ishn D p .( Nh9 24(J P0 X75. 47(x

J,+.n ir. i nnin , : C.i.. - -
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COST OF INCREASED MEDICARE PART B PREMIUM, 5988
NUMBER OF BENEFICIARIES NOT RECEIVING COLA

AVERAGE
SMi MONTHLY

ENROLLEES SOC SEC

2,900
3,600
4,300
7,500
9,700

15,300
15, 700
44,300
43,900
45,900
59,400
54,000

117 200
116,400
116,200
282,700
234,900
361,200

324,000
717,500
315,000
376,800
419,300
459,700

.. ..

TOTAL PART B BENEFIT
4.2X BENEFIT PREMIUM CHANGE
COLA ROUNDED INCREASE

$5.00 $0.21
$15.00 $0.63
$25.00 *1.05
$35.00 $1.47
$45.00 $1.89
$55.00 $2.31
S65.00 $2.73
$75.00 $3.15
$86.00 $3.61
$96.00 $4.03
$106.00 $4.45
*116.00 *4.87
$126.00 $5.29
S136.00 $5.71
$146.00 $6.13
$157.00 $6.59
$167.00 $7.01
$177.00 $7.43
$187.00 $7.85

$197.00 $8.27
$207.00 $8.69
$217.00 $9.11
$227.00 $9.53
$236.00 $10.00
$248.00 $10.42

$5.20
$15.60
$26.00
$36.40
$46.80
$57.30
$67.70
$78.10
$89.60

$100.00
$110.40
*120.80
$131.20
$141.70
$152.10
$163.50
$174.00
$184.40
$194.80

$205.20
$215.60
$226.10
*236.50
$247.90
$258.40

PERSONS W/ NO COLA

1,621,100

TOTAL
COST

$6.90 -*6.00 *19,430
$6.90 -*7.00 $23,940
$6.90 -$6.00 $25,370
$6.90 -$6.00 $41,250
$6.90 -$6.00 $49,470
$6.90 -$5.00 *70,390
$6.90 -$5.00 $65,940
$6.90 -$4.00 $168,340
$6.90 -$4.00 $144,070
$6.90 -$3.00 $133,110
$6.90 -*3.00 $149,500
$6.90 -*3.00 $113,400
*6.90 -*2.00 $145,860
$6.90 -$2.00 $140,640
$6.90 -$1.00 $93,120
$6.90 -*1.00 $46,480
$6.90 $0.00 s0
$6.90 $0.00 s0
$6.90 $0.00 s0

$6.90
$6.90
$6.90
$6.90
$6.90
$6.90

MONTHLY COST

ANNUAL COST

$1.00
$1.00
$2.00
$2.00
$3.00
$3.00

$O
$O
*0
$O
$O
$0

$1,430,100

$17, 161 ,200
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ITEM 7

The University of Arizona
Healh Sceoces cefter
Depwlment oInternal Madmcinc
Secwon tof Carsdiotogy
Tumno,,. AO.ona 55724
(GQ2) 62-6221

Special Committee on Aging

United States Senate

Dirksen Building

Washington, D.C. 20510

Sirs:

This statement comes from a group of physicians who have been

studying the Medicare professional fee schedule to determine what

procedures are being inappropriately rewarded and how funds can be

saved by adjustment of such fees.

I am the chairman of this committee (The Independent Study Group).

I am Clinical Professor of Medicine in the Section of Cardiology

at the University of Arizona Medical Center. Previously I have

appeared as a witness at the hearings on waste, fraud and abuse in

the pacemaker industry held by the Committee, and I have served as

a consultant to the FBI personnel who have been seconded to

Medicare for the investigation of health-related frauds.

Respectfully s

Bren an Phibbs, M.D.
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STATEMENT

of th,

INDEPENDENT PHYSICIAN"S STUDY GROUP

before the

SIECIaL COAHITTEE ON AGING

of the

UNITED STATES SFNATF.

POTENTIAL MEDICARE SAVINGS DY

ADJUSThENT OF EXCESSIVE PROFESSIONAL

FEES.

As iodepeodeot .cmti tee of phyStriate tat omen ln.es.t.8tt.5

son apptupi i~te,'s Of nie profe-oi-ual fees pati by Medic.e.

Ice stopy it rot complete but some coon)onio.ns air already

I Some prufes-in-al fees pail i l edicare are eoctslve.

2Te total of these -soestice papYento Amounts 0a t in -'y

Ia- ge u. st.dy of anly foer specific catetorses of PAyment

reveals poseottal uottnes of -en haIf a billilo dollars a...ally

it a rottoona rec sehe dole onre Sn estetued.

3 In ..e cases these eooe.si-e fees are ot-ply ane.hrontsti:

as A resu- t of od-n-oe is medical t-ele olopgy .oe .. rop ea4reo cao

be perfored co. Ily aod qosoely. bht the fees hate t.ee lnd floed

at 1-1e t rt -heo the -a-e procedures - ere diffl-Ilt 00d

prolonged

4 fo other caheiorles. igs fees sere set simply b-eca-Sra

proced in oat nera esperleoce oao l:Imted, and prsyssoane oece

only Dbetnntnc to acqoire she req.isite s 4Ills. No that the

procedueeo are coeooplace, the fees stoeld be ad ottd tiieiuate

itt noepacahi n categories of pr.tfeooioeal pertor.an.c. Ilotead,

the htappruprate shigh feen hone pn tited, a kiod of

Cut leral profosuiooal lag ha spcecented rossonal cheese.

S Financiarl irads for hospitl ho.sed physsians. included in

-elocace nesptta! payments hace hero rcesl oir, because o: thI

na-e kird of lao There -dt 0 tiIe uhet AtCetottl it,

patholetist- aedra diologisto aere io shoDrt opply. end thn

professional fene in toe-se tetitcti ere cocrespcdioglr hiGh.
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The shortaGe tan leen COrrrt.ti anesthes tiogtists ne.

cadiologiu(s ate present in adequate cuhbers and pathologists are

redundant. Pathologist' a slaries have in man J *ean f(alte

to a reaso.aile level in ro-parinon vith such nuderpaid

perftocat.s on pediatricins and intercts.s bho thI other too

categories still co.a.n.d lcppropritely larIge rcards

completely out of keepiog sith pears of tr-ining. difficulty of

performance or .opply of physicians.

HETHOD OF STUDY.

The Stody Croop haa used A simpl cops~pison method to begin

ocalyslg oppropriate-ss, of fees.

The fee psid for rho.ecec.tectopy- resovat of the gall-bladder-

c determined is as macp Medicare areas as p.sthible In cam

found to be coesstestly close to 750.00

Three factors enter into this faa.

A. To qualify to perform this or other major abdoinal sorcery a

physician must r.foiil fire post-graduae years of trateing in an

approved surgical progra.

S. the proccdure itself reqoires cue to . n t s it hoold be

classed so a highly kslled procedure oith -uht-nial risk.

C Three days of pvstoperative ca re. ll he required. no=etl...

Applying these three facto ... osenera -- ategorleS of Medicare

yroiessivoai paycents. some remarnaslo tvuuoniotrotci coergod.

CATARACT REMOVAL tITH PROSTTETIC LENS RErLACFEFINT t i.

procedure requires the c..am eas. of tr-inin6 an cuoieysteCtomy

rhe procrd..rc itself gt kes mho.Ut o ho, i, leos vini is pe forocd

on an otli-paticnt basis. lhtere is slt..vtiaiiy no professhonal

aftercare.

Using the Cholecystectoey indcc, thrrefore, cataract surgery

.ith lens replacement is worth less than half of the fee paid for

.tl I -bladider t rzooal . Z0,,Of- (00 (lit wo, ld e I., 1tCle, Yedlicare in

fact pays 1500.00 or sore for this procedure in all areas studied.

it is speculated that soon ophthaliic surgeons are billing up to

4DOOO a seekI for what is, in Tact, minor Sitrgery. If the fee for

cataract surgery were reduced to a reasonable level. Medicare would

save over 1000.00 per qrocedure: total savings would be approxinately

600,000,000 pet year. This is a stattling figure. but then. Mtedicare

is now paying startling fees.
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i\SERTlON or PFRMAk'ENT PAcr.MAKER: This is now a relatively simple

procedure, requiring an hour or less. it is frequently performed hy

ta'dtoiogists -zit no spcrialiizc1 su.rgical training. The risk is

tor' snalil, and no "ore than iity-fott 'Oats of hospitalication

are requiircd. Using the chnlocystectony index, again, 250.00-300.00

.otnld be an adeqo-te fee in Fact Mdlirare pays 1S00.00 or .ore in

311 areas.

ootoptiol t.o, il the fcc -Xct rlcdiCcid 1200.00 equal about

C01 \[il Ii'ASS SU<I(:FY: A .,c t- 'nr ail. this -tas a

colon, U d
t

c' tn'. tiptotttiti Cr pt- lts.ld b a. I'Ct aenters ny a -cry

fr::h hlg!l! slillc- sti-cons. Nes- Llic .e.,lr; ovuisionoilacc.

0 .; tors tic ais follo,,s.

tea''s of nttili.:g: senen.

of prn'Sair. . tones ho-es. a-enaun

Rit.: stt 6D:f:an t f( i-O;t, dep-er iug D n cJIuorY Of atien D*)

Aft cno.3 d0ayu :o an ee- . of tin .uattiatod

nll t-ese f--ttrs y7 eid a .oasonable fc- ef 2000.00. O toe basit

o. m atolnsnstnttnnp inee .n taut Moonnane puns an m-uo as

6000.00 .n nme areas, and pays mcIi onen 2000.00 ennynhnne.

We nave n.t yet " en able In detenrine toe na.t s.umber of

turonana aetery typant prIenntIae pani tan onnually by edinane

hoat an easuatod euine -&gge-t, tha:t by md-ilinea ten -ernell fre

to 2000.00 the s-..i.n ... Id run. anti ven 500, 000.000.00 .

Peane nate that teste ael pt-tial scantgo in oy thrnee

nealte! d preo-du-ni. ama o:te fento' that ttse n n ea:iutii:

fegare- that manId still pension adequame pcurouiinnal

ut.npnisainn an any ratbico-i hanin.

ERRfTiC PAYMENT SCHrDUnL£5: ite th. 'nurae 0f nur stady it has

lea nec apparent b1.an fee nuhe ies sary pn o" ,i-ahi~anal -anner

i tooe onious .emca ace.s. The roes paid for the 'Pc-fic

p5r-ednie- inunm anace vary fson asC' pant of the snuntry by

ne.oncl vandred pm' mat- fan bSyond anytoinsg oam aiht topee'.

i-an .n.plc di!etanaset inta1 it of li-i' f

Mo:c t o thn 
0
uisit . nhC rciat oOD 0 r :ti' foen tor aces nyt".

bcx e no. .t. fa tooc ti annre .umu :sa'lont r ti'se acnus nonlinSas~ e

a scot~~~~t C pmotnC anis i~~~~~~~uctn~ tatn a t as bavc

tn Ottc in. it.¢ i: toid DcaSt orth ,.ic as masS cnp-bcnc. hi - .ch

it nun taoe 5vc Tl,. nardun "amnato' i..b,' laitnr of tO

ttt., na. 0~~ Ointn ic's in ocus ocisc: tonto:ates tot. inane tas bSct

iStac iott icts5iSt"''t Or seleet on bunts Is east Cam etatry
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rather there ha. been a hadge-poote of cannot acceptance of fees

that are often irrational io the first place.

INVASION VERSUS CARE: in teneri Medicare fees hate echoed.

nationat pattern in paJyng tao oath Inr procedures and toa little

for adical care, th p ditrican h to e a a crticial

child in the early morning hotrs it poid ees rhan a s -rh.on aho

perform some trinial procteare. dies a cardiolastit pa..es a

Slan-Cana catheter into the heart- a simple pracaduce that raraly

taken mon than t-noty inates- he is paid 200.00- morn than he

soald sake is foot or fine hotrs of harde okilled. clinical cork

then ha eatahlishes a diagnoses or intltiatas treatment. The

onerpayment of innvatie pcncedores and the oondpcozy.et of

tog2nitlne~ akill in seesing U.S. medicine anay fros thosghfnh

patient care and to.ard hasty and often hartful inatrumentation.

Secratary tones minced the ahole point of thie sin h-t he

addressed the annual meeting of the AOmriCrn Academy of Family

Physicians last year. P stated that changiag tie Medicare fee

ochedole ho retard cognitive services and to ' nt ti i

o-erpaymenta for iccasie pracedoren .dldidt.c..rote

I.nocation' and "put a damper on cenpetitino

One can only roelode Dt. tov n i heples-ly out of to-ch ith

medical reolity or to ocder enoreens prea.cre free oelf-seretrc

surgi.cal ictarenta.

i nooetioxn-ie teear, h- is tirried on in ac-denic sod ether

cotitutin.oe. centers by -aloried physicians cvho h-e no

ficaccial incolcetoct sith a fee otrjcturc. tduceihe ncrhitnt

s-rair I fee -. Id 1ane ffe, t ua t .. so- c on inon. ation.

Abnot the only inno..tion to enpectcd from the phyoicians

geseratist toe enormous sumis ab-nee.eti.oed vould be in the realm

of hillini or pruantio. they c-rtaicly don t carry - r se.ch.

The notion that -edccinh eoihitant fees antl stirfle euspetitiuc

in irratto.a1. Tere ios t any fee conpetitioo in the Medicare

sor:d surgeons aill tahe the highest fee Medicare will give thea

and they ht so intntio r chage S 1es.

Both these comm.ents cast the gra-eot doubts on Dr. Boast's

capacity in this specific setting.

SOLUTION: 1: stop the productio of arcan satrmanticna fo noI-e

bh adminiatraocs aticacistcians and ac..nstantr

these haVe only perpetuated the abuses listed aboe. Soe of the
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resolet i.t s promolgetedb hae do ted the best efforts of hi lkhY

teaied, sKilled adeisistratots tort a' idate thee.

2: assemble a cometttee of hoihly skilled phytl' ilas who are

deditetet to the poblie interest a.d koewiedgeatle about

appropritetete-s of cedi-el perfoseI te aoGd f.doig.

3: ask these physletoos to fuoctio as dolla-.-yeaat ee to

set pp-opfiatr toes sotlo several boatoare oatsgortet olaf

some stiple rational opproetth tec a that outlised abs-e.

4. begir. isrpl:oectit tee ohalrt at osee. As sees as reasocablo

fees -e -owl-d for each procedure. There's no 'cod so'. ft r

tota. acrosse-the-bard eh-Ces - Cl .a sit w:ie fcc as a ttO

Wottic 5 socks esoa o tha-i- a" "0h te- p col t d to o,,ect the

otlltoe dolla eof 0. isolo that .doc sot as a fl less ye.r.

Eo.Sc--e. Crorpltcated orGa"ni a wed prc.eedlshu are to'

. The h-arvad -Xed'carc srsc 'C tOO Ct 01 -po f-r..
0

htetct

5'Ch oty 1100 00 .- soh.- tis ut : l to-as years ie

real-sstl fot. she .j-or -0' lob poss-ble raw be put in hand is

about two seeks The p.xesent systes of te .prupai.te fee

schedules ts i s asotod': Ji 050 5ko the dmao-eI peofes' icoo. t

sat sely '-eo perpotuatod behese the, r ars esutpr is" ced

phystot a . uh tt h,. leces r>y profetttotnai backirwo-d ta make

real i ic judl rs-'- se the d r- FeryA huIer sIhy PhysIcs wio

uho h eo 0110 tho. Itr Ie ei odei ts'i ties u sirpip aren t

egosped to mot.e these ludgecds- There ie e - b t Ios satai nsobtee

or os who a
0
. so eq"tpped hed 6o .otiloted. ilcase use woe

tsoents We cas saso the U.S tospey.' so..e billttns of dullest

and we'll do tt fot ethink.

0

83-915 ( 184)


